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1

R^ATIONATE OF THE STUDY

Purpose of the Study
The major purposes of this sÈudy \íere to determine

the degree to which kindergarten pupils possess certain
selected spat,ial concept,s and. to investigate the effect,s of
a spatial concept inst,ructional program upon kindergarten
pupils' performance on paper-and.-pencil, manipulative, and
oral- expressive language tasks.
There has been an ever-increasing ah¡areness on the
part, of some researehers that concept learning should be an

integral component of atl instructional programs at every
educat,ional leveI" Russell (1956:12) emphasized the
importance of concept tearning with regard to school
experiences when he stated that "the clarity and. compreteness
of a childts concepts are the best measure of his probable
success in school learning because meaning is fundamental to
such learning" " .å.gain, in Directing Reading Þlaturity as a

Coqnitive Processo Stauffer (I9692293) stressed. the
significance of concept, development as a component of
reading programs
Concept development is of primary
importance in the Ëeaching- of reåding
as a thinking process becãuse concepts
are cognit,ive structures acquired

Èhe

2

through a complex and. genuine act of
thought

Ribovich 0979:288), after examining Èhe research related.
to
concept deveropment and read.ing instruct,ion concruded
u
thaÈ
"clear concept,s help individuars think, and it,s the
thinking st'udent who wirr get the most, from reading,',
Ribovich emphasized the need, for concept teaching
in alr
reading programs if the act of reading was to be meaningful
and successful. Therefore it would, appear thaË
before a
pupil can learn to read with understandingu certain
prerequisites should be acquired" Howevero Boehm (1g71:3)
cautioned:

fhe assumption that chÍÌdren have
mastered the basic concepts necessary
for understanding and foi:_owing
directions by the time of

needs Ëo be questioned.

"àñä"f

entry

Therefore, it seemed essent,ial to ascertain whether
kindergarten pupils did possess those identified
concepts
which have been deÈermined to be basic Èo inst.rucËion
(Boehm, 19?1:3)

" The implications of this statement were
considerabre in terms of assessment procedures, which
have
been designed to determine the pupir¡s rever of
concept
devel0pmento and alternative programs, which
have been
developed to promote and strengthen concept learning"

pupirs enter grade one they may be expected
to
perform tasks and forrow directions which require
spaËial
concepÈ knowledge" For Èhis reason it was
decided to limit
t'he investigation to onry cert,ain serected spat,ial
concepts
when

t'hat kindergarten pupirs possess rather Èhan Èo the

quantitative and temporal. concepts which had been
previously identified by Boehm (1971).
ïn addition to being able to verify the conceptual
level aÈ which the pupil is functioningo Ëhe teacher should
be abre to determine the pupils ! efficiency and accuracy
in
using various response modes, such as paper-and-pencir,
manipulativeo and orar expressive ranguage" programming
should be based upon realisÈic resurts derived from accurate,
meaningful, and varied assessment. procedures. rt wourd
seem

that for

assessment instruments

to be effective they should
measure more than a single aspect of a childrs concept
developmenÈ

"

TheoreËical Framewolk of lhel!-tudg

theoreticar framework of the study was eNamined
under t'wo separate topics: assessment procedures and
The

programming.

Assessment procedures
Many researchers have

investigated the question,

"!{hat is Èhe most effect,ive and efficient meÈhod of
evaruating the knowledge a pupil possesses?,," wendt, (197g:57)
sfressed Èhe need for considerat,íon Ëo be given t,o the ,matcho
between the purposes and the prognamming for a chird,
resulÈing from or related. to the assessment. Barrett (1g70:g4)
noted that, noÈ alr the important readiness factors were
measurable with paper-and-pencil tests. Jenkins (f978 z45Z)

4

reported on the basis of the daÈa that he had accumurated,
there was a strong suggestion that a basic assumption
underlying standard achievement measures that they

representatively sample differenË curricula is largely
without support" rt would appear that. studenÈ achievement,
in a particurar curricr.lrum may in no way be refrected by

scores" rdealry, it wourd seem that pre- and.
post-measures of assessment, shouLd be reflective
of the
curricura which is to be folrowed throughout the schoor year.
achievement

Both materials and teaching methodology shour.d be
considered,
in the examination of assessment instrument,s.
Boehm (1966) designed

a study t,o d,escribe the
developmenÈ of comparative concepts in prinary
school
children as this development relaÈed to variables such as:
grader/age u socioeconomic sÈat,us, interrigence,
etc. The
Test of comparative concepts, measuring eíghteen concepts,
!{as constructed

to

the devel0pment and knowledge of
selected comparaÈive concepts used frequently in primary
measure

school curricura - Af ter she had used this
instrument, Boehm (1966 :92) observed:

Èest.inq.

with other items, such as those
measuring 'in front - behind,'o a
problem was invol_ved. in representing
a three-dimensional concepl with a
two-dimensional medium" õne may also
pupils could respond to ãf,"
3?k_if
kind of representat,ionai drawings
used in the test and if failure"with

this- type of item indicated a lack of

knowledge of the concept.

This raises concerns about paper-and-pencir t,estinq

5

as the sole method of evaluating a pupirus conceptual
performance level, especially at the kindergarten
lever"
rt is true that the educational worrd is deruged wiÈh
paper-and-pencil tasks on a daily basis and pupils
are

expecËed to perform accurately" yet¡ ofi the other
hand, it

might be necessary - especiarly if various features
of
concept devel0pment are to be assessed. - to determine
whether a pupil does possess and can demonstrat,e an
understanding of a particular concept through a varieÈy
of
response modes other than paper-and-pencil. pupils
might
demonstrate an understanding of a concept by means
of the
manipulat.ive response mode and.r/or the oraL expressive
language response mode. The manipulatåve response
mode is
in evidence when the pupir manipurates an object or

objects

aÈ the orar direction of the teacher" The orar
expressive
language response mode is in operation when the pupil

describes oraJ-ly to the teacher what occurs when t,he
teacher
manipulates Èhe object or ob jects (See Definitions, page

1,3) .

Carroll (1964:1g4) supported this idea of the
assessment of concept development through various
response
modes when he remarked:

A child who has learned a certain
concept - who has learned to
certain experiences as being recognize
simiíar :
may not necessarily be able to verbalize
what. attributes make them similar" h;-may not, even be aware of the fact that
he has attained a certain concepto since
it- may be the case that only
hi;
behavior - Èhe fact Èhat he makes a
certain response to a certain class of

stimuli
indicates that he has formed
a concept.
Tversky (1923) investigated wheÈher children, like
adultso courd encode pictures and names either pictorially
or verbally according to task demands, She discovered that
preschool children could remember simple pictures¡ ês well
as the names for these pictures, but they were much sl0wer
Èhan adults Èo recode previously encoded. st,imuli when
their
prior encoding modality turned out to be inappropriate.
Beagles-Roos and Greenfield (l-g7g) also noted that the

complexity of the instructional task predicted and affected
the development of chírdrenus performance with twodimensional píctures,

They observed that the younger
children had more success with the visual reproduct,Íon of
the pictures when those pictures were kept relatively

simplistic"

et al (Lg1-7), using six-year-olds,
nine-year-old.s o and young adults as their sample, coi_lected
data which indicated there was a correlation betr¿een picture
recognition ÍmprovemenÈ and the age of the pupil - at, least
before t'he age of nine. single-ob ject pictures were more
easily recognízed than rnulti-object ones, âL reast by Ëhe
younger pupils" The authors summarized that single objects
níght be easier simpry because they contained ress
information for the pupil to process A paper-and-pencil
"
test might' be inef fective, i "e. u not suppJ-y accurat,e nor
suffícienÈ informat,ion, unless the pictorial items in the
test. are relatively simplistic, pictorial simplicity should
Newcombe

7

be one of the criterion used for test, evaluation especially
for those assessment instrumenÈs d.esigned to determine the
pre-reading abilities of the young chiId. These studies

lend support to the premise that, another mode of testing,
other than paper-and-pencil, might be ad.visable, especialry
for young children, rt would seem inconsistent to measure a
pupil¡s performance on concepÈua1 tasks solely on the basis
of a paper-and-pencil test when a large percentage of the
activit,ies in many instructional programs, especially at t,he
preschooL and kindergarten level, is verbal and,/or
manipuJ.ative in nature.
Brank (1974) in a review of the evidence pertaining
to the manner in which language may begin Ëo function in the
young child stressed the theme that often experimentar
tasks
did noÈ assess a situation accurately. rndeed, the tasks

were either ones in which the child could function
effectively with a nonverbar repertoire, or ones that

required cognitive

so complex as to precrude
adeguate perforrnance by the child" Blank also appeared. to
advocate a 'match' between the level of development, of the
child and the tasks incorporated into the assessment
instrument

demands

"

Similarty Borke (1975) concluded, on the basis of
her study with preschool children, that the nature of the
task requirement appeared. to have a significant effect on
the role-taking abirity of the chird.ren, she stressed
(L9752243) thaË "while young children can recognize
pictures

I
of objects from a fairly early âge¡ they seem to experience
considerable difficulty when asked to make the transition
from a three-d.imensionaJ- dispray to a two-dimensional
pict,ure. " This study also lends support to the not,ion that
there are various levels of concept development and. if an
accurate assessment is Èo be obtained paper-and-pencil
testing might need to be augmented wíth other forms of
testing such as manipulative and, oral expressíve language.
The pupil may have difficulty identifying a concepr in the
two-dimensionar pictorial representat,ion but that, same
pupíl mighÈ successfulry ident,ify the same concept through
manipulat,ion of objects and,/or through a verbal
inÈerpreËation

"

Meyer's findings (1978) supported the hypothesis
t'hat' preschool children were more J-ikely than older children
to base their memory of a picture upon a verbal label
associated with that picture rather than upon Èhe picture
itserf, Howevero Fit,zgerald. (1977:6r0) cautioned againsÈ

the assumption

a child

verbal rabels in one
area of cogniÈive functioning would. necessarily use them in
Ëhat,

who used

area. Againu these writers irlustrat.e the
advisability of deveroping assessment inst,rument,s that,
consist of a variety of concept, tasks which draw upon a
pupil 's mult.i-cognitive abilit,ies "
Meissner (L978 z22l discovered. that the five_year_olds
and six-year-ords ín her sample were abre to verbalize an
understanding of half of the concepts presented from a set,
anoËher

9

of spat,ial-relational concepts" Many of the spatiat concepts
present,edo according to Boehm0s norms, hrere not, universally
known by kindergart,eners, but were knorvn by virÈually all
second graders" This study demonstrates the significance of
verbal testing when assessing a pupil¡s level- of concept
development. In today¡s society there are numerous variables
such as: Ëelevision, nursery school, day-careo parental
involvement, etc., which may affect the child's performance
on test,s

"

To conclud.e, the prevíously mentíoned studies

significantly illustrate the need for further exploration
into the field of assessment procedures " Current research
appears to support the hypothesis that, verbal and
manipulat,ive test, items supply the teacher with meaningful
information other than that derived from paper-and-pencil
tests

"

Programming

At present there has been limited research inÈo
inst,ruct,ional programs designed to teach basic spat.ial
concept,s

"

l{eissner (1975) designed a study to determine Èhe
effects of age and previous exposure to the idenËified
concept,s used in her experiment on the pupils¡ ability to
communicate Èhese concept.s, Meissner incorporated ten of
Boehmrs concepts into the design of her study, Her findings
indicated that. the comprehension of the ident,ified concepts

10

was easier for inner-city children than Èhe communication
of

these same concepts" Meissner stressed the need for
more
opportunities and practice in oral communication in
terms
of programs geared for these chirdren. Although Meissnerrs
study was rimiÈed to Brack inner-city chirdren,
there did
appear to be definite implications for teachers
of all
children in terms of oral communicaÈion as a componenÈ
of a
concept' instructional program and as a measure
of concept
development, level in assessment instruments.
The purpose of priddle and Rubin,s study (Lg77)
was
to invesÈÍgat,e wheÈher or noÈ spatial relational
concepts

could be taughÈ to preschool chirdren. specifically
the
authors sought, to compare the relative effectiveness
of
movement,-oriented versus verbal-visual-oriented
spatial
relationar training programs for preschoorers. The
resurËs
clearly indicated that, within limitso preschoorers
can be
taught to improve their understanding of left-righÈ
relational concepÈs (1977:63)
"

Moers & Harris (1979) examined Boehm's claim
that

remediation of conceptual deficiencies might improve
subsequent schoor achievemenÈ" The aut,hors gathered
data
for fift'y-four pupirs who were randomly assigned
to one of
three treaLment condiÈions (experimentalu pracebo, control)
The results of this study suggested that the
inst.ructional
program empl0yed might have facilitated
schoor. achievement,

but the mechanism by which this faciritation occurred
unclear (Ig7e:86) " The authors suggested ít. would
be

was

.

1L

to isorate various elements in ord,er to d.eÈermine
more accuraÈely why, and if" the insÈructional program made
a significant difference "
necessary

The st,udies described above demonstraÈe

the fact
that the worth and the ingredients of an effect,ive concept
instructional program reguire still more examination.

of this study v'ere to deÈermine
the degree to which kindergarten pupils possess certain
selected spatial concepts and to ínvestigate the effects of
a spatial concept instrucÈional program upon kindergarten
pupils' performance on paper-and.-penciJ., manipulat,ive, and
oral expressive language tasks. The instructional program
consisted of seven concepts identífied by means of a t,eacher
survey. Ten nursery, ten kindergarten and t,en grade one
teachers identified and rated from one-to-f,ifteen those
spatial concept,s Èhat, they considered most necessary for
success in learning. Through a weighted point count, and a
frequency count the foLl0wing eíght, concepts rdere
acknowledged as being important for suecess ín learning:
after, begÍnnírgo behindo be10w, forwardu nearest,, next, to,
Èop" The invesÈigator found by means of pre-insÈrucÈion
The main purposes

paper-and-pencil assessment, that Èhe majority of children
had mastered Èhe concept 'nearestr
" consequentry, the

instructional program consisted of seven id.entified spatial
concepts: after, beginnirg, behindu belowo forwardu next to,
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and

Èop"

Four main areas in the field of spat.iar concepts
ldere examined ín this study. They !{ere¡ l) assessment
procedures for determininq Èhe degree to which kindergarten

pupils possess cert,ain selected spatial concepts, 2) the
effect.s of a spatial concept instruct,ional programo designed
to improve kindergarten pupils' performance on spatial
concept' tasks¡ ëts measured by the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
and an experimental test,ing instrument, 3) a comparison of
kÍndergarten pupilsu performance on spatiar concept tasks,

as measured by paper-and-pencil, manipulat,ive and oral
expressive language t,askso 4) the degree to which paper-andpenciJ., manipulative and oral expressive language tasks are
related as measures of kindergarten pupils' performance on

spatial concepÈ tasks" Each of the aforementioned areas had
a main hypothesis stated in Èhe form of a quest,ion. They
were as follows:

1" what is the relationship between the Boehm Test
of BasÍc concepËsu Forms A and B, and an experimental testing
insÈrument, desÍgned to measure kindergarten pupils¡
performance on spat,ial concept tasks?
2 " l{hat are the ef fects of a spatial concept
instructional program designed to improve kindergarten
pupils¡ performance on spatial concept t,asks¿ ãs measured
by the Boehm Test. of Basic concepts and an experiment,al
testing instrument?

3. what percentage ,of subjects perform to crÍteria
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on the paper-and-pencilu manipulativen and oral expressive
language components of the experimental testing inst,rument?
4" 1o what degree do paper-and-pencil, manipulativeo
and oral expressive language tasks relate aS measures of the

kindergarten pupilst performance on spatial concept t,asks?

oefinition of

Terms

For the purpose of this study the following
definitions were used:
Manipulative Spatial Coneept Task
A manipulative spatial concept task was one in which

the pupil manipulated Èhe object or objects at, the direct,j-on
of the teacher in order to demonstrate an understanding of
t,he spatial concept. (eg: The teacher saysu 'rPut the marble
INSIDE the box"" The pupil put,s the marble INSIDE the box.)
OraI Expressive Language Spatial Concept Task
An oral expressive language spatial concep€ task

was

one in which the pupil orally described what t,he teacher did,

in order to demonstrate an understanding of the spaÈial
concept. (eg: The teacher Says, "Do you knorr¡ what the word
INSIDE means? Try and use the word INSIDE in a story about
something I will show you"'r the teacher puts the marble
INSIDE the box and the pupil orally describes what was done")
Concept l.{asterv
The Boehm Test of Basic Concepts is an assessment
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instrument designed to screen a beginning pupirrs knowredge
of fifty frequent,ly used. basic concepts by means of the
paper-and-pencil response mode. Mastery of a concept on the

Test of Basic concepts was measured on the basis of
accuracy on the one item designed. for each concept" Eight,
of the fifty Boehm concepts !{ere assessed on the Experimental
Testing rnstrument. on the Experimental Testing rnstrument
mastery of a concepÈ was measured. on the basis of three
response modes: paper-and-pencil tasks (four of five items
correct), manipulative tasks (two of three iÈems correct)
and oral expressive language tasks (two of three items
correct). The eight identified spaÈial concepts assessed
for mastery v¡ere as folrows: afteru beginnirg, behindo
below, forivard, nearest., next tou and top,
Boehm

o

Design of the Study
The design of the study is irrustraËed in Figure r.r.

Limitations of the Studv
There were some limitations to this study.
t " The size of the sample complet,ing each individual
t'est was small. There k¡ere initiaily a total of one hundred

and thirty-one pupils, twenty-six in each of the conditions
with the excepÈion of condiÈion one" consequentry there were

limitations as to how many stud.enËs could be procurred.
2" All Èhe kindergarten pupils in this study had.
attended tv¡o schools of close proximiÈy wiÈhin the same school
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Design of the Study
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division. rf some of Ëhe pupírs had attended an urban school
while others had at,tended a rural school, the findings might,
have been generalized to a larger population"
" The Experiment,al Testing rnstrument assessed only
eight identif ied concept,s " this was a limitat,ion in that, the
findings pertained Èo only one aspect of the kindergarten
pupilsu concept deveLopment.
3

" The length of treatment (seven teaching sessions)
was a limitat,ion Ín that it was confined to a short, period
.of
t'ime and no provisions !Íere made for assessing long-term
retention of the identified spaÈiar concepts.
4

" Ãll the pupils in the study \rere of kindergarten
age" consequentlyo this study did, not, provide the
opportunity for cross-age comparísons.
5

However, this study was designed. to control for the

following:
1. The design of the study ensured tha€ no one group
might benefit, from Èhe practice effect of testing sessions.
" The t,ine of day when the teaching sessions
occurred was controlled through Èhe randomization of the
inst,ructional groups when possible.
2

" The ef fect of the normar maturat.ion of the
kindergarten pupil was taken into account, by the presence of
condition Two and condit,ion Four in the design of this study
3

(See Design of the Study, page 15)
"

4. The pupirs in the stud.y had. the opportunity to
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the investigator before the testing sessions began.
5" The testing and instructional sessions were
conduct'ed by the invest,igator and were structured carefully
to be similar"

meet,

" rn the Experimental TesÈ,ing rnstrument the ord.er
of presentation for the three components: paper-and-pencil
tasks, manipulative t,asks, and oral expressive language tasks
6

$¡as randomized

"

Overview of Ëhe Study

This study was designed to determine the degree to
which kindergarten pupils possess certain selected spatial
concepts and to investigate the effect.s of a spatial concept
instructional program upon kindergarten pupils¡ performance

on paper-and-pencil, manipulaÈive, and orar expressive
language tasks " chapter I has outlined the purpose and.

rationale of the studyr presented some operational d.efinitions
and. limitations of Ëhe study" A review of the research
pertaining to the problem is found in chapter 2. chapter 3
presents the experimental design, description of the
procedures and the statistical analyses used. rn chapt,er 4
data are summarized, results of the statistical tests are
reported and t,he findings are discussed. chapter 5 includes
a summary of the procedures usedo conclusions d.rawn from the
f inding's and implications for research and inst,ruction
"

Chapter z
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LTTERATURE

Introduct,ion
The major purposes of this study were to determine

the degree to which kindergarten pupils possess cert,ain
serected spatial concepLs and. to ínvestigate the effecÈs of
a spatial concept instructional program upon kindergarten
pupils¡ performance on paper-and-pencilu manipulative, and.
oral expressive 1anguage tasks.
Throughout the years there has been extensive
research conducted in the area of concept d.evel0pment.
However, the interpretation of the results of many research
studies in concept development has led seldom to definitive
conclusions which would. benefit the classroom teacher"
vinacke (1951:r) attempted to rationalize this problem of
lack of practical application in research findinqs
pertaining to concept development"
Despit,e the fact that. eoncepÈ formation
has been Èhe subject of numerous

investigations, it is stirl

pooirv

The reasons for this lie appãrentiyundersËood"
directions. Firsto the evó1utior, äf in Èrpo
psychology has not, gone far enough to free
the Ëreatment. of concept formation
its
pasÈ associations with epistemology from
and
formal logic. Thus termå like ,"¡3tr..tione

anq 'generalizarion' are still urili;;ã
and
still influence the nature of experi*ãnts
vtithout sufficienË anarysis of the behavioral
18
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and geneÈic processes

involved.

the data utilized in discussion ofSecondo
the
subject are much too narrow since they
are usually drawn from limited
situations and, usually
"*p"riñental
simple
readily guantifiable õverl
"*pñãri".
,""porr=." o e
ô

vinacke (1g51:1) further explained the difficulty
in
formulating definiÈe premises pertaining to concept
development when he stated that ',the methods
of investigaËion
have usuarry been restrained in scope and
have rent
themseLves better to showing the resurts of
concepÈ formation

than revealing its nature." whíle these statements
were
printed nearly thirty years âgoo there still
remains an
element of truth in these commenÈs when applied
to
subsequent

research. St,ill,

concepÈ development

is

viewed

most often from a psychol0gical vj-ewpoint
and many research
studies have limited the conclusions to the concepts
the
child possesses, rather than Ëo the methodorogy which
enabled

the child to acquire the concept being taught"
The riÈerature reviewed in this chapter pertains
to
the rerationship of concept deveropment and the
following

variables: age/grad,e, socioeconomic/sociocurtural
int'e11igence,/academic achievement

fact,orso

of the pupil, sex of the

pupil, language acquisiËion, beginning readingo
and
condit,ions.

'earning

Throughout the study the Èerms ,'concepÈ deveropment,,
and "concept' formation" will be used synonymousrv,

considerabre research has been impremented to
determine
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the correlationu if any, between concept, development and the
age of the pupil" FLavell (I963:20) reported that "Piaget
readily admits that all manner of variables may affect the
chronological age at which a given stage of functioning is
dominant in a given child: intelligence, previous experience,
the cultural milieu in which Ëhe child operates." Piaget
cautioned against an over-literal identification of stage
with age and asserted that his own findings provided only
rough estimates at best of the mean ages at which various
stages are achieved in the cultural environment from which
the subjects v¡ere drawn" A1t,hough PiageÈ did recognize a
positive correlation between the age of the child and
conceptual learning, he warned against too rigid an adherence
to the stages of conceptual development with regards to age.
Larsen (L977:1I60) noted that "Piag,et,rs theory has
been extremely inf luential, at, the same t.ime his methods
have been strongly criticized as not being well enough
defined and standardized to provide data"" However, the
purpose of Dodwell's study (1963) was to assess the
generality of the sorts of spaÈia1 concepts in operation
and. their developmen€o as reported by Piaget, and his
co-workerso and to examine age trends" His studyu with a
sample of nearly two hundred pupils between the ages of five
and eleven, demonstrated. that, the types of thinking and
problem-solving described by Piaget for children between
these ages occurred quite generally" The over-al1 ability
t,o deal correctly with spaÈial concepts improved with âger

2t
but, no clear-cut, progression from one type
space to another could be ident,ified"

of thinking about

yet, Ðodwell's

research (1963), which consisted of a substanÈia1 sample,
did support Piagetrs claims !ûith regards to age and concept
development.

Again, Boehm (1966), Bruner & Olver (1965), Denny &
Þfoulton (1976) ? Far¿ a Wingard (L9771 , Friedenberg & Olson
(L977') u and Meissner (1975, 1978) concluded that the age of
the pupil may have a bearing upon the child's concept
development,
Boehm (1966) examined

children¡s concept development,
in relation to agerlgrade" she selected grade rather than
age as her major frame of reference because grad,e was
represent,ative of the divisions found within the school
structure " she designed a test,ing instrument for the
purpose of measuring the deveJ-opment of eighÈeen concepts
which she believed played a prominent role in the curricula
of the primary school child" Boehmrs findings, based on
data collected from 1286 pupils in grades kindergarten to
threeo indicated that the total concept, scores j-ncreased
with gradeo with the greatest gains occurring between the
end of kíndergarten and the end of grade one" rhis research
Lent, support to Piagetss cl-aim (FIaveIl, 1963zZ0) that age is
related positivei,y to concept, development,
Bruner & olver (1965) undertook an experiment, which
was designed to measure the manner in which their subjecÈs of
various grade groupings, one, four, and six, ímposed a
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similarity transformation on a set of verbarly presented
mat,erials and the manner in which this transformaÈion was
conserved or altered in the face of difficulties.
The
authors discovered. that there was a correrat,ion between Èhe
pupil's age and the Ievel of concept development" Bruner &
olver observed that, there was a definite difference between
Ëhe funcÈioning on the prescribed, tasks by the younger
children and by the older children, They elaborated upon
this difference by stressing that, ,,in a word thenu what
distinguishes the young child from Èhe older child is the
fact that the young one is more complicated than the order
one, not, the reverse,' (19652426)
" A younger child is unable
to ut,ilize grouping strategieso such as chunking information
into a simplified form, Èo the same extent as an older child.
The younger child cannot encode information, in a manner
that,

rnight reduce cognitive comprexity, as welr as the order child.
Bruner and olver noted that between the ages of six and
Èwelve¡ ês the child is emerging from the final stages of

Pre-operational thought and advancing to well-structured. and
formal operations, there was a stead,y change in behavior.
There appeared to be a cont.inual increase in the use of
general superordinate concepts, i,e", those concepts

occurring when items \¡¡ere grouped on the basis of one or more
att'ributes conmon to them ai-I with age. conversery, the
comprex groupings, i.e", those concepts occurring when the
subject used selective attributes of the array without
subordinating the enÈire array t,o any one attribuÈe or set of
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attribuÈes, decreased with age (1966 2420) .
Meissnerrs study (1975) !/as designed to determine
Èhe effects of age and previous exposure to the id.entified
concepts used in the experiment, on the pupils' ability to
communicate these sane concepts. she incorporated into her
study, ten of the Boehm concepts: at the top, througho next
to, second, mosto half o behind, in a rov¡, med.ium-s ize, and
the center of - Resurts indicat,ed that there was a
correlation between the age of the pupir and the pupilso
ability to demonstrate, through oral communj_cation¡ âr
understanding of the id.entified concepts. Meissner not.ed
that on the comprehension task, that was the paper_and_pencil
task, pupils of all ages did. well. Meissner indicated that
perhaps the reason for this was the fact that the concept,s
examined in this stud.y were already easiry comprehended.
by
the majority of the subjects (1975:11)
" The main implication

of Meissner's study appeared to be Èhe need for more
opportunities and practise in oral communication on topics
of interest for children of all ages Emphasis was placed
"
upon t'he fact that pupirs shoui-d spend more crass-time
verbarizing their understanding of concepts to both teachers
and peers" On the other handu Lewis (1970 2273) cauÈioned:
yet, while verbalization plays an integral
part in concept, attainment, it must
not be
the sole criterion for determining whethãr
a student has learned a.concept"
understanding
should not_ be eguated. with a -verbal response
part,icularly a response such as a definition of
a term.
while Meissner rimited her study to brack inner-city chirdren
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there appear to be definite implications for all inner-city
children and perhaps for oÈher children as well.
Meissner (1978) attempted to bridge t,he gap between
more formal communication t.asks e orl which development,al

differences had been found (Meissner, I975), and simpler
tasksr on which young children performed very v¡erl. The
tasks consisted of the same relationar concepts and similar
arrangements of toy objects that q¡ere used in her previous
study (Meissner, 1975). Of fourteen items presented to the
subjectso the kindergarten group verbalized a mean of harf
the it,ems correctly and the second graders just, over three
quarters" Both the kindergarteners and the second grad.ers
performed well on the standard clues tasks. standard clue
t,asks were defined as those tasks designed by the
experimenter and presented to the subject.s" Half of the
standard clue t,asks contained an adequate description of the
object to be serected and harf did not" The second graders
were significantly

more accurat,e in adequately verbalizing an

understanding of the concepts identified for t,his study
(]978:2L) . Subject,s of both age groups performed almost,

perfectly in evaluat,ing their own pupil-initiated good, clues.
Pupil clues hrere evaluated on Èhe basis of the amounÈ of
necessary information t,hey contained" rf a pupir-crue
contained sufficient information to enable the pupil to select
the accurate object, that, clue was considered 'good,¡. on the
other hand o if the pupil-clue contained insufficient
information, it, was judged as 'pooru. Kindergarteners
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responded correctly Ëo g6 percent, of Èheir good. clues í
whereas, second graders responded correct,ly to 97 percent,"

This was not a significant d.ifference. Meissner concruded
that there was improvemenË with age on referential
communicaÈíon tasks" The study also supported
the hypothesis
t'hat younger children can perform quit,e wer-l on some
communicat,ion tasks. Þleissner (L97g z22) observed.:
The five- and six_year_o1d.s in the
present study were able to verbalize
correctly an understanding of half of
Ëhe concepts presented, fróm a seë of
spatial-relational concepts" Many of
these, according to goehm's norms,
were not universally known by
kindergarteners but were knoún
virÈually all second grad.ers"-- by
Consequently, Meissner's ( I97g ) sÈud.y supported
the
premise that age and conceptual devel0pment are
related to
some degree. Hor^rever, the author cautioned
that no arbitrary
linkage between a specific concept being deveroped and.
mastered by a specific âgê, could be established.
Thus, it
would appear that concept d.evelopment had, to be
assessed

continually with pupils of alL ages"
Denny & Moulton (L976) investigated thq classification
behaviours of pre-schoor chirdren using a picture-pairing
instrument- They also examined whether a compleraentary*
similarity shifË preceded t,he concrete-abstract, shift
in
conceptual preferences already observed in children
beyond

the age of five years " The subjects in this study ranged.
in
age from t'hree to nine- The pattern of significant
differences
bet'ween age groups indicated a d.istinct developrnenÈal
sequence

in which complementaryr pe'cêptibleo funct,ional and
Èhen
nominal conceptuar preferences each increased,
in turn.
Functional conceptsu í.e.,
uBirds and airplanes
can fly,,
íncreased significantly between the ages of
four and five"
Nominal conceptso i.e., 'Dogs and cats
are both animals,,
showed a significant increase only between
the ages of five
and nine. Denny & Moultonrs (Lg76) research
has value
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for

the classroom teacher and researcher arike in
thaÈ it
relat'ed age to certain revers of conceptuar
d.evelopment.

After examíni-ng this researchu a teacher may have
a more
realÍstÍc expectaËion with regard.s to a rmaèch'
between Ëhe
age of the pupil and conceptual preference.
The results of an experiment, by Friedenberg
and olson
(1977'), in which children,s comprehension
of descriptions of
th¡o vertically arranged objects were
examined,, demonstrated.
that there was a significant main effect for age.
The order
children made fewer errors than the younger
children. rn
this study the following terms were investigated.:
above,
belowo higher than, lower than, rising
away from, and fal3_ing
away from. There were sixty-six pre-school
and grad.e_school
childrenu ranging in age from Ëwo-and.-a-half-years
to sixand-a-half-years in this study. There was
a significant
interaction of the age of the pupils wieh Èhe
direction in
which the objects were arranged. For ar_r.
the pairs of terms
the youngest chirdren appeared to underst,and.
the upward
terms beËter than they did Èhe d.owns¡ard.
terms. The difference
in the understanding of upward and downward, terms
was ress
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pupils increased in age"
Faw and Wingard. (L977), in a study designed to examine
the relationship of cognitive development, incongruity and
patterns of visual selecÈionu observed that "three-year-olds
failed to use spontaneously the animation dimension in
performing a sorting task whereas the four-and eight,-yearolds did use that dimension" (L977:140) " Al-though both the
four-year-olds and the seven-to nine-year-olds exhibited
differentiating patterns of visual selection to the two
levels of incongruity, the relation between the select,ion
pattern and, the level of incongruity were significantly
different for the two groups" The authors hlpothesized Ëhat,
the four-year-o1ds, who may have only recently begun using
the conceptuai- d,istinction between animate and inanimate
objects in non-linguist,ie taskso avoided the more extreme
incongruous stimuli. The more experienced older children
sought. out all Levels of incongruity to clarify them
(L977 s141). This study has inplications for the classroom
teacher in terms of analyzing Èhe pupilts choice in sorting
objects that beLong together" On the basis of the
conclusions presented, in this study, one might, surmise that
older pupils have had. the t,ime and perhaps Èhe opportunityo
to recognize similarities even in contradictory st,imuli,
Clark, Eo (L971) , Coicer (1978) , and Cox (1979)
explored t,he relationship between the acguisition order of
particular verbal concepts and the age of the child. Coker
(1978) investiqated t,he manner in which the sr¡nt,actic
pronounced as the
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variables and the task requirement variables interaet vcith
and affect, the chíld¡s interpretation of tbefores and !afterl
coker puÈ forth the premise that sentences which preserve
the actual order of events are easier than those which
reverse the order of events. Another hypothesis was that,
performance was bet.ter on the lbefore¡ sentences than on
the ¡after! sentences" Wilcoxon matched-pairs test was
adrninisÈered on the correct answers for three tasks, two

prepositional and one subord,inate. The first grade pupils
performed better than the kindergarteners on alr three t,asks.
There d,Íd not appear to be a fixed acquisitíon order for
rbeforen and !afterr
" Tn addiËiono sent,ences which
preserved the acÈual order of evenÈs hrere easier for all
pupilso regardless of âgê, Èhan sentences which reversed the
order of evenÈs
C1ark, E. (1971) explored the acquisition of the
meaning of a pair of relationat terms by determining exactly
how the childrs interpret.ations dif fered from the adurt,s at
different stages (1971 2266) . Forty children, ranging in
age from three-years to five-yearso were t.ested individuarLy
on two tasks, a production task and a comprehension task.
The results first demonstrat,ed. the fact, that children
understood sbefore' and ¡aft,er¡ better as they became older
(1971:268). The four age groups differed significantly from
each ot,her on the comprehension iasko i.e.o the examiner
asked the children to carry out instructions pertaining Èo
obefore ¡ and
'after e . There was a high negat,ive correrat,ion
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(-.78)

of the subjects and the number of
errors made (197L 22721 " Finally, the resulÈs indicated ËhaÈ
there does noÈ seem to be a fixed acquisition order for
rbeforet and tafterr"
beÈween t,he ages

Cox (1979) was concerned with the ord.er of
acquisition of Èhe two expressions 'in front of' and. 'behind'
she determined that "whereas the youngest children mad,e a

variety of placements with the bali-; ol_d,er child,ren mostry
made a rcorrectt or 'opposite' placement and the other
placements declined" (L979:3?3). However, by the age of
four' children appeared to und,erstand, that ¡in front of' and
ubehind¡ refer to the horizontal-frontal
dimension. AlÈhough
their placements might noÈ have been accurate, they $¡ere at

least restricted to the horizontal-frontaL d.imension" The
result,s appeared to demonstrate thaÈ ',arthough four-year-o1d.s
may have understood the specific meaning of one of the terms
and Ëhey \{ere uncertain about the othero they díd realize
thaÈ the two terms referred to the same dimension in space,,
(L9792374)

" rn this stud.y, the concepÈ 'behind.u rn¡as acquired
earlier than ¡in front, ofu "
fico of the three aforementioned sËudies (Clark u 8.,
1971, and Coker, L}TB) demonstrat,ed that although there was
a relationship between t,he acquisit,ion of certain antonymic
pairs of concepts and the age of Èhe pupil, Èhere was lit,tle
evidence to suggest that one specific member of the ant,onymic
pair was acquired first.

Eliot, (1966) and Turgeon & HiLl (L977) d.etermined,

on
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the basis of their studies that the age of the pupil had
rittle bearing upon the pupirss conceptual developmenÈ"
Eliot (1966) undertook a st,ud.y to determine if
children!s performance on spatial tasks would show sequential
development. on the basis of his researcho Eriot noted that,
the kindergarten pupils mastered the spat,ial concept task
requirement,s as well- as Ëhe third grad.e pupils.

Eliot
conjectured that the inconsistency between his findings and
previously mentioned research might be attributed to t,he
complexity of the measurement, deviceu a landscape instrumento
used in this particular study" The test, required children
to indicate where around the four sides of a raised randscape
a series of Èwelve pietures h/ere taken. The test may have
been too complex for all the subjects regardless of ageo and.
consequentlyo there was no differentiation of scores at the
various age levels.
Turgeon and Hill (1972) observed. that ,'the ability
to use concepts to mediat.e solution of problems does not
automatically change with âg€r although the content and
articulation of conceptual categories does', (19 ?7 zLIL)
"
The aurhors (L977:Il5) further noted.:
lfhen the level of concept
availabii-Íty was ascertáined at each
age level, both very young children
and adults exhibited a hign level of
conceptual organization for easily

available category sets and, a low
leveI of conceptual organization when
category sets vrere unavailable"
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These findings suggested that. young chiLdren follow
a pattern

símílar to adults in organizinE stimulus inpuË and
that the
Ëypes of and quality of the eategory sets have
a direcÈ
bearing upon concept, aÈtainment for both the young
and the
oId.
To conclude, Klausmeier et al (Ig74¡lg7) summarized

the result,s of studies pertaining to concept deveropment,
and
concluded that performance on concept-attainment
tasks
improved as a function of age" Howeveru ie is
most difficult
Èo delineate specifico meaningfuJ- concrusions
with regards to
the relationship of conceptual d.evel0pment t,o age
o on the
basis of the aforementioned studies. ït d.oes appear
that
there is a rerationship between age and concept deveropment
(Boehmu 1966), and that there is
a sequential hierarchy of
conceptual awareness through which chirdren progress (Bruner
c Olver, 1965, and Denny & Moulton, Lg76). Still,
it

is

impossibJ-e to state decisively Èhat by a particular
agre, a
child wilr be abre Èo demonstrate a crear understand,ing
of

concepts Èhrough the manipulation of objectsr
the performance
on paper-and-pencil tasks u and/or the accurate

verbalization

of oral language Èasks" children appeared to undersÈand.
particular verbaL concepÈs at, various ages (Clark
o Eu, ]:gT1u
Coxo 1979, and Friedenberg a Olson, Lg77)
" perhaps if
variables such as: socíoeconomic factorso emoÈ5-onal
stability, mot,ivation, learning style, Èeaching methodology,
testing instrument, eÈc.r could. be isoi-ated then a
more
definite link between age and concept devel0pment
might, be
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esÈablished

"

Concept, Development and Socioeconomic,/
Soci-ocultural Fact,ors

Recently researchers have attempted t,o investigate
the effects of socioeconomicr/sociocultural factors upon the

childrs level of concept development. Boehm (1921) stressed
the necessity of assessing the chird's functioning leve1 of
concept devel0pment at the time of school entry, she
cautioned against the assumption t,hat pupirs possess certain
concepts and can manipulate effectively these same concepts
in a manner which wourd enable success in early rearning.
conseguentlyu the studies detailed. below are of significance
when one considers whet.her socioeconomic/socioculturaL
factors

influence the child's concept development"
The studíes of Boehm (1966), Dixon & Saltz (Lg77)
,
Downing et ar (,1977), Houck eÈ al (Lg73) , and }iazarro &
Nazarro (1973) indicated that the socioeconomic/sociocultural
status of Ëhe pupil had a d,irect bearing upon the pupir rs
conceptual developrnent, .

ïn Bcehm¡s study (1966), exploring Èhe development
of comparative concepts in primary school chirdreno the
socioeconomic status of the childa âs estimated by father¡s
occupation and race, was related to performance on the
Test of comparaÈive concepts. The mean total scores at the
end of grade three for pupils with fathers from Ëhe lowest
occupational levers were simirar to the mean toÈaI scores
at the end of kindergarten for the pupils from Èhe highest.
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occupational levels. Boehm also discovered thaË t,he pupils
from Èhe lowesÈ occupational r-evers also appeared to reach
a prateau in mean scores at the end of grade Èwo, with rittle

further

improvement by

the end, of grade three (1966:95) "
Boehm cauti-oned that the variable of socioeconomic or
sociocul-tural status may be affected. by other variables such
as inÈelligence, absenteeismo etc.

et ar (L977) conducted a study to determine
if children from schools in higher socioeconomic neighborhoods
would have significantly bet,ter d.eveloped. concepts of
Language than children in schools where t,he socioeconomic
stafus r{as lower. At, initia]- Èesting, kindergarten chird.ren
in the high socioeconomic schools had. significantly superior
scores to those obtained by chirdren in either middle or row
socioeconomic schools¡ on three cognitive testss ,,orientation
to Literacy" , "und.ersÈanding Literacy Behavior,', and
"Technical Language of Literacy". After half a year,s
Downing

kindergarten experience these differences disappeared on
two of the above-mentioned cognit,Íve tests but not on the

t'hirdu though the degree of difference was much reduced.
The authors concl_uded (Lg70t279)

z

For each cognitive test, main effects due
to socioeconomic level and test,/reÈest
factors qrere obtained. whích v¡ere beyond the
.001 level of significance. Sígnificant
interactions between socioeconomic
level
and test/reÈest factors were arso found for
each cognitive Ëest (p< "001)
"
Nazarro & Nazarro (1973) discovered in theír researchu
up

of a sampLe of forty-eighL

second grade

pupils, that

made
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there were learning differences between low- and híghsocioeconornic populations" These differences were observed
even though all the pupils had Kuhlmann-Anderson r"e. seores
beLween ninety and one hundred ten" The auËhors noted that.
there was a closer relationship betv¡een performance on
associative tasks and performance on conceptual tasks for
the high socioeconomic children than for the low socioeconomic
populaÈions" Nazarro & Nazarro (L973) determined that in

spite of the homogeneity of the subjectsr âs measured by
group test scoresu significant d.ifferences in J-earning
occurred" The authors emphasized that, "the implications of
these findings suggest a need, for closer examination of the
ways in which concepts are presented to chiLdren in the
primary grades'u (19732344)

In the

"

et al (1973) study, a comparison was
mad,e between the urban derived reliabilities
of the Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts (1971), with the results obt,ained
from rural subjects " The kindergarten and grrade one pupils
were categorízed into sociocultural groupíngs according to
the fatherss occupat,ion and his level of educational
attainment" Houck et al (19?3) identified that the Boehm
Test of Basic concepts appeared Èo be a potentiaj-ry useful
instrument, for the diagnosis of basic concepÈual knowleoge"
The authors warned (f973 226) z "However, because of the large
discrepancies in reLiability est,imaÈes caut,ion must, be
exercised when this test, is used to assess rural children,"
This study has implicat^ions for teachers and test
Houck
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administrators in that there is some indicat,ion t,hat. one
should examine the effectiveness of any testing instrument. in
terms of the population to whom it is to be adrninistered"
Dixon & Saltz (1977) were concerned with the issue
that the lower socioeconomic status children had a
representational deficit which would indicate that they
would have difficulty learning concepts unless the stimulus
materials were very concrete" The subjects, first, and third
grade children, were randomly selected from homes in which
the occupat,ion of the main r.rage-o$rner (almost always the
faÈher) was judged as involving object, manipulation (as
opposed to symbol manipulation). Children from both grades
$¡ere randomly assigned to either the high-imagery or lowimagery conditions. The high-imagery condition consisted
of instances and non-instances of a concept using tv¡od.imensional line drawings" The low-imagery conCition
consisted of verbal labels of the objects depicted in the
high-imagery condit,ion. The functional concepts to be
learned v/ere toys and containersu the perceptual concepts
were round things " There was no evidence of a representational
deficit for children in grades one or three. On the seÈ of

functional concepts, the group of lower-socioeconomic children
in this study performed better on the low-imagery verbal
labels than on the high-imagery pictorial stimuli. The
authors suggest,ed that perhaps to have significance, the
sample would have to include pupils of even a lower
socioeconomic status than those represented in their studv.
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The results of this research supported Boehm,s (f971)
premise
t'hat, one shourd never make assumptions concerning the umatchl

a pupir s concept d.everopment and socioeconomicr/
sociocultural status,
pishkin and Wij.lis (L974) further emphasized
beÈween

u

t.hat

socioeconomic crass d.id not appear to be a significant

facÈor rerated to the pupil ! s concept d,evel0pment
" Mare
and female chirdren between the ages of six and
eightu

from

middle and rower socioeconomic classes, performed
on a
concept identification task-classifícation according
to form
(L974:89) " The authors hypothesized
thaÈ the inconsistenclz
between their findings and some of those previously
described
might be attributed to the nature of t,he task reguirement

outlined in their experiment"
rn concrusion, the research described in this section
of t,he chapter appears to indicate that the concept
development
of the pupir is to some degree rerated to socioeconomic,/
sociocultural background,. The implication of the previously
noted studÍes for the crassroom teacher is the
necessity for,

at the very Least, ar,i¡areness of the pupil,s socioeconomic/
sociocultural staÈ,us when assessing the level of eoncept,
development" Educators shourd rearize Èhat chir-dren
frorn
lower socioeconomic status may not possess the neeessar!¡

a

Pre-reguisites for success in earJ.y school rearning" on Èhe
other handu teachers should never assume that because
a pupil
comes froin a lower socioeconomicr/sociocuLt,ural
environment,
the necessary concepts are not present in the pupilns
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of knowledge" Today's child may acquire some of
the necessary concepts for successful learning through
television viewingu inÈeract,ing with peers, etc. rt would
appear essential that the teacher ascertain every child!s
revel of conceptual development upon school entry and at
various later stages of learning"
background

Concept Development and

Intel I igence/Acad.emic
Achievernent

The relationship between concept development and the

intelligence andr/or academic achievement, of Èhe pupil shouLd
be expJ-ored when one invest.igates the various facets of
concept, learning. The importance of intellectual ability in
the field of concept, acquisit,ion r+as emphasized by vinacke
(1951:14) when he stressed that intelligence \úas as important
a faetor as chronological age in concept, development.
Researchers such as Boehm (1966), Klausmeier et al (1974,) ,
Piland and Lemke (1971), and Steinbauer & Heller (1979),
ínvest,ígated the importance of int,elligence and/or academic
achÍevement, as they pertain to concept developrnenÈ.

the basis of the data she collectedo Boehm (1966)
inferred that the I.Q., race, and socioeconomíc staÈus
variables were all related to test performance (the Test of
On

Comparative Concepts) " However, the nature of these
relationships tqrere complicated by the relaÈionship of each of

these variables to each other" ïn the Boehrn study, a positive
relati.onship between intelligence and the t.est scores v/as
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suggested, with pupils at, Ëhe highest, ranges of intelligence

obtaining higher mean total scores on the Test, of Comparative
concepts than pupils at the lowest ranges of inÈelligence
(1966:87). However, Boehm was very guarded in her
interpretat,ion of the dat,a in terms of intellectual
developmenÈ and, concepÈ at,tainment because

i.nstrument she used in her

sÈud.y

of the

measurement

"

Piland and Lemke (r97r) undertook an experiment to
deËermine whether heterogeneous or homogeneous groupings,
studied under laboratory condítions in which internal
vaLidity was rigorously controlledu would provide a cond,ition
for more efficient, concept learning. The subjects !{ere
classified by íntelrigence scores attained on the KuhlmannAnderson Test¿ âs either high (1Og or above), med,ium (96_103)
or }ow (90 or berow) and then v/ere randomly assigned. to
homogeneous training conditions within each school, based on
r.Q. scores" pirand and Lemke (lgz1) observed that no
stat,istical significance could be found among the main or
i.nteraction effects v¡íth the except,ion of the stratifying
variable (int,elLigence). On Èhe basis of piland and Lemke,s

u

research, one might conclud.e that intelligence was a
significanÈ factor when examining concept development,. The
Èeaching situat,ion, be it homogeneous or heterogeneousr
appeared to have had very little effect on the pupils' concept
development" the implication of this statement for educators
might. be the need to examine all aspects of a child's rearning
styles, not merely the intellectual d.evelopment, before
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implementing progirams

.

The purpose of a study designed. by steinbauer and.
Heller (1978) was to investigaÈe further whether a positive

correration existed between performance on the Boehm Test, of
Basic concepts and later academic success. Their subjects
rdere second and third graders who had Èaken the Boehm Test of
Basic concepts when they lvere kindergarten pupíls.

Steinbauer and Heller (1978) identified that the Boehm Test
of Basic concepts predicted, academic achievement in such
subject.s ass Paragraph Meaning, spelling, word study skillsu
Languageo Arithmetic concepts and AriÈhmetic computation in
grades two and three respectively" However, because this
study.was límited to pupils who came from upper-midd,le to
upper class, a grenerarization could not be made to all pupils"
The study did confirm, within the previously st.ated limitso
that there was a posit,ive correlation beÈween the Boehm Test

of Basic concepts and academic achievement. rnd,eed, if the
pupil possessed Ëhe basic concepts identified on the Boehm
lest of Basic Concepts (1921), there seemed, t,o be a good
indicaÈion that he or she would succeed. in the aforement,ioned
academic skills"
This study demonstrated Èhe value, and
indeed the necessity o of ident,ifying the concepts that
kindergarten children do not possess and of teaching those
concepts through vari.ous instructional proced,ures. The
findings did support, t,he premise that, early identification
of those children racking concept mastery and early
intervention in Ëhis area might give each child a better
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opportunity to succeed in later school years.
KeaËing and Bobbitt (1978:155) noted that one of the
recurrent findings permeating the literature of development.al
and differenËiaL psychology \das that individual performance
on a variety of cognitive tasks is likely to be posit,ively
correlated." The authors explained that some individuals
simply may process basic informationo such as conceptual
understanding, more rapidly and efficiently

Èhan other

individuals. The authors found that, individuals may exhibit
differenë learning strategies which they use in probremsolving situati.ons" These individual dífferences may
contribute some variance in performance on cognitive taskso
such as concept acquisition"
fÈ is dÍfficult to draw any definite conclusions with
regards to the relationship between inÈelligence and/or
academic achievement and concept development on the basis of

the research previously quoted. There appeared to be a
positive rerationship between intelligence and concept
development" Klausmeier et al (1974:1g7) concluded, after
summarizing the existing researchu thaË ,'almost invariably
a strong, posit,ive relationship is noted between achievement

level and concept developmentu', The authors hypothesized
that this posit,ive relationship, i.e., the superior concept
mastery shown by high-achieving pupilso miqht be attributed
in part. to the fact. that they were more likely to have

discriminated and named the attributes " LiÈerature pertaining
to the relat.ionship between concept developmenÈ and the
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intelligence and/or academic functioning of the child.,
illustrates the advisability on the part of the educator of
being aware of intervening variablesn such as motivation,
emotional stabilityo

sociocurturar background, testing
instruments, etc.¡ which might affect. the pupils'
intellectual performance and/or acad.emic funct,ioning.
FurÈher studies, for the purpose of assessÍng the
reLationship between concept development, and inÈeLrectual
and/or academic achievement, might be conduct,ed wit,h every
attempt being made t,o isolate those intervening variables"
Concept Development,
and the Sex of

the Pupil

A limited number of research st,udies pertaining to the
investigaÈion of Ëhe rerationship betr,ceen the sex of the pupil
and the level of concept development, could be locat,ed,. Archer
(1965) , Boehm (1966), Bruner and Olver (1966) Friedman &
,
seely (r976) r tleissner (1975), and pishkin a wilLis (Lg74)
,

aLl examined the connection between the sex of the pupil

and

concept development"
Boehm (1966) concluded

that there was no difference
in the performance of pupils of either sex on the mean scores
on Èhe Test of Comparative Concepts (1966) . Fried.man and
See1y (1976c1105) stated that. sex was never a significant main
effect in their str:dy. rndeed, the d,ata relat,ed, Èo the sex
of the pupils reached convenËion revels of significance in
only four out of a possible forty-nine interactions. There
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were occasional differences noted between Èhe sexes on
specific spatial or temporal tasks" Meissner (1975) u in her
study, observed that there lrere no significant sex differences,

either overarl or by gradeo in the comprehension of the ten
relational concepts, - aË the top, through, next to, secondn
most, half, behind, in a row, medium_size, the cenëre of"
However, Bruner & Olver (1965), in an experiment
designed to measure the manner in which subjects of different,

ages imposed a similarity transformation on a set of verbally
presented materials and the way in which this transformatíon
was conserved or al-tered, noted that the result,s for mares

striking " First grade girls were at, about the same
leveI as fourth grade boys, in their use of superordinate
concepÈs, i.e", those concept,s occurring when items hrere
grouped on the basis of one or more attributes common
Lo
t'hem all"
However, by the sixth grade both boys and girls
r¡¡ere

appeared to be functioning at Èhe same leveI. Teachers who
acknowledge this facet of boysr conceptual development might

ensure that, boys have an ample opport,unity to verbalize and
explain the rationale behind their conceptualizations,

Pishkin c Willis (1974) compared the male and female
kindergarten, first and seeond. grade chir_dren in a concept
identification t,ask" The authors d.iscovered that middle_
class males vtere superíor to middle-c'ass femal-es in t,erms
of their ability to recognize concepts" rndeedo kindergarten
females demonstrat'ed a deficit
compared

in concept identification

when

to their male counÈerparts " ^Again, t,he perceptive
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t'eacher who

ls cognlzant of this deficlt in kåndergarten

€emales mtghÈ augrnent exist,Lng programs

"

'å'rcher (1965) reported that males found Èaskso fn whlch
shape was a relevant, attribute, eas*er Èhan tasks Ín
v¡hich
form was lrrerevant,. The two shapes used in t,he stud,y
were square and parallel0gram" The opposlte effect, was
obÈained for females, i"e"¡ the task was easfer when shape

lrrelevant, and some other at,trlbute was domfnant,
"
To concluden it would appeary oD the basis of Èhe
llmlted number of, research studies deal.rng with €he
relat,fonshlp between the sex of the pupi]. and t,he rever of
rrras

concept development, and Èhe Lnconsist,ency

of the findings
outlined wlehín those studiesu that further invest,igation
needs to be conducted before any definitlve statement mlght
be

mad,e

"

Concept Development and
Language .ècqulsltion

Reeearchers, such as Clarko E, (I97L), Coker (lg7g),
cox (1979) Fried,enberg & or.son (Lg77l n and Kuczal and

'

Maratsos (1975)

' for

many

years have been aware of and

have

explored the relatlonship betr+een concept d,evelopmenÈ and
the acguislt,lon of J.anguage " CarroLl (1g64:1g6) emphasized

the imporÈance of the rore that, language pJ-ays fn the pupil's
leveL of concepÈ d,evelopmenÈ when he stat,ed that. ,,the
connectlon betv¡een a word and the concept or experience wíth
which It stands 1n reLation must work in either d,irection:

the srord

must, evoke

the concept,

and,

the eoncept, must,

evoke
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the word " " Clarko E o (197 3:110) further stressed the function
of language in the child's communication of the understandíng
of concepts when she declared that ',language, after all, is
what provides Ëhe chird with a means of encoding and
communicating his percepts about the world around him.',

Nelson (r974) pondered the question, "what is the

relation between the young child's acquisition of conceptual
knowledge, learning of words, and. production of first
sentences?" After some deliberationn she arrived at the
following answer (Lg7Az267l
z

The answer to this question is obscured
both by inappropriate psychological models
of concepË learning and by an inadequate
understanding of the young chird.'s cognitive
structure and processes "
Indeedo palermo e lÍalfise

(Lg7Z) investigated the

acquisition of a child's language after four years of age
with the purpose of discovering any important developmental
changes that might occur" The auÈhors concluded., on the

basis of their examination of the existing literature, that
after four-years-of-age, significant advances in language
st,ill occurred, Palermo & Malfise (:.g7Z:4 09) noËed 3 ',A
review of the literature indicates that the five-year-old is
far from having the equivalent of an adult native speakerus
faciJ-ity r¿ith the language". They further cautioned. (Lg7zz4z7)
"First, there are rather crear indications
development is far from complete when the
fifth birthday" " The authors inierpret,ed
an indication that phonological structure

that language
child reaches his
this evidence as
and semantic levels

z
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of analysis are intimately interrelat.ed and that languaqe
advances appear to be correlated with d.evelopmental periods
of cognitive advance. Teachers should recognize that when
a pupil- enters kindergarten very often the oral expressive
language production will not be of adult standards.
Programming should be geared to provide ample language
opportunities through the use of a variety of stimuli"
E" Clark (1973) asked the ouest,ion, "WhaÈ does the
child l-earn about the meanings of words as he goes Èhrough
the process of acquiring his or her first languagre?".
Clark examined the language oatterns of numerous lloung
children and observed that when the child does begin to use
id.entif iable words, he does not know their full (adult)
meaning" The young child has only a partial meaning for
some rvord.s in his or her vocabulary" This partial meaning
will correspond only in some limited manner to some aspect
of the word found in the ad.ult¡s vocabulary. Thus, a child
would begin by identifying the meaning of a word with only
one or two features rather than the whole combination of
meaning components or features that are used crit.erially by
the ad.ult," Therefore, Clark concluded (L973272) that t,he
child's use and interpretation of words may differ eonsiderably
from the adults'use of the same words, especially in the
early stages of language acquisition but over time, the
childts language will come Èo correspond to t,he adult model"
Teachers should realize that, a pupil's language, especially
in the area of concept development,

may

not be a 'maÈch' with
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the language of the t,eacher. The teacher¡s use of a verbal
concept might be inconsistent with the image conjured up in
the mind of the child. Ho\^rever, if the child is provid.ed
with ample opportunity to use ranguage and. l-isten to models
of language, there will gradually come a ¡match¡ between the
Language of the pupil and the language of the teacher"
Wallace (1965) reported. on a study carried out by
Ervin and Foster (1960), which was cond.ucted for the purpose
of determining children's ability to make appropriate
semantic differentiations

dissimirar but related
concepts. The findings of this study indicated that
children¡s ability to make appropriate semantic
different,iations apparently depended upon the extent of the
relationship between the concepts in the child.'s experj_ences.
among

Dimensions such as size, weight and strength, and, social

attributes such as those described by the words, good, pretty,
etc., which are learned as variables long before the chird
can clearry differentiate them, remain very difficulË for him
to keep semantically dist,inct,. Ervin & Foster (as reported. in
I{allace , 1965) o suggested that concept.ual structures growing

out of early empirical experiences influence the ent,ire course
of subsequent language developmenÈ. The data collected in the
Ervin and Foster study emphasized the need for teachers to
evaluate the concepts that the child possesses and on the
basis of Èhe information gained to implement appropriate
progranming

"
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Hollenberg (r970:1004) expr-ored the rore of visual
imagery in the learning of languace" she defined
the visual
image as "a pieture in the mindrs €yêr,' whieh
preserves
perceptuar experience for utilization at
a later time" The
task" used in this study, reguired both the learning
of the
names of objects and the attainment of
concepts underlying
Èhe appl-ication of a given name to a seríes
of perceptualry
dissimilar objects, The resur-Ës of this investigation
pointed clearly to a contrast of learning styles
between
children with a strong tendeney to think in visual
images
and children who were weak in images. Hollenberg
noted the
implication of this d.ifference for teachers with
regards to

programming (1970 :1014) :

"The differences in the
and low_
imagery children, wíth theirhíg,h_
two
modes
thoughto appeared Èo be mosÈ marked in of
the
earliest grades of school, with
imafãry
group apparently devel0ping ways"ããr,
to compensate
for its deficiencies at suõcesåive
grad.e
levels" The fact that there .rã sucn
divergencies in modes of r"arrring-Jt the
beginning

of formal sehoolin; ;;i t.rr.
important practicar impricatíorr"'
fär teachingr.
Hoi-lenbergrs find.ings lend support to the hypothesis
that
teachers should ascertain the learning style which
the pupil
f inds most ef fect,ive for aequiring
concept,s. Hollenberg,
,,

s

study demonstrated the neeessity of continually
assessing to
determine if there is an aclequate
'matcho between the
instructional procedures of the teacher and the r_earning

style of the pupil"
cox (1979), as a result of an experiment to determine
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the order of the acquisition of two expressions oin front, ofu
and ¡behind' u concluded that, there s¡as no evidence to support
Èhe hlpoËhesis that chil-dren interpret one antonym in the
same way as the other" "The present, study identified that
although four-year-olds had understood the specj_fic meaning
of one of the terms and they rdere uncertain about the otheru
they do realize that the two terms refer to the same
dimension in space" (L979s374). The author noted that,
whereas the youngest children made a variety of placements

older chÍldren mostly made a correct or opposite placement,
and the other placements declined. rn this stud.y consensus
about the meaning of ¡behind,' was achíeved ear]-íer than
ag"reement on the meaninq of sin front, of 0
"

Kuczaj and Maratsos (1975) posed several questions
with regards to the lexical items rfrontro rbackr, and ,side,.

rn their study each subject, was given the folrowing tasks:
self-referent (where the pupil places the object in front. ofu
in back ofo or at the side of himself), and touch tasks
(where the pupil is asked to touch the front, of, back ofo or
sid'e of an object') ' The investiqaÈors discovered that there
was no d.ifference between Ethe front, of 0 and 'back of '
responses. The data consistently demonstrated that chil_dren
thei-r own fronts and backs before they kneç¡ the fronËs
and backs of other kinds of objects. Two factors seemed
important in the acquisítion of antonymic Èerms; the
complexity of the meanings of each term and the complexity
of the dimension along which they lie as opposiËes. Kuczaj
knew
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¡faratsos (1975) noted in their experiment that 'the
frontr tended to be the most prominent side of objects.
and.

both studies, Cox (1979) and Kuczaj &
Maratsos (1975), pointed to t,he facË that one specific term
was not acquired before the other on a regular basis.
coker (1978) in an attempË to demonstrate how the
'
syntactic variables and task requirement variables interact
with and affect the childts interpretation of the terms
rbefore¡ and tafter! gave kindergarten and fírst grade
pupils
Howevero

three tasks, t$¡o prepositional tasks and one subordinate task.
coker found thaÈ 'beforen was easier than 'afteru for both
kÍndergarten pupils and first graders. Ho$¡ever, it was
observed that there did not appear Èo be a fixed acquisition
order for !beforet and ¡after, "
French and Brown (1977) proposed a developmental
model whereby children learn the meaning of 'before' anrl.

'after' first in logical contexts and subsequentl¡r apply
this knowledqe to the comprehension of arbitrary sentences"
Comprehension of the terms tbefore¡ and, ,aftert was rneasured
by having subjects aet out the sentences. The hypothesis
that, t.he terms 'before' and 'af ter' (Ëemporal ) will be better

if they are constrained by the child¡s knowledge
about the world was conf irm.ed. The proportion eorreet. r.ras
significantry greater for the logicar sentences than it was
for the arbitrary sentences. There d.id not appear to be an
obvious effect for t,he tbefore/after' variable in the analysis
comprehended

of the proportion of sentences correct,. French & Brown
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(L977

:

256) sumn¡arized

:

o o o we have found that a logical
meaningful sequence facilitlates
performance in a Èask where subjects
act out two events joined by either
before or after" Furthermoie, the

abíJ.ity to act out meaningful
sequences precedes the ability to

act out arbitrary seguences.
In the Friedenberg and Olson study (1977) chiLdrenes
comprehension of descriptions of tv¡o verticalJ-y arranged
objects using the terms: above, berown higher than, lower
than, rising away fromu and falling a!üay from were exami.ned.
overalL, children made fewer errors on upward terms than
dov¡nward terms" Friedenberg and ol,son observed that,o ouas
expected,u children made the €ewest, errors on higher Èhan,/
lower than and the most errors on rising away fromr/farling
away from, yield.ång a signj.ficant tlpe of descript,ion
effecto F(211241 = 16.99, p <. .001" (Lg772267). This study
demonstrated the fact, that the acquisition of language
affects the accurate manipuration of the i.dentified
conceptuaJ. terms

"

Indeed, H" CLark (1973) proposed the thesis that, the
ehild knows much about, space and time before he learns the
English terms for space and time, and his acquisit,ion of
these terms is buir.t onto prior knowledge" He stressed that

"the poreeptual features in the chiLdcs early cognit,ion are
reflect'ed dírectJ.y in the semant,ics of Ëhe langr.lage,' (1973:30)
clark¡s writing irlustrated. the ímportance of establishing a
link between the verbar concept and the non-verbal, He arso

,
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demonstraÈed the need for assessing the knowredge that the

pupil possesses, both verbarly
build upon prior knowledge"

and,

non-verbally if we are to

Friedman e See1y (1976) tested the prediction that
children learning words t,hat. have both spatial and temporal
meanings would rearn the spatiar meaning first"
rn addition,

they examined the hypothesis that the positive term in
antonymic pairs was learned before the negative term. subjects,
ranging in age from three years t.o five years, parti_cipated in
two spatial tasks and two temporal t.asks. The seven test
words, used in each task, were: before, afÈer, firstu lasÈ,
ahead of, behind, and together with.

order subjects
understood the sÈimulus words better than their younger
counterparts. with the exception of ¡ahead of in temporal
tasks, comprehension scores improved wíth age and performance
leveLs for all words except ,behind, in temporal tasks.
Younger chiLdren received higher comprehension scores with
the words ¡before, afteru first and rasÈr when presented
with temporal tasks, but they performed better with the word
¡behind u in spatial tasks
" Fried.man and Seely (1976 : ll06)
noted: "Between-word comparisons failed to support the
prediction that positive members of antonymic pairs are
learned before the negative nember"
" The results of. this
study indícate that some of the words were understood in
their spatial sense first, ot.hers in their temporal sense.
The authors (1976:Ll07) concluded: ',fn the present stud.y
Ëhe youngest

children understood the terms in either temporal
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contexts or spatial- contexts but, not both, perhaps reflecting

the dominant usage of the terms in the ad,ult population".
older chÍldren had more flexibirity in appJ.ying terms,
whereas the younger children were rocked into their own
frame of reference primaríry based upon experential
background.

Clark, E. (L973277) defined the term o'extension,' as
the child's use of a word once it has entered. his vocabulary"
However, some of the chird¡s uses for the word, appear to be
appropriate and others do not. clerk referred. to the
inappropriate uses of a word as an overextension. one type
of overextension was d.escribed as occurring when the childus
comprehension of certain word, pairs, such as 'more-less'o
¡Ëal}-short!, ubefore-afterr, is such thaÈ the meaning
of one
of the pair is extended to cover both words" This Èype of
overextension appears frequently when the pupil first enters
school. Another kind of overextension occurs when the child
has incomplete lexicaL enËries. The child might treat some
words synonymously (tell-ask, boy-brother) until he 1earns
some of the features Èhat will help him differentiate.
clarkrs study on children0s language and the uses of
overextensions might have implicatÍons for the classroom
teacher " rf the teacher ís ar4rare when the child utilizes an
overextension, appropriat,e instruct,ional_ straÈegies rnight, be
implemented i.n order that the pupil be given sufficient
opportunity to use the language perÈaining to the concepts
being taught.
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one might conclude, from Èhe examination of the

literature pertaining to the acquisition of language in
relation to the pupilts concept development, that, t,he
language of the child should be given considerat.ion when
teaching concepts. A pupir¡s language even after five-

years-of-age should be taken into account, when concept
development, is measured (palermo & Malfise, rgTz; clark, E.
1973) " The pupil is constrained in his understanding of
concepÈs by

his experientíal background (French & Brown , !977 ¡
Fried.man & Seely, 1976) " The understanding of some terms
is related Èo the age of the pupil (Friedenberg ç olson, 19 77) .
The child has knowledge of spatial and temporal concepts even
though he does not have Ëhe equivalent verbal labels (clark,
H", 1973) . The child will exhibit overextensions of words

(Clark, E.o 1973). NeLson (I977¿237) stated:
ït would seem that the school's best
strategy is to t,ake advantage of the
childts own knowledge system at the
outset and to do that, it is necessarv
to r:ecognize that, the child.,s system
Ís functional, predicÈive, and Ëased
in prior episod.ic experiences,
Concept, Development and
Beginning Reading

ït has been noted that. t.here is a limited. amount of
research relating concept development to reading" rndeedo
singer (1976:304) report,ed that he had found onry one
investigation that was quiÈe germane to a theoreticar
formaulation of the role of conceptualizaÈion in the process
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of learning to read. yet this research (Kress, 19550 as
reporÈed in Singer, 19Z6) clearly indicated that, there was
a relaÈionship between concepts and beginning reading.
Kress found Èhat the non-readers tended to lack: versaÈiLity

flexibility" originality in est,ablishing suitable
hypothesis for testång, initiativeo persistence in problemsolving, abilÍty to drau¡ inferences from relevant clueso
abiriÈy to anaLyze the factors present,, adeguaËe labels for
common concepts and adequate concepts for deaLing with
language. Non-readers also exhibited a tendency to be more
concret,e and less abstract ín concept functioning
"
Ilowever, Waller (1977cll) reported that studies had
been eompleted but one of the diffícult.ies J.n relatingr
concept. deveJ.opme¡rt, and reading was that, some of the
research was "one-shot" correlational studies with no proÞer
follow-up and no rear efforÈ at interpretation"
Do¡rning et aL (L977) hypothesized that concepÈua}
and

development as measured by three cognitive tests,

"Orientation

Ë,o

Literacy,, o,'Understand.ing Literacy Behavior,,

o

and "Technical Language of Literacy,, would. be posítively
correrated with performance on the more conventionaL

of reading read.iness, rn order to test
these relationships o simpJ.e correlation coef ficient,s between
each of the cogniÈive tests and each of the pereeptual tests
were computed' Each of the obtained correlation coefficients
stas positive, as predicted, and all were significant,
aÈ the
"00r level" The nTechnicar Language of Literacy Test,, tended
percep-Èual measures
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Èo correlate much higher with the t,hree perceptual tests.
MacGinitie (f976) and his sÈudents examined the

teacherrs manuals for the following purposess (1) translating
into an abstract notat.ion the logical steps that are reguired
of the child in each reading resson, assuming that the chird
performs the task in the way that the instruction seems
to
imply î (2) gaining an impression of just how complex the
logical st'eps are that, chirdren are typicarly asked to perform;
to see if certain rogical operations pred.ominated in the
instrucÈion. MacGinitieus concrusions were incomprete and
tentative. He found that the comprexity of the required

logicar operations varied enormously. .â.lthough a few Ìogicar
models represenÈed much of the instruction that is given
in
Èodayrs cLassrooms, different, models were used in different
manuals for teaching the same basic processes. some
of these
teaching procedures seemed. inherently more difficult than
others. MacGinit,ie (r976:375) suggested that, further studies
be carried out to ascertain whether this is t,rue. ïf so¡
teachers might make more use of those instrucÈions that are

easier for children Èo understand.. MacGinitie further
emphasized Èhat future research should focus upon
the most
effective ways of presenting concepts and processes of
beginning reading ín order that t,he findings be of benefit
to classroom teachers.
Hardy et ar (L974) compiled an inventory of auditory
and visual language concept,s used in pre-reading and
beginning
reading programs and of ånstructionar terms used bv
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kindergarten and primary teachers. Seven concepts were

isolated and a test or test item was designed for each
concept," The tests s¡ere administered ind.ividualLy to sixty
kindergarten children three times during the year. on the
basis of their findings, the writers cautioned (Lg74s53l):
"rn the beginning reading and. language areasu Ít is obviously
unwise to make assumpt,ions about, the concepts and terminology
which children can understand upon ent,ering schoor", Thís
conclusion vras in total agreement with Boehm, (1966) . She
also observed that many kindergarten chiLdren did not possess
those concepÈs which are a requisite for understanding and
achieving upon school ent,rance "
For effective teachingu Hardy et al suggested.
(L974:531)

s

Careful atËention to and. control of the
instructional- language used with young
children should create a less confusing

and more meaningful atmosphere for the
orderly and sequential acquisition of
beginning reading skills"
The auËhors further advocated the need for read.ing
Programs to provid.e assessment instruments designed to
determine the degree of mastery of Èhe Language concept,s of
kindergarten children enterinE schooL" with Èhe information

obtained from Èhe assessment. inst,ruments, teachers might.
capítalíze inst,ruct,ionally upon concept,s already mastered"
Hoffman a

Fillmer

(Lg7gz294) proposed a program of

concrete problem-solving experiences and functional language
development for pre-reading children. They proposed that.
young children be provided

with the opportunity to investigate
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and explore' Èo inquire and, discover speeific concret,e
conceptso and thaÈ teachers shoul_d. insure that the concepts
suggested are understood by the chird prior to the formal

instruction of reading strategies. The authors suggested
that learning e:<'periences shoul-d be pJ_anned, so that, the
children work with concrete, manipulative materi.als rather
than artificial
and abstract drawings or pictures. IIof frnan
& Fillmer (19792294) stated that "Lhe process should be
one
of children learning rather than teachers teaching,,.
ïn concrusion, researchers have begun to investigate
the connecËion between knowledge of concepts and beginning
reading. At first glance Lhere does appear to be a positive
relationship but much more research is required"
Concept Development, and
Learning CondiÈions
Researchers have investigated the area of concept
deveropment, in the hopes of determining the most
effective
meÈhods

of teaching concepts " Hoffman and. FilLmer

(1979 :294)

believed thaÈ "chirdren¡s concrete problenr-solving abilíty
and Èheir ability to express the v¡hato how and. why of their
problem-solving experiences can provide the classroom
teacher
Èhe raÈionare for buírding an enabring curriculum for young
learners" '

concept development should be taken into aceount,
rshen curricura is being determined for the young
child.

of the earliest research Òn concept deveropment
was carried out by Hull in ],gzo, He determined through
a
some
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seríes of experiments, wiÈh hÍgh school and college student,su
Èhat in the evorution of functional coneeptsu simple
experiments are more efficient than complex ones" rn additiono
he discovered that' a combination of abstract presentation and
concrete examples yielded a distinct,ly greater functional

efficiency than either method, alone" He also noted thaÈ
d'uring the evor.ut,ion of concepte mirdly attract,ing at,tention
to the common element increased the efficiency of the process
and' that individual concept,s usually came into consciousness
very gradualJ.y" Trial-and-error ptayedu if not a dominating,
at least a very great, role in the process of concept rearning"
while this experimentat,ion took place sixty years ago many of
the instructionar. techniques suggested by Hull, such as a
combination of abst,ract, presentation r¿ith concrete exampreso
and discovery through trial-and-error, still hold Ërue
today.
Archer (1965) designed a study t,o determine whether
the obviousness of information was a manipulative variable
and that such a characterisÈic of the ínformation affects
the
concept, identificat,ion of the pupil" The findings, based
on
results accumulat,ed for one hundred and twenty-eight students,
indicated that, opt,Ímum condit,íons for enabling the student to
ident'ify a concept occurred vrhen the obviousness of the relevant
information v¡as maximized and the obvíousness of the irreLevant
information was minimized."
Englemann (1969:13) stressed Èhe need.

for the teacher
fo utilize clues concerníng the ímprementation of tasks so
t'hat, children were "mot,ivatêd'u mad,e fewer errors and were
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able to work more independently" În order to demonstrat,e to
a child that different instances of a concept, share a set. of
characterist,ics and that these characterisÈics can be referred
to with a wordo the teacher often has to present, many instances
of the concept" He then presenËs ?not instancesr to show the
child instances that do not share the essential characteristic"
Woodson (L974:184) supported

this teaching procedure.

$lallaee (L972:L41) in examining the most. effective
method of teaching, concluded:

In view of the shorÈcomings of both Èhe
non-verbal and verbal methods and the
practical necessity of establishing a
methodological modus vívend5., a seãrch
for a compromise soLution appears to be
the appropríate course of act,ion.
the one hand the teacher avoids the dangers of the nonverbal a¡rproach by ensuring that, the pupils examine the
relevant events and remembers the reLevant information, ç¡hile
on the other, the weakness of the verbal approach is combated
by requiring them to operationally demonstrate their
comprehension of the verbal terms used, in the presentation
of the lesson"
The findings from an experiment conducted by Imai and
Garner (L965) u in which Ëhey compared factors affecting the
performance of two different types of classificat,ion t,askso
might have implícations for program deveJ-opment when applied
Èo concept,s " On the basis of Eheir experiment they found in
constrained classification, only the discriminability of the
criterion att,ribute is important ín speed of sorting. In
free classificationn d.iscriminabiLÍty of the chosen aÈtributes,
On
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discriminability of interfering attributes, and a preference
for the at,tribute over and above these factors arl affect
performance. The cLassroom teacher might be abre to contror
the interfering variables and performance might, improve"
Furth and Wachs (L974t46) advocated that classroom

activities should involve thinking because the act of
t'hinking is worthrphile in itself . cLassroo¡n activities
should be st,n¡ctured in order Ëo challenge the chi_ld s
deveroping íntelligence. crassroom activiti_es should be
c

developmentally appropriate so as to challenge the child.us
thinking but, not, too difficult as to invite failure" The
activity should be such that the child focuses his attention
on the activity and noÈ the teacher" Activities shourd. be

that each individual child can perform within a group of
peers with whom he rerates socialLy and cooperat,es.
such

There lvere trdo purposes

for Èhe Katz and Denny (Lg77)
study" First, to establish the stability of the order of
dominance effect, for verbar concept attainment and second to
propose and test a nev¡ theoretical interpretaÈion of the
effect" Results indicated, that concepÈ attainment became
more difficult when memory load, hras increased. rn a seconc
experimento with the same subjectsu it was discovered that
memory l-oad concreteness leve1 and. the critical inÈeraction
of rnemory-load x concret,eness were ar.1 significant (rg77:]g).
rnereasing the memory-load had a greater d.etrimental effect,
on abstract than concrete concepts. Kat,z and Denny observed
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that "the dominance effect s¡as that, abstract concepts were
more difficult to aÈëain Èhan concrete concepts
" ?his effeet
was confirmed for both high and low memory-road
conditions
and when sub ject,s û Levers of instance recalr. is
equated,u
(L977:19). The resurt,s arso ind.icated Ëhat memory
for
previousl'y presented instances is an important contribution
to the order of domínance effect for verbal materiars,
Abstract' concepts became especially difficult to aÈtain

under

condiÈions requiríng the retrieval from memory of information
presented in previous instances. This find,ing
has great
impJ-ication for the crassroom t,eacher ín terrns of
rearist,ic
pupil expectations"

Dick (1969) conducted a study to determine
first, if abstract, concepts were more difficult to learn than
concrete ones; secondo if abstract, concepts led to more
errors of generalization than concrete ones, an{d. third, if
Reed and

the

correctness of a concept influenced the rat,e of learning
it
or the amount of generalization from iÈ. The subjects, seventy
volunteers from introductory psyciroJ.ogy c]_asses, were
assigned

at

random

to the abstraet or

groups" The prediction
Èhat absÈract concepts vrere more difficuLt to learn
than
concrete ones was confirmed by Èhe fact that only one
of
t'hírÈeen subjects wtro faiLed to reach the críteria
in t.rainíng
had been assigned to the eoncreÈe groupu the other
twerve had
been assigned Êo the abstract group" rt was also confirmed
that abstract concepts had more general_ization errors or less
concreÈe
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Ëransfer value than concrete ones and. that correeÈ concept,s
krere easier Èo Learn than incorrect ones. But there was
no

siEnificant difference between the transfer value of correct.
and incorrect, concepts" correct concepts were Èhose defined
as covering all instances presented in the experiment, and
incorrect, concepts were those concepts that covered one or
several instances but, not all. Reed. and Díck hlpothesized
that' perhaps the abstract concepts were more difficurt to
learn and had less transfer value than concrete ones because

pupils had more act,ual assocíations with the concrete concept,s
that were used in this study, Arso they hypothesized that
Èhere lvas more similarity among abstract concepts and
instances than there was among concret,e concepts.
Priddle and Rubin (L977,) invest,igat,ed whether or not
spatial relaÈional concepts could be taught to pre-schooL_

children. specificatry, they attempted to conpare the
effectiveness of movement-orient,ed versus verbal_visual_
oriented spatial relati.onar t,raining programs for preschoorers
"
The results on the basís of pre-u post-, and Derayed posttests indicated that there were no significant differences
between the comparison groups
" one-way analysis of variance
for pre-test, versus post-test, and pre-test versus delayed
post-test gains indicated sígnificant differences between
groups" The authors concluded (Lg77:63) : ',The results of
Ëhis study clearly indicated that within Limits, pre-schoolers
can be t'aught to improve their understanding of left.-right
aged
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rerational concepts'¡. rt sxourd appear that, both method.so
motor and verbal training, v¡ere effective. The motor training
was sÍgnificantly more effeetive than the verbal method
in
Èeaching left-right relations" These findings would
indicate
that pre-school children learn beËter through a movement
method than through a

rote-learning method. HoÌøever, boÈh
groups were equarly able to generalize from their
left_right
t'raÍning experiences to Èhe more general spat,ial knowledge

tasks. In concLusiono the authors noted. (Lg77:64):
Since the movement 'curriculumo q¡as

more time-consuming than the verbal no
programo and sincer on the face of iÈ,
the chiLdren expressed a rnore favorabie

reaction to the

activities,

ii
reould appear Èhat teaching spaÈia' i.iãtiorr"
ilrrough action and mov"rn*ãt
a rewarding
and, to a limited d,egree, a i,
significani---.
movement

teaching strategy,

caldwell

Hall (1970) o in a replicated study based,
on Gibsono Gibson, pick & Osser,s (Lg6Z) studyo determined
that the nursery child,ren performed much rike second graders
when given a six-to-ten minute warm-up d.esigned
to giive them
an adequate concepÈ of same and differenÈ. The authors
&

summarj.zed (1920 z47l

z

Obviously theno both attention and concepË
learning are important variables in this
discrimination task. Regardlãss of
the
rel-at'ive infruence of thése two variabl.es
an important and obvious conclusion is trråt
nursery school children are able to discrimínate
as werr as second graders
but appropriate experienceswhen given-"ã"v-Ëri.r
o

"

Becker et,

al (1929) conducted a study to

extend

previous work on concept acquisit.ion and int,ermodal
transfer
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to novel concepts and, to investigate the effect of test mode
and mode compatibility" .å,ll the subjects ín this study
received three taskss concept t.rainírgo concept, generalizat,ion, and recognition. children $¡ere randomly assigmed to
picture or object training condiËions and assigned to picture
or object, test condítions so that these condit.ions were
matched in age and acquisition performance" .An analysis of
variance indicated thaÈ generarizat,ion was signÍficantly
better for children receíving picture Èhan object, training.

et al observed that concept training was comparable
wit'h pictures and ob jects " They also noted that, "although
training mode had no signÍficant effect, on concept,
acquisitíon or retent,iono it did siEnificantry affect,
Becker

generalization"

(1979 zZL9,l

"

Martorella (L972) investigated Ëhe merits of
"induct,ive vs deductive,' teaching method,ology. As a result
of his studyo he concluded (Lg7Z:37):
Iùhile considerable research energy has
been expended on the general quest,ion
of the relative merítÀ of indúctive
versus deductive teaching proced,ures,
no categorical claims for the

superioríty of either approach can be
for classroom instruction.
Klausmeier et al (L974) reported a model of concept,uaJ_
learning and development in which an invariant, sequence of
four successively higher levels of concept attainment was
proposed: concrete, identiÈy, classificatory and formal.
Mcl'furray et al (L977:660) noted thaË ,'the greatest amount of
concept aLtainment that occurs in school takes place at either
made
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crassificatory or formar levels,'. The atÈainment of a
concept at the classificatory level occurs when an individual
is able to generalize that, Èwo or more instances of the same
concept, are exampJ.es of the same class
" Klausmeíer et, aL
(1974) regarded formaL level concept attainment as oceurring
when an individual is abre to: discriminate the defining
at,Èributes of a concept, give the name of the concepÈ and
each of Íts defining at,tributes; evaluate examples and non_
exampres of the concept using defining attríbutes as a bases
of differentíation.
The area of concept, development, and l-earning condiÈions
has been, and will continue to be, ínvest,igat,ed, by
researehers" rndeed, there have been many varied conclusions
with regard to the most, effecÈi.ve and efficient methods of
teaching concepts. Teachers should realize that. pupils find.
concrete examples of concepts easier to understand than
abstract exampres of the same concepts (Reed a Dick, 196g).
children learn concepts more effectively when given the
opport,unity to participate in a Èrial-and-error discovery
method (Hullu tr920) " children should recognize through
Èhe

instrucÈional methodologyu posit,ive and negative instances of
the concept. (Engremanno rg69; woodsono 1924) " $dallace (Lg7z)
stressed Èhe need for a concept instructional program that

utilizes both the verbar and manipulaÈive ability of the young
child" Teachers shouLd recognize the fact, that Èhe amount of
information previor-lsJ.y t,aught might affecÈ the pupils, ability
to recall a particular concept, wiÈh understandíng (KaËz &
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Denny' 1977)
Programs

" children enjoy and benefit, from instructional
designed to increase conceptual awareness
and

understanding (caldwell e Hai.l , Lg70¡ pridd,le
c Rubin,
rt would appears o'' the basis of the previously

Lg77,)

quoted

research, that no one methodology is most,
effícient or

effect'ive for all pupils

and,

all teachers "

However the

Èeacher must cont,inualry and purposefully
produce a umatchs
between the child and the concept instructionar
program"

Conclusion

writei has examined the literature on concept
development and its rerationshíp to such
variabres ass
The

age/gradeu socioeconomic,/sociocultural

factors, interligence/

academic achievement,, sex

of the pupíJ_, language acguisitiono
beginning reading and learning conditions.
The first
observation must be that whire there have
been numerous
research studies related. to concept development,
there have
been a limited, number of definite conclusions
that have a
practicar- value to the classroom teacher.
The age of the
pupil has some, buÈ not totar bearingo upon
Ëhe chird,s level
of concept devel0pment," The research in the
area of

socioeconomic/socioculÈural factors and
concepÈ deveJ.opment
points to the fact thaÈ there is some relationship
be€ween

the childts concept

d.evelopment and.

his socioeconomic/

socioculÈural background" However, researchers,
such as
Boehm (1966, Lgir) caution teachers
noÈ Ëo assume the absence

"
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or Presence of concePts due to socíoeconomic/sociocuLtural
background, There appears Èo be a correl,atíonu albeit a
guarded' one' between concept, development and

the intellecÈual

ability of the pupir" on the basis of the research iÈ is
difficulÈ to make a definitíve staËement concerning the
relationship between the sex of the pupil and the level of
concept development, Researchers have found. that language
acquisition has a significanÈ bearing upon the child's

level of concept, developmenÈ" Finally, the most
effective and. efficient methodorogy for teaching concepts ís
dependent upon,the teacher and. the learning sÈyle of the

measurable

child

"

rn this chapter the wríter examined the literature
pertaining to concept development and its relationship to
variables such as: age/gradeu socioeconomic/sociocultural
factors" intelligence,/academic achievemento sex of the pupil,
ranguage acquisition, beginning reading, and learning
conditions- rn chapter 3, the preliminary study, the
sampleu the experimental design, the hypoÈheses and the
statist,ical test,s are presented " rn chapter 4, d.ata are

results of statistical €ests are reported,o and
the findings are discussed" cFrapter 5 íncludes a summary of
summarizedu

the sÈudy, conclusions d,rawn from the fÍndingsu and
implications for research and classroom ínstruct,ion,

Chapter

3

DESIGN .AND PROCEDURES

of this study were to d,etermine
the degree to v¡hich kindergart,en pupils possess cert,aín
selected spat,ial concepts and to investigat,e the effects of
spatial concept, instructionaL program upon kindergarten
The major purposes

pupils0 performance on paper-and.-penciro manipulaÈiveo

a

and

oral expressíve language tasks"
In thís chaptero the preliminary studyo sampleo
designu hypotheseso and stat,i.st.ical- analyses will_ be
described.

Preliminary Study
A pilot stud,yo conducted earlier and. described bel-ow,
l-ed Èo the current, study. rnit.ial.ty the investigator examined

fest of Basic Concepts (1971). The Boehm Test of
Basíc concepts is a paper-and-pencil- assessment instrument.
designed to screen primary school childrenus underst,anding of
fifty basic concepts" The concepts identified on the test are
the

Boehm

predominant,ly spatial

, temporal, and. guantít,ative in nature.
This study was limited to spatial concepts. A survey lis€ing
t'wen€y-eigh€ spatial concepts identified on the Boehrn Test, of
Basic concepts was sent to ten nursery¡ ten kind,ergarten, and
ten grade one teachers (See Appendix A), These teachers were
68
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requested Ëo ind,icate which of the twenty-eight, spatial
coneepts they considered to be most, important for a pupilus

in learning. They were asked to rate the concepts
they considered to be most imporÈant for a pupilus success
in learning in the following manner: the spatial concept,
t'hey considered to be the most imporÈant,, number one; the
spatíal concept, they considered to be the second most
importanto number truo; the spat,ial concept, ihey consid,ered to
be the third most important, number three" Teachers were
requested, to identify the fifteen most, imporÈanÈ concept,s for
a pupilus success in learning from the risÈ of twenty-eíght..
consequent,lyo the spaÈial concept, they considered to be
fifteenth ín importance was rated. as number fifteen. .A,ll
thirty survey sheets q/ere returned, The survey was analyzed
by means of a total weighted analysis and a frequency count.
with the total weighted anal-ysis, the investigator allocated
fifÈeen point,s for the spat,ial concept that teachers rated as
number one" Fourteen poínÈs were atlocated for that spatial
concept. teachers rated as numben two" Finally, one point was
alloeated for the spatiar concept, thaÈ teachers rat.ed as
fifteenth on their lÍsts of spatial concepts considered
necessary for a pupiJ.us success in learning. with the
frequency counÈ, the invest,igator arrocated one point. for a
spat.ial concept every t.ime it appeared, on a teacher¡s líst of
concept,s thaÈ were identifÍed as being necessary for a pupilos
success in learning" A point r*as given for the spatial concept
regardJ.ess of its posiÈion on the survey" on the basis of the
success
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of analyses, six spatial concepts were ident,if ied
as being necessary for a pupilus success in school J.earning
by teachers at all three levels " The six identified, spatial
concepts presented here are not ranked in any part,icular
ord.er" The results of the survey were as followst afteru
begÍnningu behindu fonvard, top, and inside" The results of
Èhe surveyo t,abulated by both methods of analysis, may be
found in Figure 3"1"
The next phase of the preliminary study was to develop
tldo types

paper-and-pencil and manipulative items which would measure

the kíndergarÈen pupil's underst,and.ing of the six identif ied
spatÍal concepts. There were gwo reasons for this initial
assessmenÈ. Fírst, ít, was necessary to ascertain whether
kindergarten pupiJ.s did undersÈand those six spat,íal concepts
Èhat, nurseryu kindergarteno and grade one t,eachers considered
most important for success in learni.ng. Second, it, was
considered necessary to determine whether kindergarten pupils
could perform to criterion on spatial concept tasksu utilizing
two response modes¡ i.e,¡ paper-and-penciÌ and manipulation"
Tl¡e criteria

of mastery for thís pretimínary study were
out}ined as follows c four of five paper-and-pencil spatial
eoncept iÈems correct.i tsro of Èwo manlpulative spat,iat concept
items correct.
Consequently an experimentaL

testing instrument for

the purpose of measuring kindergarten pupilsu performance
paper-and-pencil and manipulative spatial concept tasks

on

was

designed" The testing instrumenÈ consisted of paper-and.-pencil

7L

Concepts Considered $tost
Important by Nursery,
Kindergarten, and Grade
One Teachers on the Basls
of a Total Vlelghted Analysls
(The concept a teacher
considered most important
(No. 1) was allocated 15
points. The eoncept a

Concepts Considered Most
fmportant by Nursery,
Kindergarten" and Grade
One Teachers on the Basis
of a Freguency CounÈ
(Concept,s are ranked

ToP

Behind

Behind

fnside

teacher considered least
irnportant (No. 15) was
allocated I point) "

ter
Left

.å,f

according to the number
of tlmes they appeared
on the survey) "

ToP
À

ffar

RighÈ

Forward

Inside

Nearest

Beginning

Next, to

Forî\dard

Beginning

Belor.¡

HiddIe

Figure 3.1
Results of a Survey Sent, to Nureery, Kindergarten,
Grade One Teacher8

to DeternLne whlch Spatial

ConcepÈs They Consldered Important

for Sucsess in Learninq

and
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and manipurative items q¡hich were d,esigned,
Èo rneasure
kindergarten pupils! performance on the six identified

spatial concepts previously outlined in this sect,ion"
rn
all, there were thirty paper_and_penciJ_ items (five
tesÈ
items per concept) and twelve manipulaÊive items (two
test
iterns per eoncept) .
The twenty-five kindergarten pupirs who parÈicipated
Ëhis iníëiar assessment were drar¡¡n from a winnipeg
schoor.

in
in the

division from which the sampJ.e for the
actual study was d,rawn. The results of this initiar
assessment are presented in Figure 3.2"
Through the paper_
and-pencil response mode the percentages of pupiJ.s
vrho
demonstrated mastery of the siN ÍdenÈified
spatial concept,s
krere as follows: inside, ninety_six percenÈ;
top, eighty_
four percent; after, sixty-four percent; forwardu
forty_four
percent; behind, forty-four percent; beginning,
sixteen
same school

percenÈ" Through the manipuration response

mode the

percentages

of pupils who demonstrated maseery of the sj.x
identif íed spatial concepts were as fol'oçrs s i.nside,
ninetysix percenÈu topu nínety-six percent; after, sixty percent,i
forward" fifty-two percent; behind, thirty*tr,so percent;
beginninqio twerve percent" A píetorial represenËaËion
of a
comparison beÈrueen the number

of kindergart,en pupils who
demonsËrated mastery (two of t'{o items correct)
of the six
identified spatiar concepÈs through the manipulaÈion
response
mode and Èhe number of kindergarten pupils
who demonstrated
mastery (four of five items correct) of the six
identified
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Response tfode

Paper-and-Pencll
No" of

Percent,age

No. of

of children

children

demonstrated

who

demonstrated

who

nastery (4
of 5 lte¡os
correct)

demonstrated

nastery

nastery (2
of 2 lterns
correct)

mastery

chlldren

Concept

Manlpulative

who

Percentage
who

of chlldren
demonstraÈed

TOP

2t

84

24

96

INSTDE

24

96

24

96

AETER

16

64

T5

60

FORI{À,RD

11

44

13

52

BEHIND

11

44

I

32

4

16

3

L2

BEGINNTNG

Figure 3.2

of pupils Who Demonstrated,
$astery of Six ldentifled Spatial Concepts

Nunbers and Percentages

During Èhe preli¡olnary Assessment
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spatial concepts through the paper-and.-pe¡rcil response mode
may be found ín Figure 3"3"
The next phase of the prelíminary work consisted of
the development of instructional techniques for the purpose
of teaching those ident,ífied eoncept,s Èhat, nursery,
kindergarten, and grade one teachers considered necessary for
success in learning.
Spat,ial Concept ExperimentaL
The experimental

testing

i-nstrument, designed €o

measure kindergarÈen pupils0 performance on paper-and-penciro

manipulat,i.ve, and

oral expressive language t,asks was

the prelimínary sËudy (see Appendix B) " An
i.tem anal.ysis $ras performed on the thirÈy paper-and-pencil
items. rtems which more than eighty percent of the
kindergarten pupils performed with accuracy were discarded
deveJ-oped from

it, was felt the items wouLd be too easy. converselyo
items which Less than twenty percent of the kindergarten
pupils performed with accuracy were díscarded because iÈ was
felt, the iLems wouLd be too diffícult. rn addlt,ion the spaÈíal
because

concept, 'inside0 was elíminated because Èhe majority of

children (ninety-síx percent,) demonstrated an understandíng of
this concept through the two response modes" However, it, was
decj.ded to incorporate the spatj.al concepts ¡below! o unearest¡u
and InexL tot, as these three concepËs ranked, high in the list,
of those spaÈial concepts that, nursery, kindergarten, and
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grade one teachers considered most Ímportant,
suecess

for a childrs

in learning"
Consequently more items were designed and

admÍnistered to a differen€ kindergarten population. Againu
an item analysis was compleÈed. on seventy items and, those

items that, did not meet, Ëhe previously stated críteria were
eliminated. The final paper-and-pencÍl component, of the
experS.mental test,ing instrument consisted.

of forty

items

u

five per concept" The eight concepts assessed by the test
were: aftero beginnirgo behind, belowo fomardo nearesto
neNt to, and, top"
The investigat,or met, with a "Research in Readíngo,
graduate crass for the purpose of esËabJ.ishing construct,
validity. The suggestions made $rere incorporaÈed when
possible, i.e,u pictures altered, oral directions changed,,
etc" A split-half reliability was caLculated to be .g96"
The Spearman Brown Prophecy Formula for estimat,ing re1íability
from two comparable halves of a test was calculaÈed to be
"

945,

The paper-and-pencil test, iÈems were randomly

arranged" Firstu it, was decided that the paper-and-pencil
tesÈing component would be administered in two sessions in
order that, the admÍnistrat,íve directions be comparable to
those found in the Boehm Test, of Basic Concepts (1971).
Therefore, two or three items per concept, were given during
each testing session" The purpose was to avoid a pupilrs
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íllnessu emoÈional upset,u etc. affecting the totaL performance
on one concept. Again, the items were randomly arranged
within Ëhe halves of the paper-and-pencíl component, of the
experimental testing instrument" Directions to the pupirs
followed when possible those outLined ín the Boehm Test, of
Basic Concepts (197L). A, pupil demonstrated, mastery on t,he
paper-and,-pencil component by having four of five items
coruect per concept,.
The manipuJ.ative component,

of the eNperimental

tesÈing instrument consisted. of twenty-four itemso three per
concept. A manipulative spatial concept iÈem r¡ras one in
which the pupil manipulated the object or objects at, the
di-rection of the teacher in order to demonstrate an

of the ídentifíed spat,ial concept. The teacher
said, "Put the marble INSIDE the box.'o The pupíJ. put the
marble rNsrDE the box" A pupil was considered to have
understanding

demonstrated mastery on the manipulat.ive component when two

of three items per concept urere completed. correctly,
The oral expressive J.anguage component of the
experimental testíng instrument consisted of twenty-four itemso
three per concept. An oral expressive language spatial coneepÈ
task was one in v¿hich the pupil oral.ly descri.bed r¡øhat the
teacher didu in order to denonstrate an understanding of the
identified spatial concept," The t,eacher asked, "Do you know
r'rhat the word

means? Try and use the word

in a
story about, something r wíll show fountsn The teacher put the
marble TNSTDE the box and the pupil described what wae done.
TNSTDE

TNSTDE
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å pupil was considered to have demonsÈrated, mastery on the
oral expressive language component of the experi¡nent.al
testing instn¡ment when two of three items per concept,
were described correctly.
For the purpose of this study and for the analyses of
Èhe data an oral expressive language task was considered
accurate only when Èhe aetual requested concept label
uÈtered by the pupii. " However it cras observed thaÈ

was

kindergarten pupils often supplied a synonlzm for the concept
under invest,igat,ion. whíle these synonyms \¡rere nog t,abuLated
inÈo Èhe results, informat,ion regardíng pupilsr oral
responses may be found in Appendíx C"
SampLe

Five classroori groups of kindergarten pupils from two
schools in the same school divísion participated in the main
study " l'lorning and afternoon kj.ndergarÈen classes were used.

children from each cLassroom were assigned randomly to
one of five condit,ions " These five condit,ions are described
in the sec€ion entitred Procedures in this chapter" Further
ínformat,ion regarding the desígn of the study and. the number
of kindergarten pupi}s placed in each condition may be found
in Figure 3.4"
The

Design
The

design of the study

The

independent

may

be found in Figure 3.4.

variable in this study was the

absence
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No" of
Conditlon

Pupils in
the Condition

Descriptlon of TreaÈmenÈ for
PuPils in Each Cond{fìn¡

Pre-test

Condition

I

post-Èest

Test of Spatlal Concept Boehm Test, of
Basic Concepts Instructional
Basic C;;;.;4"
Boehm

27

A
(Paper-and

Prograrn

Form

Pencil)

Condition

26

2

Form B
(papei-and_

DÃh^{ r r

Experimental
Testing
Instrument
(Paper-and-

Pencil,
llanipulative,
and Oral Expressive
Condition

spatiar concepr lä3iiiä.nt.'
IngtrucÈiona1 Instrument
Program
(paper-and

26

3

Pencil,
Manipulative,
and Oral

Expresslve

Experimental

Condition
t

' Testinq
Instrulient,

26

(Paper-and-

PenciI,
Manipulative,

and OraI
Expressive

Condftlon

)

26

Pre-teet
Boehm Test, of
Basic ConcepÈs
Forn A
(Paper-andPenci 1l

Post-test
Boehm Test of
Basic Concepts

Form B
(Paper-andPenci I )

Flgure 3.4
Deslgn of the Study and Number of Kindergarten

Pupils Found fnitlåLl.y in Each Condit,ion
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or presence of the spatial concept instruct,ional program.
The five conditions were built, into the experiment, eo assess
the various aspects of the inst,ructionar program" The
dependenÈ variables in this study vüere the Boehm TesÈ of
Basic concept,su Forms å, and. B, and an experimentar tesÈing
instrument, consísting of a paper-and-penciru a manipurative,
and, an oral expressive 1anguage componen!"
Each child was placed. randomly into one of the five
conditions' The type of measure each child received on the
eight identified concepts was dependent, upon the condition
(One to Five) inÈo çshich the chÍld was placed (See
Figure 3.5) "
The totaL scores on the Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Forms
A
and B' srere computed for each pupil in conditions one and
Five
for both the pre-test and post-t,est, measures. The Èotal

¡,,.,

t,,

scores on the experimental testing ÍnstrumenË were analyzed
for each pupil in Condition fiuo (pre_instruction tesÈing;

pupils did not participate Ín the ínstructional program,
Condition Three (post-instruction testing; pupils participated
in the instructional program) u and Condition Four (post_
instructiont,esting;pupi1sdídnotparticipat'einthe
instruct,ional program) " In addiÈi.on, the scores obtained. for
t'he paper-and-pencil, the manipurative o and the oral
expressive language component,s were analyzed separately
between and

within conditions for the pupíls randomly

in Conditions Twou Three, and Four.

placed

,.,,1,

.

,.,,i,,i.

8i.

Measurement,
Boehm

Condition I Condition

2

Conditfon

3

Condition

Test

Concepts

FormA&B

1oËal
Scores

Boehn Test
of Basic
Concepts

FormA&B

Scores for

eight

identified

concepts

x

x

x

x

x

Total

Score
ExperimenÈa1

Concept Test
Paper-and-

Conditlon
x

of Baslc

Experiment,al
Concept Test,

4

Pencil

Experimental
Concept Teetlllanipulative

x

ExperimenÈaL
ConcepË Test

x

x

Oral
expreseive
Ianguage

Figure 3"5
Heasuremente Obt,ained

for the Kindergarten

Pupils in Each Condition
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Procedures

Before the pre-test was administeredu the kindergarten
pupils were given an opportunity to meet with the
investigator in a small-group situaÈion, i.e"o four or five
pupils at a t,ime" These inÈroductory sessions occurred in
the same area in rtrhich the testing and instructional sessions

to take place. The investigator cond.ucted each
introductory session in much the same manner" The children
talked and listened to themselves on the Ëape recorderu
pieced together a giant puzzreu and heard a storv"
r*rere

Pre-test
The kindergarËen pupíls in conditions oneo Twou and

Five received a pre-test before the implementation of the
spatial concept instructional program, The tests, Èhe Boehm
Test of Basic concepÈs, Form A, and the experimental testing
instrument were adminisÈered in a random order, rn this way
no one group of pupils courd benefiÈ continually as a result

of 'prime! testing time" The three component,s of the
experirnental testing instrument, i.e"u the paper-and-pencilo
the manipulative, and the orar expressive language, arso \,rrere
randomized. This was to prevent a upractice effectu possibly
resulting from a parÈicular order always being used in the
adminisÈration of the testing component. rt, was felt that if
the oral expressive language component was always administered

B3

last, for
outcomes

exampleu

this roight have some bearing upon the

"

The Boehm Test

of Basic Concepts,

Form .An (197L) and

the experiment,al tesÈing instrument, (the paper-and-pencil

to smaLl groups of four and five
pupiJ.s at a t,ime" Both testing packages were completed in
two sessions, with Booklet, I being administered one day and
Booklet 2 another day" The manipulaÈive and the oral
expressive language components were administered individuallv
to each pupil in Cond.iÈion fk¡o"
component) were ad.mínistered

Spatial

Concept,
Program

Insiructional

Forlowing the pre-tesÈ, spatial- concepÈ lessons were
developed for the kindergarten pupiJ.s in conditions one and

Three" Again the lessons brere conducted in a small-group
situati-on, i.e., four or fíve pupils at a time. rn all there
$ras a total of ten groups of pupirs, five groups in each
school. The instructional groups hrere randomized within each
school in order that no one group received instruct,ion at, the
same time every day" rn this way no one group received.
instrucÈion during 'primeo learning Ëime, í"e", before recess"
The pupils received their ínstruction in an area apart. from
the regurar classroom" rn tot,at, each group receíved seven
teaching sessions" These sessions occurred every second day
when possible. rf a teaching session was to take place on a
holiday¡ ân in-service dayu or a parÈicular school activity
day the session was postponed until the next t.eaching day"

B4

The concepÈ rnearest¡ was not, taught

in the spatial

concept

instructional program because it was d.etermined through the
analysis of the paper-and-pencil ítems on the Boehm Test of
Basic concepts, Form Ao and the experimental testing
instrument that, the majority of pupils (90"54 percent)

this concept,. consequently the seven concepts
taughÈ in the spatÍaÌ concept instructional program \.rere
afteru beginni*g, behind, bel0wo forward, next Ëo, and, top"
The concepÈ to be taught on any particurar day was chosen
und,erstood

s

randomly

"

Each sessiono except,

the first, consisÈed of a revíew
of the previousl-y taughÈ concept, and the introduction of the
new concepÈ (See .å,ppendix D). The seventh session included,
as welL as the int,roduction to the concept , aft,er' a generar
,
review of the six spatiar concepts previousry taught, A pupil
was eliminated from the sÈudy if he or she missed two
consecutive lessons, ioe., the inËroductory session plus the
review session for any one parÈicular concept. The sessions
were approximately Èwenty to twenÈy-five minutes Ín }ength.
Every attempt, was made to ensure that one group of
pupíls did noÈ have an advantage over the other groups in the
instruct,ional sessions, The investigator prepared a script
and followed it when possible. Every at,tempt was made to
ensure that, the pupirs heard, saw, and sai.d the concept. an
adequate number of t,imes. The activitíes used within each
session rdere arranged in such a manner that the child
progressed from the concrete to the abstract"
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Post,-test
The pupils in conditions oneo Threeo Four, and Five
(See Figure 3.4) received a post,-test after the seven
instructional sessions " The Boehm TEst, of Basic concepts
Form Bu (1971) and

the

o

same form

of the experimental t,esting
instrument. again were administered in a random order in Èhe
post-t,est situation. Because there was onJ.y one form of the
experimental test.ing insÈrument,o it was necessary to
incorporate into the design of the study a means of comparing
kindergarten pupils' performance on spatial concept tasks
before and after the spatiar concept instructional program
had occurred. The pupils rand.omly placed into condit,ion Two
had the experimental testing inst,rument ad.ministered t,o them
as a pre-test" The pupils randomly placed inÈo condition
Four had the experimental test,ing instrumenÈ administered to
them as a post-test. Because these were two randomly
select,ed groupings the same form of the experimentaL testing
instrument was given and the kindergarten pupils, performance
was compared " Again t,he t,hree components of the experimentar

testing instrument paper-and-pencil, manipuJ-at.ive o and oral
expressive ranguage were randomized for each pupil" Again,
the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form Bo (1971) and the
experimental test,ing instrument, the paper-and-pencil
component, were administ.ered in two sessions to small groups
of four or five children. The manipulative and the oral
expressive language components of the experimental testing

instrument were administered individ.ually to each pupil
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v¡ithin Condit,ions Three and Four"
Descriptions of CondÍtions
Condition

One

pupils in this condit,ion received the Boehm TesÈ
of Basic Conceptsu Form A, as a pre-Èest. They then
participated in a spat,ial concept instructional program
designed to improve kindergarten pupils ¡ performance on
paper-and-pencil, manipulativeu and orar expressive ranguage
tasks. At Èhe conclusion of the seven instruct,ional sessions
they received Èhe Boehm TesË of Basic conceptso Form Bu as a
post-test. This condit,ion was introduced into the design of
t'he study because it, would enable the invest,igator to
d^etermine íf the Boehm Test, of Basic concepts, Forms A and. B,
and the experimentaL testing instrument, were related as
measurement, instruments ín assessing kindergarten pupiLsu
performance on spatial concept tasks. second,, the data
gained from the pupils in condition one rsould help the
ínvest,igator det,ermine if the spatíal concept instructÍonal
program had been effecÈive, in that, a comparíson of pre- and
post-test data could be made.
The

Condition

Two

The pupiLs

in this Condition received the experimentaL

testing instrument, v¡iÈh a paper-and-pencilu a manipulative,
and an oral expressive language component as a pre-test,. This
condition was introduced into Èhe design for a number of

e7

reasons" First, it would enable the investígaÈor to
if the Boehm Test of Basic concept.s, Form A, and the

d,etermine

experimental testing instrument were related, as measurement
instruments in assessing kindergarten pupirs' performance on

spatial concept, Ëasks" rn addition, j.t r¿ourd, assist, the
investigator in determining if the spatial concept,
instructional program had been effective. Lastlyu the
introduction of condit,i.on Two into the design enabled the
invest'igator to use only one form of the experimental testinq
instrument"

Condition Three
The pupils

in this condition parÈicipated, in a spatiat
concept instructional Program designed to improve kindergart,en
pupilsr performance on paper-and-pencilu manipulativeu and,
orar expressive language tasks " At the completion of the
seven instructionar sessions each pupil received the
experimental testing instrument with a paper-and-pencil, a
manipulat,íve, and an oral expressive language component as a
post-test" This condition !{as introduced ínto the d.esign of
this study because it, enabled the investígator to determine
the effects of the spatial concept instructional program"
KindergarÈen pupilsu performance scores in condit,ions Two,
Three, and Four r¡ere compared" The presence of condit,ion
Three in the design also enabled the investigator to determine
if the Boehm Test of tsasic concepts, Form B, and the
experimentar testing insËrument, were related as measurement
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instruments in assessing kindergarten pupils r performance
spaÈial concept tasks after they had participated

on

in the

spaËial concept ínstrucËional progirarn,
Condition Four

pupils in Èhis Cond,ition received the
experimenËar testing instrument, with its paper-and_pencir,
its manipulat.iveu and its orar expressive ranguage components
as a post-Ëest" The presence of condition Four permitted.
the
investigator to compare kindergarten pupils o performance
in
this condition with kindergarten pupils, performance
in
condition Three ín order to d.etermine the effectiveness
of
the spatial concept, ínstructional progran. The investigator
h¡as also able to compare kindergarten pupits r
performance on
the experimentar testing instrument when it was
used in a
pre-ÈesÈ situation and kindergarten pupils,
performance on
the experimenÈal testíng instrument when it was used
in a
post-test situation" A comparison of kindergarten
pupils¡
scores in Condition Two (pre_insÈruct,ion testing;
pupils did
not participate in the inst,ruct,ional program) and
kindergarten
pupilsu scores in Condition Four (post_instruction
test,ing;
pupils did not part,icipate in the instructionar program)
enabLed the ínvest,igator to deèermine íf
there was a
maËurational effect"
The

Condition Five
The pupils in this CondiËion received the
Boehm Test,
of Basic Concept,so Form A, as a pre-test" They arso received

B9

the

of Basic concept,su Form Bo as a post*test,
The kindergarÈen pupils randomly placed into thÍs Cond,ition
did not particÍpate in the spatiar concept, instructionar
Proqram. This condit,ion vras introduced into the d.esÍgn of
the study because it, wouLd, initially help the investigator
deÈermine the effectiveness of Ëhe spaËiar concept
instructional program" Ã comparison of kindergarten pupirs
performance in condition one with kindergarten pupiJ.s
performance in cond,itíon Five during the pre-test,
was a
measure to ascertain if the two groups were similar
in
performance before the spatíal concept, instruct,ional
program
Boehm Test.

0

0

was int,roduced"

Statement

of

Hvpotheses

The major purposes

of this study rdere to determine the
degree Èo which kindergarten pupils possess cert,ain selected
spaËiar concepts and to investigate the effecÈs of a spatial
concept instructional program upon kindergarten pupils
¡

performance on paper-and-pencil, maniputative,
and oral
expressive language tasks " severaL maín guestions rrere

considered and nulI hypotheses were formulated in rel-ation
to
t'hree of the four guestions. The fourth main question was

into three sub-questions.
QuesËion r" I{hat is the relationship between the
Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Forms .A, and B and
an experimental
o
broken down

tesÈing instrument desi.gned to measure kíndergarten pupiJ.s,
performance on spatial concepË tasks?
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Null lflpothesis 1"1 - There is no signi-ficant,
reLationship between kindergarten pupils' performance on Èhe
Boeh¡n Test of Basic Concepts, Form A, and kindergarten
pupils' performance on an experimenÈal test,ing instrument,
designed to measure manípulatíve, paper-and-pencil, and oral
expressive language tasks "

NuIl Hypothesis L"2 - There is no significant
reLationship between kindergarten pupiJ.s u performance on the
Boehm Test. of Basic Conceptso Form Bo and. kindergarten

pupilsr performance on an experimental test,ing instrument.,
after the kindergarten pupils have part,icipated Ín a spatial
concept instructional program designed to improve paper-andpencilo manipulativeo and oral expressive language performance
on spaËial concept tasks"
Quest,ion

2

"

What are

the ef fects of a spatial

concept,

instructional program designed to improve kindergarten pupils'
performance on spatial concept, tasks as measured by Èhe Boehm
Test, of Basic Coneepts, Form Bo and an experimental testing
instrument,?

NuLl HypoÈhes5.s 2 "l - There is no signifi-cant.
differenceu as measured by the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,

B, between the performance of kindergarten pupils who
participated in an ínstructíonal program designed to improve
perfornance on spatial concept tasks and the performance of
kindergarten pupils who did not participate in the
instructional prosram.
Form
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NuIl Hypothesis z.z - There is no significant,
difference, as measured, by an experimentar testíng insËrument,,
betr+een the performance of kindergarten pupils who
participated in an instructional program designed to improve
performance on spatiar concept tasks and the performance
of
kindergarten pupir.s who did not part,icipate in the
ínstructional program"
Questíon

3" what percentage of subjects perform to

criterion on the paper-and-pencil, manipulaÈiveo and oraL
expressive language components of the experimental testi_nq
ínstrument,?

Question 3"r - lfhat percentage of pupils perform to
criterion (four of five items correct) on paper-and-pencil

spatial

concept, tasks?

ouestion 3.2 - what percentage of pupirs perform to
criterion (two of three items correct) on manipulative spatial
concept, Èasks?

Question 3.3 - what, percentage of kindergarten pupírs
perform to criierion (two of three items correct) on oral

expressive language spatial concept, Èasks?
Çuestion a- To what degree do manípurat,ive¿ papêÍand -pencil, and oral expressive language tasks reLate as
measures of the kindergarten pupils, performance on spatial
concept, tasks?

Null }lypothesis 4 "L - There is no signifieant
relationship beÈween kind,ergarten pupiJ.s, performance on
manipulative spatial concept t,asks and kindergarten pupils'
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performance on paper*and-pencil spaÈial concept. Ëasks.

Null Hypothesis 4 "z

There

is no significant

rerationship between kindergarten pupirs¡ performance

on

manipulative spaÈial concept t,asks and kÍnd,ergarten pupii-s !
performance on oral expressive ranguage spatial concept
È,asks"
Null Hlpothesis 4"3 - There is no significant,
relat,ionship between kindergarten pupils r performance on
paper-and-penciJ. spat,ial concept, tasks and kindergarten
pupíls' performance on oral expressive r.anguage spatial

concept Èasks.

A "05 rever of significance

was

set as necessarv

before any effect,s woutd be considered. sÈatisti.calry

signifÍcant.

Statistical

.Analysis

The data were anaryzed usíng Èhe stat,istics on Line
(soL) programs sT 32o Multiple Linear Regression and

correlation" and sT r3, Two-sampre t,-test. Descrípt.ive
statistics were used for guestíon 3 with its three sub_
quesÈions

"

Program sT

32

o Mult.ipre Linear Regression and
answer euestion I (null hypoÈheses

Correlationn was used to
i--1 and l"2l and euestion 4 (nurr hypotheses 4"Lu 4,zu
4"3)

"

Program ST

Quest,ion

l3o

Í\,vo-sample

t-test,s,

was used

and

for

2 (nul] hypotheses Z "L and Z.Z) .
Summary

rn thÍs chapter¡ the preliminary study,

sampl-e, designu
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procedures, hlrpotheses u and stat,ist,ical analyses have been

described. The preliminary study formed the basis of the
present study" The treatment, design and hl4potheses rdere
developed as a result, of the findings collected during the
preliminary study" rn chapter 4 the findings and anaryses OT
the acÈual study will be reported and discussed. chapt,er 5
wiLl give a sunmary as well as the main concrusions and
implications for classroom practice and research.

Chapter

4

FINDTNGS AND ANALYSTS

Prior t,o the present,ation of the findings, Èhe design
and procedures of this study are reviewed briefly"
The main purposes of this study were to determine the
degree to which kindergarten pupils possess certain select,ed
spatiar concepts and to investigate the effects of a spatial
concept instructional program upon kindergarten pupils,
performance on paper-and-penciI, manipulativeo and oral

expressive language tasks. Kindergarten pupils' performance
on the Boehm Test of Basic concepts, and the experimental
testing instrument with its paper-and-pencil, its manipulaÈive,
and its oral expressive language components were analyzed in
an at,tempt to Cetermine the effectiveness of Èhese instruments
as measures of kindergarten pupils' performance on spatial
concept tasks" rn acdition, the effects of a spatial concept

instructional program were measured by comparing the groups
of kindergarten pupils who did not participate in the program
with the groups of kindergarten pupils who did participate in
the program (see Figure 4.1) " The data colrected from this
invest,igation were anaryzed in t.erms of the two dependent
variables, the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Forms A and B,
and the experimental testing inst,rument with its paper-and.-

pencil, its manipulative, and its oral expressive language
94

oq

Number

Kindergarten

of

Condition

Pupils in
each
condition

Condition

24

I

Condition

25

2

Description of Each Condition
Post-test
Pre-CesC
Spatial Concept Boehm Test of
Boehm Test, of
Basic Concepts
Basic Concepts InstructionalProgram

ForIû å

Form

B

Experimental
Testing
Instrument
(Paper-and-

Pencil,
Manipulative '
and Oral Expressive
Language ComPonents

Spatial Concept
Condition

InstrucÈionaI

23

Program

3

Experinental
Testing
Instrumeng
(Paper-and-

Pencil,
llanipulative '
anil Oral

Expressive
Language Components

Condition

Experirnental
Testing
Instrument
(Paper-and-

23

4

PenciI,
Manipulative,

and OraI
Expressive
Language Components

Condition

)

25

of
gadic Concepts

Boehm Test.

Boehm

Form A

Form

Basic

B

t20

Total
Figure 4.1

of Kindergarten Pupils and Description
of the Five Conditions PresenÈ in the Study

Number

Test of
ConcepÈs
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components. The data also was víewed in terms of the
independent variable with its two levels of operation, the
absence of the spatial concept instructional program and the

presence of the spat,ial concept instructional program" This

chapter includ.es the presentation and analyses of the data.
.Analysis of Ëhe Data
The findings and analyses of the data will be
presented under the four main questions previously stated. in

chapter 3" The specific null hypotheses related to each main
question are also presented.
Question 1. What was the relationship between the

Test of Basic Concepts, Forms A and B, and the
experimental testing instrument designed to measure
kindergarten pupilsu performance on spatial concept tasks?
Two null hypotheses $rere formulaÈed relaËing to this question.
The results and analyses pert,aining to each nulr hypothesis
will be discussed in this section.
Boehm

Null Hypothesis 1"1 - There was no significant
rerationship between kindergarten pupils' performânce on the
Boehm Test of Basic conceptso Form A, and kindergart,en pupilsu
performance on the experimental testing instrument desiEned to
measure paper-and-pencilo manipulat.ive, and oral expressive

language t,asks " This null hypothesis was broken down further
into two null hypotheses.

NuII Hypothesis 1"1.1 - There was no significant
relatåonship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
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total fifty concepts of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,
Porm A, and kindergarten pupils' performance on an
experiment.al testing instrument designed to measure paperand-pencil, manipulat,ive, and oral expressive language tasks
for the eight, ident,ified spat,ial concepts "
Table 4.1 illustrates the significance of the
relationship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
total fifty concepts of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,
Form A, (Condition One) and kinCergarten pupils' performance
on the experimental testing instrurnent designed to measure
paper-and-pencil, manipulative, and oral expressive language
tasks for eight identified' spatial concepts (condiÈion Two) "
The total scores on the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form A'

(Condition One) were not related to the total seores on the
experimenÈaL testing instrument which included a paper-andpencil, a manipulative, and an oral expressive language
component (Condition Two). The degree of the relationship

(-0.02) was not significant, at the "05 level as a crit.ical r
value of "422'7 was needed. There was no relationship Èhat
reached the "05 level of significance between the Boehn Test
of Basic Concepts, Form Ao (Condit,ion One) and an]¡ of the
specific components of the experimental testing instrument
(Condition Two). See Table 4'1"
Table 4"1 points out. that, the

Boehm TesL

of Basic

Concepts, Form Ao and the experiment,al testing instrument
with its three components measured different aspects of

kindergarten pupils' performance on spatial concept tasks.
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I
Correlation trlatrix of pre-test Instruments Used to
Determine Klndergarten pupils I performance
in Cond,iÈion One and Condition 1,r,¡o
on Spatial Concept, Tasks
Tab1e

Boehm

Test of Basic

Concepls

-

Form

Identified

SpaÈial

I

À

I

|

total score

4

"

fxperimental Testing Instrument
Paper-and-

Pencil

Hanipulative

Expressive I total

rI
.)

5
4

5
o

Critical"value

= "4227
(signfficant at €he .05 level)

N-

24
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The extent to which the two measurement, instrumenÈs were

related was not, significant at the .05 level.
To further determine if the Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts, Forrn A, and the experimental testing instrument
with its three components were related as measurement
instruments, Èhe investigator analyzed the data collected
from the kindergarten pupils in condition Five (Boehm Test of
Basic Concepts, Form A) and the data collected from the
kindergarten pupils in Condit.ion Two (experirnental testing
instrument)

"

Table 4 "2 outlines the significance of the
relationship between kind.ergarten pupils¡ performance on the

Lotal fifty concepts of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,
Form A, (Condition Five) and kindergarten pupilsu performance
on the experimental t,esting instrument with a paper-and-pencil,
a manipulative, and an oral expressive language component.
(condit,ion Two). The total scores on the Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts, Form A, (Condition Five) were not, significantly
related (-0"08) to the toÈal scores on the experimental
test,ing instrument, which included a paper-and-pencil, a
manipulative, and an oral expressive language component
(Condition Two). À relationship to the extent of -0.08 was
not considered significant, at, the "05 level as t,he critical
Value of the Pearson Product, I4oment Correlation Coefficient
was .3809, There was no relat.ionship that reached the

needed

"05

level of significance between the Boehrn Test of Basic Concepts,
Form A, (Condit,ion Five) and any of the specific components in
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Table 4.2

Correlation Flatrix of Pre-test Instru¡nents Used to
Determlne Kindergarten Pupils I Performance

in Condition Five and Ccndition Two
on Spatial concePt Tasks
Boehm

Test of Basic

Concepts

-ì-

Experimental lesting In trument

Form A

E i ah{-

Identi fied
Spatial
Concepts

Total

I
I

Score

2

Paper-and-

Pencil
3

Oral

Expres

s

ive

ÈtanipulaÈive

Language

4

5

Total
Score
ç,

1"00

0.81

1.00
.06

1.00

-0 .18

-0 .04

0"88

1.00

-0.27

-0.27

0.62

0.60

1.00

-0 .17

-0.08

0.94

0.91

0.83

-0.04

0

Criticalrvalue=.3809
(significant at the .05 level)

N=

25
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the experiment,al test,ing instrument (Condition

Tv¡o)

" See Table

4"2"
The Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form Ao and the

experimental testing instrument with its three components

different faceÈs of the kindergarten pupils o concept,
development. Analyses of the information gathered from Lhe
kindergarÈen pupils in Condition One and Condition Five
(Boehm Test of Basic Conceptsu Form A) and the j-nformat.ion
gathered from the kindergarten pupils in Condition Two
(experimental testing instrument) confirmed this statement.
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 illustrate the lack of similaritv
between the tr*o measurement instruments "
The null hypothesis 1"1"1 thaÈ there was no
significant. relationship between kindergarten pupils'

measured

perforrnance on the total fifty

concept,s on the Boehm Test of

Basic Concepts, Form A, and kindergarten pupils' performance
on an experimental testing instrument designed to measure
paper-and-pencil, manipulativeo and oral expressive language

tasks was accepted for Èhe pre-test, condition"
Null Hypothesis 1.1,2 - There was no significant
relationship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
eight, identified spatial concept.s as measured by Èhe Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts, Form Ao and kindergarten pupilst
performance on an experimental testing instrument designed to
measure paper-and-pencil, manipulative, and oral expressive

Ianguage tasks for the eight ident,ified spatial concepts

"
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Table 4 "1 points out the significance of the
relationship between kindergarten pupils ! performance on the
eight identified spatial concepts as measured by the Boehm

Test of Basic Concepts, Form A, (Condit.ion One) and.
kindergarten pupils ¡ performance on an experimental testing
instrument designed to measure paper-and-penciI, manipulat.ive,
and oral expressive language tasks for the eight identified
spatial concepts (Condit.ion Two) " The scores for the eight
identified spat,ial concepts on the Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts, Form Ao (Condit,ion One) were not significantly
related to the total scores on the experimental testing
instrument which included a paper-and-pencilo a manipulative"
and an oral expressive language component (Condition Two).
The degree of the relationship (-0.06) r^¡as not significant. at
the .05 level as a critical , value of "4227 v¡as needed"
When the investigator isolated the scores for the
eight ident,ified spat,ial concepts as measured by the Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts, Form A, (Condition One) and isolated
the paper-and-pencil component of the experiment.al test,ing
instrument. (Condition Two) o the degree of the relationship
(0.02) still was not signifícant, at the .05 Ievel. The
experiment,al t.esting instrument, vrith five paper-and-pencil

items per concept provided a different measure of kindergarten
pupils' spatial concept development than that obtained from

the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form A, with one paper-andpencil item per concept"
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To further ascertain whether the scores for Èhe eight

ident,ified spatial concepts on the Boehm Test of Basic
concepts, Form A, and the scores on the experimentar testS-ng
instrument were related, the investigator anaryzed the data
gathered from the kindergarten pupils in Condition Five

Test of Basic concepts, Form A) and the d.ata gathered
from the kindergarten pupils in cond.ition Two (experimental
(Boehm

testing instrument).
"2 illustrates the significance of the
relationship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
eight identified spat,ial concepts as measured by the Boehm
Test of Basic Conceptsu Forrn A, (Condition five) and
kindergarten pupilsu performance on an experiment,al Èesting
instrument with a paper-and-pencil, a manipulative, and an
oral expressive language cornponent (condition Two). The
scores for the eight identified spatial concepts on the Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts, Form A, (Condition Five) were not
significantly related to the total scores on the experimental
testing instrur.ient which included a paper-and-pencil, a
manipulativeu and an oral expressive language component
(Condition Two) " The degree of the relationship (-0,17) \.\'as
not significant at, the ,05 leve1 as a criticai- ,. value of
Tab1e

4

"3809 was required.

I{hen t,he investigator isolated the scores for the

eight identified spatial concepts as measured, by t.he Boehm
Test of Basic concepts, Form A, (condit,ion Five) and isolated
the paper-and-pencil component of the experimental testing
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instrumen! (condition Two), the degree of the relat.ionship
(-0"04) still was not significant at the "05 level (See Table
4"21 . A'gain, the experimentar t.esting instrument with five
paper-and-pencil items per concept provided. a different
measure of kind.ergarten pupirs' spatial concept d.everopment
than that obtained from Èhe Boehm Test of Basic concepts,
Form A, with one paper-and-pencil it,em per concept.
Therefore the nu1l hypothesis 1"1"2 was accepted,
because analyses showed no significant relationship between

kindergarten pupils' performance on the eight ident.ified.
spatial concepts¡ âs measured by the Boehm Test, of Basic
conceptsu Form A, and kindergarten pupÍls' performance on the
experimental t,esting insÈrument. with a paper-and-pencir, a

manipulaÈive, and an oral expressive language component.
Null Hypothesis 1.2 There was no significant

relat,ionship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form B, and, kindergarten pupirs'
performance on an experimental testing instrurnent, after the
kindergarten pupils had participat,ed in a spatial concept

instructional program designed to improve paper-and-pencil,
manipulative, and oral expressive language performance on
spatial concept tasks " This null hypothesis was broken down
into two subsequent hypotheses,
Nurl Hypothesis r"2"r
There was no significant
relatíonship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
total fifty concepts of the Boehm Test of Basic concepts,
Form Bo and kindergarten

pupils' performance on an experimental
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testing instrumentu after the kindergarten pupils had
participated in a spatial concept instrucÈional program
designed. to improve paper-and-pencíI, manípulative, and oral
expressive language performance on spatial concept tasks"
The informat,ion collected from the kindergarten

in condition one

Test of Basic concept,s, Form
B) and the informaËion collected from the kÍndergarten pupils
in condit,ion Three (experÍmentaL test,íng Ínstrument) s¡as
pupíJ.s

(Boehm

in order to d.etermine the exÈent of the relat,ionship
between kindergarten pupils' performance on the total fifty
concepts of the Boehm Test, of Basic conceptsu Form Bo and
analyzed

kindergarten pupitsn performance on the experimental testing
instrumentu after the pupils had partícipated in a spatial
concept,

instructional

program"

Table 4"3 shows Ëhe degree of the relaÈíonshÍp (-0.13)
beÈween the total score on the fifÈy concepts of the Boehm
Test of Basic ConcepÈs, Form B, (Condit,íon One) and the total
score on the experimental testing instrument with its paperand-pencil, it,s manipulativeo and íts oral expressive language

(condition Three) o after the kindergart,en pupils
had participated ín a spat,íai- concept instructional program"
This rel-ationship (-0.13) between the Èwo measurement
component,s

instruments was not significant at the .05 rever as the
criticaL value of the Pearson product, Moment correlat,ion

Coefficient needed was .4227 (See Table 4.3). The Boehm Test
of Basic conceptsu Form Bo did not relate significanÈly to the
total experimental ÈesÈíng ínstrument,.
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Table

4"3

CorrelaÈion llatrlx of Pos¿-test In6trurûent,s Used to
Determine Kindergart,en Pupilsr Performance

1n Conditlon One and Condition Three
On

Test of
Basic Concepts Forn

Spatial Concept

Boehm

Eight

Identified

Spatial

Concepts

Total
Score

1

Tasks

Experimental Testing Instrument

B

Paperand-

PenciI

Manipulative

2

4

Oral
Expressive
Language

TotaI
Score

f

1.00
0.49

1.00

.21

0

.24

1" 00

0.30

0

"29

0.28

1"00

-0 .44

0.05

0

-0 .13

0

0

-0.08
0

"12

.53

Critical,vaLue =.4227
Significant at the .05 level

"20

r.00

0"57

0.82

1.00

N æ 23

L07

Therefore the nurl hypothesis !.2 "L that there was no
significant relationship between kind.ergarten pupils
performance on the total fifty concepts of the Boehm Test of
o

Basic concept,so Form Bo and kindergarten pupilso performance
on an experimental testing instrument, after Èhe kinCergarten
pupils had participated in a spat.iar concept instructional
program designed to improve paper-and-pencir, manipulative,
and oral expressj-ve ranguage performance on spatial concept

tasks, was accepted.
Null Hypothesis L.2"2 There was no significant
relat,ionship between kindergarten pupils' performance on the
eight identified spatial concepts as measured by the Boehm
Test of Basic concepts, Form B, and kindergart.en pupils'
performance on an experimental testing Ínstrument, after the
kindergarten pupils had parËicipated in a spatial concept.

instructional program designed to improve paper-and-pencil,
manipulative, and orar expressive language performance on
spatial concept tasks.
NulI Hypothesis L"2"2 was accepted.. The extent of the
relationship was not significant between kindergarten pupils
performance on the eight identified. spatial concepts a ès
measured by the Boehm Test of Basic conceptso Forrn B, and
kindergarten pupilsu performance on an experimental testing
¡

instrumento aft.er the kindergarten pupils had participated in
a spatiar concept instructional program designed. to improve
paper-and-penci1, manipulative, and oral expressive ranguage
performance on spatial concept t,asks.
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poínts out that the rerationship between
kindergarten pupils e performance on the eight identífied
spatial concepÈs as measured by the Boehm Test of Basic
concepts' Form Bo (condition one) and, kindergarten pupiJ_su
Tabl-e 4"3

performance on Èhe eNperiment,al

testing instrument (condition
.Three) o after the pupirs had participated in a spatiar
concept
instrucÈionaL program, was not significant (0.12) at the
"05
level

"

the scores for the eight ídent,ified spatial
conceptsa âs measured by the Boehm Test of Basic concept,s,
Form Bo (Condition One) and the scores for the paper-and_
pencil component of the experimental- t,estÍng inst,rument
when

(Condit,ion Three) were analyzedo the degree of Èhe
relationship was found. to be (0.21) " This was not, significant,
at Èhe "05 leveL as the crit,ical value of the pearson product
Moment

correLation coefficient
To

concl_ude

u euestion I

needed, was ,4227.

.

may be answered

in

Èhe

followingi manners The relat.ionship between the Boehm Test of
Basic concept,su Forms A and ts, and an experíment,al testing

with a paper-and-pencil o a rnanipulative u anc an
oral expressíve language component,u was not, significanÈ at the
" 05 Lever before or after the spat,iaJ. concept instruct,ional
inst,rument

program had occurred"

Analyses

of

data confirms the fact thaÈ the Boehm
Test of Basíe concepts, Forms .å and B, and the experimental
testing instrument wiÈh a paper-and-pencir, a manipurativeu
and an oral expressive J.anguage component, measure different
Èhe
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aspects of kindergarten pupils¡ spatial concept development.
rndeed, when the investigator examined the paper-and-pencil
component of

the experiment,ar Èesting instrument (five Ítems

per concepÈ) and. Ëhe Boehm Test, of Basic concepts, Forms .â
and B o (one it,em per concept) the relationship st,ill was not
sÍgnifícant.
Furtheru it appears that, in a pre-test siËuat.ionu
the paper-and-pencíl component, of Èhe experimentar testing
instrument was related to a sígnificant degree (0.gg) to the
manipuJ-ative comPonent of the experimental testing instrument
(See Tables 4,1- and 4.2')
" In a pre-test situaÈíono the Boehm

of Basic Concept,s, Form Ao (eight identified spatial
concept.s) kras not, sígnificantly related, {0.17; -0
"Lg) to the
manipulative component, of the experimental testing instrument
Test,

q.2 respectiveLy).
Again, it appears that in a pre-test, situation the
paper-and-pencil component of the experimentar testing
instrument was rerated to a signíficant, degree (0.62) to the
oral expressive language component of the experimental
See Tables 4"L and

testing instrument,
situaÈíonu the

(See Tables 4"L and q"Zl

" In a pre_test

of Basic conceptso Form Au (eight
identífíed spatíal. concept,s) was not rerated to a significanÈ
extent (-0"3r-¡ -0"27) to the oral expressive language
component of the experimental testing instrument (See Tables
Boehm TesÈ

4"1 and 4,2 respect,ively)

,
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Quest,ion 2. What were the ef fect,s of a spatial

concept instructional program designed to improve kind,ergarten
pupils' performance on spatial concept, tasks¡ âs measured by

the Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form B, and an experimental
testing instrument? Tr,ro null hypotheses were formulated
relating to this question" The results and. analysis
pertaining to each of these null hypotheses will be discussed.
in this section of the chapter.
Nuli. Hypothesis 2.1 - There was no significant
difference, as measured by the Boehm Test of Basic concepts,
Form B' betrveen the performance of kindergarten pupils who
had participated in an instructional program designed. to
improve performance on spatiar concept tasksu and the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had not participated

in the instruct,ional program.
This nuIl hypothesis was broken down furÈher into
null hypotheses.

two

Nu1l Hypothesis 2,r"1

There was no significant
difference between the performance of kindergarten pupils

who

had participated in an instructionar program designed to
improve performance on spatial concept tasks, and the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had not participated in
the instructional program¡ âs measured by the scores on the

Test of Basic concepts, Form B, for the eight id.ent,ified
spatial concepts "

Boehm

To determine the effects of the spatial concept
instructional program, the investigator compared the
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performance of kindergarÈen pupirs in condition one (pupils

participaÈed in the instructional program) with the
performance of kindergart,en pupils in condition Five (pupils
did not participate in the instructional program).
Performance was assessed on the basis of the eight identified.
concepts as measured by the Boehm Test of Basic concepts,

B. The statistics on LÍne program used for the analysis
was sr 13, correlaÈed t-tests.
The results outlined in Table
4 "4 indicate that the presence of the spatial concept
instructional program made a significant difference at the
.05 level, t = 6"579, Lo kindergart,en pupils' performance on
the eight identified spatial concepts as measured by the
Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form B. rn add.ition, the
investigator conpared the performance of the kinclergarten
pupils in Condition One (pupils participated in the
Form

instructional program) before and after the instructional
program had occurred. A,gain, the resurts inclicate that the
presence of Ëhe spatial concept instructional program did
make a significant difference at the .05 lever, t,
= 6.089,
to kindergarten pupils u performance on t.hose spatial tasks
that pertained to the eight identified spatial concepts (see
Table 4.5). A comparison of pre- and post-instructionar data
related to the performance of kindergarten pupils in Condition
Five (pupils did not parÈicipate in the instructional progrram)
indicates there was no significant difference in kindergarten
pupils' performance if they had. not participatea in the spatial
concept insÈructional program, t = O "524 (See Table 4.6) .

i.12

Table

4 "4

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial Concept
Instructional Program - Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts, Form B (Eight fdentified

Means and

Concepts) Condition 1 vs "

Condition

5

Mean

Presence of Instructional
Program - Condition 1
Àbsence
Program

of Instructional
- Condition 5

u"r'.

s .D.

7

.500

0.?22

5

.600

L.225

significant
9n

T-Ratio

47

6

.57 9à

at the .0

veL

Tab1e 4.5

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial Concept
fnstructional program - Boehm Test of Basic
ConcepÈs, Forms A and B (Eight fdenÈified
Spatial Concepts) Condition I

Means and

Mean

en

4"500

2

7"500

0.722

D.F.

T-Þa # r' a

Kindergarten pupilst

Performance before Instruction

Condition I
Kindergarten pupilet
Performance after Instruction
Condition 1

srgn

.303

46

.6 089*
"

e "05 leve
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Therefore the nulI hypothesis 2"L"L that there was no

significant di-fference between the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had participated in an instruct,ional program
designed to improve performance on spatiar concept tasksu and
the performance of kindergarten pupils who had not. part,icipated

in the inst,ructional program¡ âs measured by the scores on the
Boehm Test of Basic conceptso Form B, for the eight id.entified
spatial concepts was rejected." Analysis of the data collected
indicaÈed that, the presence of the spatial instructional
program made a significant difference at the "05 levet"
NuIl Hypothesis 2"I"2 - There was no significant
difference between the performance of kind.ergarten pupils who
had participated in an instructional program designed to
improve performance on spatial concept tasks, and, the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had noL participated

in the instructionar programr âs measured by the scores on
the Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form B, for the total fiftv
concepts.
The performance of kindergarten pupils in Condition

One (pupils participated in the instructional program)

was

with the performance of kindergarten pupils in
Cond.ition Five (pupils did not participate in the instructional
program) " Performance !{as assessed using the scores on Èhe
Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form B, for Èhe total fifty
concepts. The resuLts described in Table 4 "7 indicate that
the presence of the spatial concept instructional program was
not, a significant, factor when one compared the Caia gathered
compared
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Table 4"6

of the Spat,ial
concept fnstructional Program - Boehm Test of Basic
Concept, Forms A and B (Eight. Identified.
Spatial Concepts) Condition 5

Means and

T-Test for Effects of the

A.bsence

Mean

Kindergarten Pupils !
Performance before fnstruction
CondiÈion 5
Kindergarten Puplls
Performance

s

.D.

.360

1.934

5.600

I "225

5

NF

T-Ratio

48

I

after Instruction

not

cant at

s

-0 "524'.

Table 4.7

Î-Test for Effect.s of Èhe Spatial Concept
Instructlonal Program - Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts, Form B (Total Score)
Conditlon I vs. Conditlon 5

Means and

s.D"

Mean

Presence of Instructional
Program - Condition I
Absence
Program

of fnstructional
- Condition 5

34 .4s8

6.666

31 .280

6.354

not

¡:

D.F.

T-Ratio

st

1.709Ê
I

a+

lro

n

veL
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on the scores of the Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form Bo
for the totar fifty concepts for the kindergarten pupirs in
condition one (pupils participated in the instructional
program) with the scores of the Boehm Test, of Basic concepts,
Form B, for the tot.al fifty concepts for kindergarten pupils

in Condition Five (pupits did not participate in the
instructional program). The lack of significance observed,
t = 1.709, when one analyzed the performance of the two
groups of kindergarten pupirs as measured by the totar
scores
on the Boehm Test of Basic conceptsu Form B, might be

explained by the fact that the Boehm Test of Basic concepts
screens primary children's understanding of fifty concepts,
eight of which were incruded in this study; whereas, t,he

spatial concept instructional program described in this study
was designed to improve kindergarten pupilso performance
on
paper-and-pencil, manipulative, and. oral expressive language
tasks specifically on the eight. identifiec spatial concepts.
This may be an indication t.hat teachingr activit.ies geared. to
identified specific concepts improves kindergarten pupirs,
performance only on id.enÈif ied. concepts
"
A pre- and post-test comparison was made of the
performance of kindergart,en pupils in condition pive (pupils

did noë part.icipate in Èhe instructional program) as measured
by the scores on the Boehm Test of Basic concepts for the
total fifty concepts. Testing occurred before ancl after the
instructional program had taken pIace. The difference between
Pre- and post.-test performance was not significant at the

,05
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levelo t, @ -0.787 (See Table 4.9) . This finding t,ends Èo lend
support to Ëhe effectiveness of the spaËia1 concept
instructional program "
The investigator compared the pre-test and posÈ-t,est
d,ata collected for the kindergarten pupils in condition one
(pupils did participate in the instructional program) A
"
significant difference was noted between the performance of
the kindergarten pupils in condition one before they had
parÈicipated in the spaÈial concept instructional program
and their performance after they had participat,ed in t,he
spatial concept, inst,ructional programu t = -Z "qL3 (See Tab1e
4"9)

"

The nuLl hypot,hesis Z .L.Z

that there was no
significant difference between the performance of kindergarten
pupilsu who had participated in an instructional program
designed to improve performance on spatial concepÈ tasks, and
the performance of kindergarten pupits who had not participated
in the instructional program¡ âS measured by the scores on the
Boehm TesÈ of Basic concept.s was accepted but accepted only in
part" there was a significant. difference among performance
of kindergarten pupils when one anal.yzed the dat,a in terms of
the eight ident,ified spat,ial concepts "
The second null hypothesis that was generated. from the
quest,ion regarding the effecÈs of a spat,íal concept
ínstructional program designed to improve kindergarten pupils,
performance on spatial concept tasks as measured by Èhe Boehm
Test, of Basic conceptsu Form B, and an experimental testing

LL7

Table 4.8
Means and

T-Test for Effects of the Absence of the

Spatial Concept Instructional program - Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts, Forns A and B
(Total Score) Condition 5

l{ean

s.D.

rì Ìr

Kindergarten PupiIs¡
Performance before InsÈructlon
Condition 5

29.600

8.583

48

KÍndergarten Pupilsl
Performance after Instruct,ion
Condition 5

31 .28 0

6"354

T-Ratio

-0 "787*

s].gn]-ficant

e vef

a

Table 4.9
Means and

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial

Instructional

Program

-

Boehm Test,

Concept

of Basic

Concepts, Forms À and B (Total Score)

Condition

l-

qn

Mean

Kindergarten pupils I
Performance before Instruction
Condition 1

.68s

28 "667

9

34 .4 58

o"ooo

l-r t¡

T-RaÈio

46

Kindergarten pupils'

Performance after Instruction
CondiËion 1

s¡.9nr

-2.413*'

cant at the .05 leve
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instrument was as follows:

NuIl Hypothesis 2"2 There \,¡as no significant
difference beÈween the perfornance of kindergarten pupils who
participated in an instructional program designed to improve
performance on spatial concept tasks and the performance of

kindergarten pupils who had not, participated in the
instructionar programr âs measured by an experimentar testing
instrument r^rith its paper-and-penci1, it,s manipulative, and
it,s oral expressive language components. This null hypothesis
was broken down into four other hypotheses.

NuIl Hlpothesis 2"2"1 - There was no significant
difference between the performance of kindergarten pupils vrho
participat,ed in an instructional program designed to improve
performance on spatial concept tasks and the performance of
kindergarten pupils who haC not. participated in the
instructional programr âs measured by the total test score
of the experimental testing instrument.
To determine whether nu1l hypothesis

2 "Z

"1

was

accept,ed or rejected the investigator compared the total

scores on the experiment,al test,ing instrurnent for the
kindergarten pupils in condition Three (pupirs participat.ed

in the instructional program) with the totar scores on the
experimentar test.ing instrument for the kindergarten pupils
in Condit.ion Four (pupils did not participate in the
instructional program). The data was analyzed using Two-sample
t-tests (SOL ST 13) " The findings indicat.e that there was a
significant difference at. the "05 lever o L 4 "L28, between
=
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the performance of kindergarten pupirs who had participated
in an instructional program designed to improve performance
on spatial concept t,askso and the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had not participated in the instructional program,
as measured. by the total test score of an experimental

testing instrument. The null hypothesis 2.2.1 that there was
no significant difference beÈween the performance of
kindergarten pupils who had participated in an instruct,ional
program designed to improve performance on spatial concept
t,asks o and the performance of kindergarten pupils who had not

participat,ed in the instructional programa âs measured by the
total test score of an experimental testing instrument was
rejecÈed, There was a significant, difference at the .05 level
(See Table 4.10) "
Null Hypothesis z "2 "2 - There was no significant
difference between the performance of kindergarten pupils who
had participated in an instrucÈionar program designed. to
improve performance on spatial concept tasks, and the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had not participated

in the instructional program as measured by the paper-andpencil component of the experimentar testing instrument.
To determine whether hypothesis

z "2

"2 was accepted or

rejected the scores on the paper-and.-pencil component of the
experimental testing instrument for the kinctergarten pupils
in Condition Three (pupils participated in the instructional
program) were compared with the scores on the paper-and-pencil
component

of the experimental testinq instrument for the

I20

Table 4.10

T-Test for Effect,s of the Spatial Concept
Instructional Program - Experimental Testing
Instruaent (Total Test Score)
Condition 3 vs. Condition 4

Means and

S.D.

Mean

Pupils who particÍpated in the
Instructi.onal Proqram
Condition 3

78 .087

5

D.F

f-Ratio

"

.169

Pupils It, ho had not participat,ed
in the I nstructional Program
62.348 t7.541
Condit n4
srgn]-fJ-cant at

4

"128*

0

Table 4.Ll

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial Concept
Instructional Progran - Experimental Testing
Instrument (Paper-and-pencil )

Means and

Condition 3

vs

" Condition

s .D.

D.F

37.348

2"080

44

30 "087

8 "L01

Mean

Pupils who particlpated ln the
fnstructional Proqram
Condition 3
rçho had not particlpated
in t,he Instructlonal Proqram

4

"

T-Ratio

Pupils

Condition

4

n

4

"163*

cant at Lhe .05 leve
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kindergarten pupils in condit.ion Four (pupils did not.
participate in the instructional program) " Two-sample
t-tests (SOL ST 13) were used to compare the data. A
significant d.ifference was found at the .05 lever, t = 4.163
(See Table 4"11)
" The null hypothesis 2.2.2 was rejected. as
there was a significanË difference, ât the .05 level, between
the performance of kindergarten pupils who had part,icipated.

in an instructional program designed to improve performance
on spatial concept tasks and the performance of kind,ergarten
pupils v¡ho had not participated. in the instructional proçfram,
as measured by the paper-and-pencil component of the
experimental_ testing instrumenÈ.
Null Hypothesis 2.2 "3 - There was no significant
difference between the performance of kindergarten pupils

who

had participated in an instructionar progiram designed to
improve perforrnance on spatiar concept tasks, and the

performance of kindergarten pupils who had not participated
in the instructionar program¡ âs measured by the manipulative
component of the experimental testing instrument.

To determine wheÈher hlzpothesis 2.2 "3 was acceptecl or
rejectec the scores on the manipulative conponent of the
experimental testing instrument for the kindergarten pupils

in condiÈion Three (pupils participated in the instructional
program) were compared with the scores on the manipurative
component of the experimental testing instrument for the
kindergarten pupils in condition Four (pupils did noc
participate in the instructional program) " A significant

L22

d.ifference at the "05 level was notedo t = 3"1550 between the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had participated in an
instructionar programo designed to improve performance on

spatial concept t,asks, and the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had not, participated in the inst,ructional program
as measured by the manipulative component of Èhe experimental
testing instrument (See Table 4.12). Therefore, the null
hypoÈhesis 2.2 "3 was rejected as there was a significant
difference at the .05 level between the kind.ergarten pupils'
performance in condition Three (pupits participated. in the
instructional program) and the kindergarten pupils,
performance in condition Four (pupils did not participate in

the instructional program), as assessed by the manipulative
component of the experiment,al testing instrument.
Null Hypothesis 2"2"4 - There was no significant
difference between the performance of kind.ergarten pupirs who
part,icipated in an inst,ructional program designed to improve
performance on spatial concept tasks, and the performance of

kindergarten pupils who had not, part.icipated in the
insÈructionar program¡ âs measured by the oral expressive
language component. of the experimental testing instrument.

To determine whether hypothesis 2 "z "4 was accepted.
or rejectec the scores on the oral expressive language

of the experimental tesÈing insÈrument for the
pupils in condition three (pupils participated in the
instructional program) were comparedo usingr Two-sample t-tests,
component

with the scores on the orar expressive language component of
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Table

4

"12

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial Concept
Instructional progrann - Experimental Testing

Means and,

fnstrument, (Manipulative)

Condition 3 vs. Condition

Mean

Pupils who participated in the
Instructional Proqram
Condition 3
Pupils who had not, participated
in the fnstructional prooram
Condition 4

4

22 .7 39

1"630

.957

5"514

l_8
s

D.F.

s "D.

rgni f cant

T-Ratio

44

3

a

.155f
ve

Tab1e 4.13
Means and

T-Test for Effects of the Spatial

Concept

fnstructional program - Experimental Testing
Instrument (Oral Expressive Language)
Condition 3 vs " Condition 4

Pupils who participated in the
program

Instructional

Condit,ion

Mean

s.D.

18 .000

3.826

13 .304

5.950

3

Pupils who had not participated
in the Instructional proqräm
Condition 4

s:'gnr

ant

D

.F.

T-Ratio

44

3
a

E

.18 3*
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the experiment,al testing instrument for the kindergarten
pupils in Cond.ition Four (pupils did not participate in the
instructional program) . The find.ings shorved a significant
difference at the "05 level, t = 3"183, between the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had participated in an
instructional program designed. to improve performance on
spatial concept tasks, and the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had not participated in the inst.ructional program,
as measured by the oral expressive language component of the
experimental tesÈing instrument (See Table 4.13) .
Consequently the null hypothesis 2.2 "4 was rejecteC as there
was a significant. difference at the .05 level between the

performance scores of the two kindergarten groups '
Therefore, it may be concluded that null hypothesis

2"1 was accepted only in part.

There was no significant

difference aS measured by the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts '
Form B, (total fifty concepts) between the performance of
kindergarÈen pupils who had part,icipated in an instructional
program designed to improve performance on spatial concept
tasks, and tire performance of kindergarten pupils who had not
participated in the instructional pro$fâm t = 1'709 (See Table
4"7) " Iloweveru when the clata was analyzed using only the
scores for the eight identified spat'ial concepts,

a

significant cifference at the "05 level, t = 6"579 ' vras
observed betv¡een the kindergarten pupils' perfornance in the
two groups (See Table 4.4)

"

12s

Thís difference might be expl-ained by the fact, that
the Boehm Test, of Baslc Conceptso Form An is a screening
instrument based on fifty basic concept,s" The spatial concep€
instruct,i.onal program designed for this st,udy consisted of

of the fifty concepts assessed on the Boehm Test of
Basic Concepts. Thereforeu the instructional program was
geared only to a port.ion of the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
and knowled.ge of specific concept,s does noÈ appear to
generalize to other concept,s "
The nul} hypothesis 2.2 that there was no significant,
difference between the performance of kindergarten pupils who
had participated in an instructional program designed to
seven

improve performance on spaÈial concept tasks, and the

of ninAergarten pupils rsho had not participated
ín the ínstructional progranr äs measured by t,he experímentaltesting instrument was rejected completely. A significant
difference was observed at, the .05 level, when the total
performance

scores on the experimental test,ing instrument were anal-yzed,

t = 4"L28 (See Table 4"10). A significant, dífference at the
,05 level was noÈed when t.he performance scores on the paperand-pencil component for the two groups of kíndergarËen pupils
were comparedu t = 4"1-63 (See TabLe 4"11) , A significant,
difference was observed between the two groups of kindergarten
pupils ¡ performance when the scores on manipulative component.
of the experimental tesËing inst,rument was compared (t = 3"155;
see Table 4.12) " A significanÈ difference was noted (t = 3.183)
for the oral expressíve language component of Èhe experímental
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test,ing Ínstrument when the investígat,or compared. the
performance scores of kindergarten pupils who had. part.icipated
in the instructional program with the performance scores of
kindergarten pupils who had. not, part.icipated in the

instructional program (See Table 4.L3) "
To further determine the effect,iveness of the spat,ial
concept instructional program, the investigator compare,il the
performance scores of the kindergarten pupils in Condition
Tt¡o (pre-instruction test,ing; pupils did not part,icipate ín
the instructional program) with the performance scores of the
kindergarten pupils in Condit,ion Four (post instruction
testing; pupils did not part,icipate in the instructional
program) " The main purpose of this comparison was to
determine whether the difference described. between

kindergarten pupilsr spatial concept task performance in
Condition Three (pupils did. parÈicipate in the instructional

pupils¡ spatial concept task
performance in ConditÍon Four (pupils did not participate in
the instrucÈional progra¡n) níght be attributed to Èhe spatial
concept insÈruct,ionaL program or some other factor such as
maturaËional growth. The ínvesÈigator administered. the
experimental testing instrument with its paper-and-penciJ,n
it,s manipulativeo and it.s oral expressive languaEe components
Èo the kind.ergarten pupils ín Condítíon Two (pre-ínstruction
testing) ín the niddle of January, 1980" The sane Èesting
instrumenÈ with its components was ad¡ninistered to another
group of kindergarten pupils in Conditíon Four (post.-inst,rucÈion
program) and. kindergarten
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t'esting) during the second, and third week of March, 19g0.
Kindergarten pupils were rand,omly placed into conditions Two
and, Four" Neither group of kindergarten pupils had
parÈicipated in the spatial concept Ínstruct,ionat program.
The data Ì{as analyzed, using Two-sample t-tests (soL sr 13).
The results wilt be reported in the following section"

There was no sÍgnificant d.ifference between the
kindergarten pupils s performance in condition rwo (pre-

instruction testing; pupíIs d.id not participate in the
instruct,ional program) and the kind,ergarten pupíls
performance in Condition F.our (post-instruction testing;
pupils d.id not partícipate in the instruct,ional program) when
the totaL scores on the experiment,al testing instrument r,rere
analyzedu t = 0,873, (See Table 4,I4).
The difference between kindergarten pupils
performance in Condition Two (pre-instruct,ion testing; pupils
did not part,icipate in the i,nstrucËional program) and
u

s

kindergarten pupirsu performance in condièion Four (post-

instruct,ion Èestírg; pupils did not part,icipate in the
instructionaL program) was not significant, at, the
"05 level,
t = 0"711 when the paper-and-pencil component of the
experimentaL

testing instrument was anal_yzed (see Table 4.15)
"

There rsas no sígnificant, difference between
kindergarten pupilèu performance ín condition rwo (pre-

instruction testing; pupiJ.s d,id, not, participate in the
instructional program) and kindergarten pupils, performance in
Condition Four (post-instruction Ëesting; pupils did, not,
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Table

4

"14

T-Test for EffecÈs of Two Months Time
Span between Àdministration of Experirnent.al.
Testing Instrument (lotal Test Score)
Condition 2 vs. Condition 4

Means and

Mean

Pupilsr Performance as measured
in January, 198O-Condition 2

S

"D.

.000

16 .9 39

Pupils I Performance as measured
in March, l980-Conditlon 4
62.348

17 " 541

58

snot

D

"F.

T-Ratio

46

-0.873*

cant at t

s

eve

Table 4.15

T-Test for Effects of Two Month Time
Span between Àd¡ninistration of Experirnental
Testing fnstrument (paper-and-pencil)

Means and

Condit.ion 2 vs. Condition

Mean

4

ñì1

s "D.

Pupils' Performance as measured
in January" 1980-Condition 2

28.400

8"317

Pupils t Performance as measured
in March, 1980-Condition 4

30 .087

8.101

not signi

T-Ratio

46

-0 .711*
an

eve
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Particípate in the instructional prograrn) on Èhe manípulat,ive
component, of the experimental Èesting inst,rumento t = -1"362
(See Table 4"16),

There was no significant, difference at. t,he .05 level

pupils' performance in CondiÈion Two
(pre-insÈruction testing; pupils dÍd not participate in the
instructional program) with the kindergarten pupils'
performance in Condition Four (post-instrucËion testing;
pupils did not participate in the instructional program) on
the oral expressive language component of the experimental
testing instrument,, È = -0.401, (See Tab1e 4"f7) "
The slgnificant differences observed between the
pupils' performance in CondiÈion Three (pupiLs did. participate
in the instructional program) and the pupils¡ performanee in
Condition Four (pupiLs did not. participate in Èhe instructional
program) on the total score and the three components of the
experímental testing instrument were not. apparent when one
analyzed the kindergarten pupils' performance in Condition
Tvvo (pre-instruction testing) and the kindergarten pupíls'
performance in Condit,ion Four (posÈ-instruction testing) on
the experimental testing instrument l*ith it,s three components.
Therefore t,he difference in performance that was observed afÈ,er
between the kindergarÈen

inst,ructíonal program had occurred might be at.tributed to
some factor other than a maturational effect"
The spatial concept inst,ructional program described in
this study does appear Èo have a signíficant effecÈ upon
Èhe

kindergarten pupils' performance on paper-and-peneil,
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Table 4.16

T-Test for Effects of Two Month Time
Span between Administration of Experimental
Testing Instrument (Manipulative)

Means and

Condition 2 vs. Condition

"D.

D.F.

4

"378

46

5

.514

Mean

Pupils t Performance as measured
in January, 1980-Condition 2
17.000

4

S

1-Ratio

Pupils I Performance as measured

in llarch, l980-Condition

4

r8.957

-1.367û

not srsnificant

at the .0

lable 4.17
lleans and T-Test for Effects of Two Month Ti¡ne
Span between Àdministration of Experimental
Testing Instrument (Oral Expressive
Condition 2 vs. Condition 4

Mean

Pupils t Performance as measured
in January, l98O-Conditlon 2

S.D.

D.r.
46

12 .600

6

"185

Pupils I Performance as measured
in March, 198O-Condition 4
13.304

5

"950

*not siqn

Language)

T-RaÈio

-0.401*
+

he .0

leveI
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manipulative, and oraL expressive language t,asks. Thereforeu
Suestíon 2 may be answered. as follov¡s: Ihere was a
significant d.ifference between kindergarten pupils !

after they had participated in a spatial concept'
instructional program¡ âs measured by the Boehm Test of Basic
Conceptso Form B, (eight, id.entified spatial concepts) and the
eNperimental testing instrument, total score or any of its
three components. The spatiaJ. concept instructional Program
did have an effect uPon performance on Èasks related to the
eight ídent,ified spatial concepts.
Quesgion 3" WhaL percentage of subjects performed to
criterion on the paper-and-pencil, the manipulativeu and the
oral expressive language components of the eNperimental
testing instrument? The data collected for the investigat'ion
pertaining to this question mainly was descript.ive in nature.
The resulls accumulated are reported in the following section

performance

under three sub-questÍons.

Question 3.1 - What percentage of kindergarten pupils
performed to criterion (four of five items correct) on paperand.-pencil sPatial concept tasks?
The information pertaining

to this question will

be

outlined for the pupils ín Condition Two (Pre-instruction
testing; pupils díd not participate in the instructional
program), Cond.it,ion Three (post-instruction testing; puPils
parÈicipated in the instructional program) u and Condition
Four post-instruction testing; pupils d.id not part,icipaÈe in
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the instructional program) " Data wilL be presented. for the
nu¡nber of pupíIs who performed to criterion in each Condition
for each of the component,s of the experimental testing
instrument. Then, data will be presented for the percentage
of pupils who performed to criterion in each condition for
each of the components of the experimental Èesting
instrument" .å,ddit,ional d.at.a pertaining to each of Èhe eight.
identified spatiar concepts rnight be found by referring to
Table

4

"18 "

Paper-and.-Pencil Component

In Condítion Two (pre-ínstruction testing; pupils did
not participate in the instruct,ional program) an average of
L5.25 pupils of Èhe twenty-five pupils (61 percent) performed.
to criterion (four of five items correct) or¡ the paper_and_
pencil tasks of the experimental testing instrument"
rn condi.tion Three (post-insÈruetion test,ing; pupils
participated in an instructional prograrn) an average of
fwenty-two of the twenty-three pupíls (95"65 percent.)
performed to criterion (four of five åtems correct) on the
PaPer-and-pencil tasks of the experimenÈal testing instrument"
In Condition Four (post-instruction testing; pupils
did not participate in the instructional program) an averagie
of fÍfteen of the twenty-three pupiJ.s (6s "zz percent)
performed to criterion (four of five items correct.) on Èhe
PaPer-and-pencil tasks of the experimental Èesting instrument"
rn total 73 "96 percent of the pupils in conditions
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Table 4.LB
of Kindergarten pupils Who
Demonstrated Mastery in the Eight fdentified
Spatial Concept.s Through the Three
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Ttøo

u Three o and F'our who partÍcipated

ín t,his

sÈudy rdere able

to demonst,rate masÈery in their understanding of the eight
identified spatial coneepts through the paper-and-penciL
response mode.

ManipuLative Component

Question 3.2 - what percenÈage of kindergarten pupils
performed to criterion (Èlpo of three iÈems correct) on
manipulat,ive spatÍal. concept tasks?

In Condition Two (pre-instruct,ion t,est,ing; pupils díd
not participate in the instruct,ional program) an average of
18"38 of the twenty-five pupils (73"5 percent) performed to
criterion (two of three items correct) on t,he manl_pulatíve
tasks of the experimenËal test,ing instrument.
În Condit,ion Three (post-instruction t,esÈing, pupils
participated in the instructional program) an average of
twenty-two of the twenty-three pupils (95,65 percent)
performed to criterion (two of three it,erns correct,) on the
manÍpulat,ive tasks of the experimentaL Èesting instrumenÈ.
In Condit,ion Four (post-instruction testing; pupils
did not, participat,e in the instructionaL program) an average
of 18"5 of the twenty-three pupils (90"q3 percent) performed
to criterion (two of three it,ems correct) on the manipul-at,ive
tasks of the experimental test,ing instrument, "
ïn Èotal 83"19 percent of the kindergarten pupils in
conditions Two, Three, and Four who had part,icipated, in this
study were able to demonstrate mastery in their understandinq

i.35

of the eight ídentified. spat,iar concepts through the
manipulat,ive response

Orel ExpreFsive
Component.

mode

"

Languaqe

Question 3"3 - what percentage of kindergarten.pupiLs
performed to criterion (two of three items correct)
on oral
expressive language spatial concept, tasks?

In Conditlon Two (pre_instruction test,ing; pupils did
not participate in the instructionar- program) an average of
13"l-3 of the twenty-five pupíls (52"5 percent) performed. to
criterion (two of Ëhree it,ems correct) on the oral expressive
language Èasks of the experimentar tesÈing instrument"
In Condition Three (posÈ-instruction testing; pupils
participated ín the instructional program) an average of
eight,een of the twenty-three pupils (7g
"26 percent.) performed
to criterion (two of three items correct) on the orar
expressive language tasks of Èhe experiment,al testinq
ínstrument,

"

In Condition Four (post-instruction testing; pupils
did noÈ partícipate in the insÈructional program) an averagie
of 13.5 of the twenty-five pupils (5g"20 percent) performed
to criÈerion (two of t,hree items correct) on the oral
expressive language Èasks of Èhe experimental testinq
insÈrument

"

rn arr' 63"r5 percent of the kindergart,en pupirs in
conditions Two, Three, and Four who participated in Èhis
study were able to demonsÈraÈe masÈery in their underst,andinq
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of the eight, identified spatial concepts through the oral
expressive language response mode.
In conclusion, euesÈion 3 may be answered. in the
following rnanner: The average percent,age of subjects in
condit,ions Two, Three, and Four who performed. to criterion

(four of five items correct) on the paper-and-pencil tasks
was 73-96 percenÈ. The average percenËage of subjects in
condit,ions Two, Three, and Four who performed to criterion
(Èwo of three items correct,) on the manipulative
spat,ial
concept tasks was 93"19 percent. The average percentage of

subjects in cond.itions Two, Three, and Four who performed to
criterion (two of three items correct) on the oral expressive
language spatiar concept tasks was 63"15 percent.

rt, was noËed that more pupils performed. to cri.terion
on the manipulative spatial concept, tasks than on the paperand-pencil spatiar concept tasks and the oral expressive
language spatial concept tasks
" Þrore of the kind.ergarten
pupils in Condition Three (post-insÈruction test,ing; pupils
had participaÈed in the instructional program) performeC t,o
criterion on the three componenËs of the experimentar testing
instrument, i"e"' paper-and.-pencir, manipurat.ive and oral
expressive language" This might. be an indicat.ion of the
effect,iveness of the spatial concepÈ instructional program"

4" To what degree did the paper-and-pencil,
the manipulative, and the oral expressive language tasks
relate as measures of the kind,ergarten pupils n performance on
spaËial concept, tasks? Three null hlpotheses were formulated
Quest,ion
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j-n relation t,o this question.

Null Hypothesis 4 "L - There was no sÍgnificant
relationship between kindergarten pupils r performance on
manipulative spatial concept. tasks and kindergarten pupils!
performance on paper-and-pencil spat,ial concept tasks,
To determíne if hypothesis 4.r. was accepted or

rejected the investigator examined the raw scores thaÈ the
kÍndergarten pupils had obtaíned Ín condition Two (preinstruction test.ing; pupils did, not part,icipate in Èhe

instructional program) u condåÈ,ion Three (post-ínstruction
testing; pupirs part,icipated in the ínst,ructionar program)
and condÍtion Four (post-instruct,ion

o

testing; pupils did not

part,icipate ín the instruct,ional program) The rav, scores
"
for the experimental testing instrument r¡/íeh each of it,s
components, paper-and.-penciJ., manipulative, and oral
expressive language were converted into percentages. By
means

of Multiple Correlations

(SOL ST

3Zl the

investigator determined the extent of relationships that.
existed among the toÈaL score percenÈages of Èhe experiment,al
t,esting ínstrument, and each of the three component.s as

of kíndergarten pupils' performance on spatial
concept, êasks (See Table 4.19) " The results will be
discussed in this section.
Table 4"19 shows the extent of the relat,ionship
between kindergarten pupirs, performance on manipulat.ive
spatiar concept tasks and kindergarten pupils' performance
paper-and-pencil spatial concept tasks as measures of
measures

on
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Table

4 "19

Correlatlon Mat¡ix of Kindergarten puplls performance
ln CondiÈions 1\co, Three, and Four on Èhe Total
Ex¡lerlnental Test,ing fnstrument and, its Three
paper-and_pencil, Manipulative
and OraI Expresslve Language

Componen¿s,

Experimental Testing fnsÈrumenÈ
Paper-and-pencil
Manipulatlve
Oral Expressive
Language

Total

1.00

.85

1.00

0.66

0.65

I .00

0.94

0

.91

0.85

0

Crltlcal

VaLue aÈ .05

1"00

level =
N=7L

.23L9
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kíndergarten pupilst performance on spaÈial concept tasks"
The degree of the relat,ionship between the trso measures of
kindergarten pupilst performance was sígnificant at the ,05

level (.85). The Critical Value of Èhe pearson product
Moment, correlation coefficienÈ needed was
"z3Lg" The null
hypothesis 4 "l was rejected as the extent of the relat,ionship
between manipulative spatial concept tasks and paper-and.penc5.l spat,ial concept, tasks as measures of kindergarten
pupils' performance r¡¡as signifícant, at the .05 level (,g5)
See Table 4.L9.

Null Hypothesis q"Z - There was no significant
relationship between kindergarten pupílsr perforrnance on
manipulaÈíve spat,ial concept, tasks and kindergarten pupilse
performance on oral expressive language spatial concept tasks,

of the rei-ationship between kindergarten
pupilsu performance on manipulat,ive spatiar concept, tasks and
kind.ergarten pupiJ.s ¡ performance on orar expressive language
spatiar concept, tasks may be seen in Table 4.19 " The exËent
of t'he relationship between the two measures of kindergarten
pupilsu performanceu maniputaÈíve spatial concept, tasks and.
oral expressive language spatia1- concept t,asks, was
signíficant at, the .05 Level ("65). The Crit.ical Value of the
The degree

Pearson Product Moment Correlat,ion Coefficíent needed was
"Z3lg"
The null hypothesis 4"2 was rejected as there was a significant

relationship betrreen kindergart.en pupils g performanee on
manipulative spatial concept tasks and kindergart.en pupils'
performance on oraL expressive language spatial concept tasks"
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Null HypoÈhesis 4.3 - There &ras no significant.
relatÍonship between kindergarten pupils0 performance

on

paper-and-pencil spatial concept, t,asks and kindergarten
pupils0 performance on oraL expressive language spatial
concept tasks "
Table 4.19 shorss that the extent of the relat,ionship
betvreen kindergarten pupils u performance on paper-and.-penciL
spatial concept, tasks and kindergarten pupilsr perforrnance
on oral expressive language spatial concept tasks was

significant, at, the .05 level ("66) " The Critical Value of
the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient need.ed was
"2319" Therefore the null hypothesís 4"3 was rejected. as the
relationship between kindergarten pupils 0 performance on
paper-and-pencil spatial concept tasks and kindergarten
pupils' performance on oral expressive language spatiaj- concept
Ëasks was significant at the .05 level" Therefore, the two
measures, paper-and-pencil spatial concept tasks and oral
expressive language spatial concept tasks, were related as
assessmenÈ insÈruments in determining kindergarten pupils
perforrnance on spat,ial concept, tasks.
u

rn concrusionu the components of the experimental
t,esting instrument,, i.e. , paper-and-pencil o manipulative o and,
oral expressive language were related t.o a significant exËent
as measures of kindergarÈen pupils 0 performance on spatial
concept tasks" However, kindergarten pupits' performance on
the manipurative componenÈ of the experiment.al testing
instrument was more similar to kindergarten pupils u performance

14L

on the paper-and-pencil component of the experimental test,ing
instrument, ("85), than v¡as kindergarten pupils! performance
on the orar expressive language component, of the experimental
testing instrument, (.66) " This difference in the deqree of
similarity might be explained by the fact that, the
kindergarten pupils had to produce the exact verbal label of

the spatiar

concept, under invesÈigation

if they were to

be

given credÍt, for mastery of the spat,ial concepto As
previously stated in chapter 3 eften kind,erEarËen pupíls
supplied synonlms for the spatial concept, required (See

" rf the investigator had accepted. synonyms for
the reguest,ed concept the extent, of the relationships among
the three measurement. devices u i.e"o paper-and-pencil,
manipulative and. oral ex¡rressive language might have been
AppendiN c)

greater.
Question 4 may be answered. as forlows: The paper-and-

pencil, the manipulative, and the oral expressive language
t,asks $¡ere related to a significant extent as measures of
kindergart.en pupåls' performance on spatial concept tasks,

Chapter

5

suMMARy, CONCLUSTONS, AND IMPLICATTONS

Introduction
The main purposes of this study \¡¡ere to determine

Ëhe

degree to which kíndergart,en pupils possess certain selected.
spatial concepts and t,o investigaÈe the effecÈs of a spatial
concept instructional program upon kindergarten pupils,
performance on paper-and-pencilo manípulativeo and. oral
expressive language tasks.

Kindergarten pupilsu performance on the Boehm Test of
Basic concepts and the experimental tesÈing instrument, with

its paper-and-pencilo its manipurativeo and its orar expressive
language components were analyzed in an atÈempt t,o determine
the effectiveness of these instruments as measures of
kindergarten pupirs' performance on spatiar concept, tasks.
rn addition, the effects of a spatiar concept,
instructionar- program hrere measured by comparing t.he
performance of kindergarten pupils who had part,icipat.ed
in the
spatial concept instrucÈional program wiÈh the performance of
the kindergarten pupirs who had not part,icipated in this
program"

The d.ependent, variables in this study were the Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts (Forms .A, and B) , and an experimental

testing insÈrument wit,h its paper-and-pencil, it,s manipurat.iveu
L42
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and its oral expressive language components
" The independent
variable in this study was the spatial concept instructional
program' The independent variable had two levels of operation,

the presence of the spatial concept instructional program and
the absence of the spat,ial concept instructionar program.
Theoretical Background
previous research has shown a need for
further
expl0rat'ion of basic concept assessment procedures. concerns
have been raised about paper-and-pencir tesÈing as a sole
method of evaluating a pupilrs conceptuar performance
revel
especially for young children (Beagles-Roos and Greenfierd,

1979; Boehm, 1966; carroll,

â1,

1964i Meissner, 1975; Newcombe et

" The need for a ¡maÈch' between the level of
development of the chird and. the nature of the task
requirement incorporated into the assessment instrument,
been emphasized (Blank, Lg74; Borke , !9751 .
L977)

has

There has been timited research into instruct.ional
Programs designed to teach basic concepts. studies support
the hypothesis Èhat basic concepÈs can be t,aught (Meissner,
1975; I40ers and Harrisu 1g7g; priddle and. Rubínu 1g77)
"
Hov¡ever, t,he necessity of further exploration into
the

ingredients of an effecËive instructional program
sÈressed

lvas

"

The wríter examined the riterature on concept
development and its relationship to variables such

as: age/
grade, socioeconomic/socioculÈural fact.ors, intelligence,/
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of pupil, language acquisiÈion,
beginning reading, and learning conditions,
The age of the pupil was a variable to be given
consideration in the evaluaÈion of a pupil's concept
acad.emic achievement, sex

development (Boehm, 1966; Bruner and Olver, 1965; Denny and
Moult'on, r976i Faw and wingard, L977; Meissner, l9z5)
"
The research in the area of socioeconomic/socioculturaL

factors and concept development demonstrated that there r+as
a definite relationship between a pupil's concept deveropment
and his/her socioeconomic,/sociocultural background. It
stressed Èhat the socioeconomic status of the pupiJ. had

direct infruence upon the pupil!s eoncept,ual

development.

(Boehm, 1966; Dixon and Salt,z o Lg77; Downing

et al,

Houck et al, L973; Nazarro and Nazarro, 1973)

.

was
a

1970;

Klausmeier et al (L974:lg7) concluded. after
summarizing much of the existing literature that "almost

invariably a strong, positive relationship is notec between
achievement, level and concept development',
" However some of
the literature examined demonst,rated the need on the part of
the educator to be aware of intervening variables such as;
motivat.ion, emotional stabilítyo sociocult,ural backgroundo
testing instrument,s, etc. (Boehm o 1966) .
a limited number of research studies exploring the
relationship between the sex of the pupil and t,he level of
concepÈ development were examined buÈ the investigator was

unable to draw any definite conclusions because of the

diversity of findings (Archer, !975i Boehm, 1966; Bruner

and
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Olver, 1965; F'riedman and Seely, LgTG; Meissner, 1975; pishkin
and Wil1is, L974) "
There has been evid,ence Èhat language acquisition has

a significant, bearing upon the pupil's measurable level of
concept development, (Clark, E. t L973i Clarku H., 1973; French
and Brown, L977; Fried,man and seely o Lg76¡ Friedenberg
Olson

o

).97'11

and.

"

The relationship between t,he knowledge of concepts
and beginning reading has come under investigation"

rnitial.ly

it appears there ís a posit,ive reLationship between Èhe two
variables (Downing et al o Ig77; Hardy et, al o Lg74; Hoffman
and Fillmer p L979i Kress, 1955; MacGinítie, l9Z6) "
one general conclusion that, might be drawn from the
research studies exploring the development of instructional
programs for the Ëeaching of basic concepts is thaÈ the most,
effect,ive instructional programs appear to occur when there
is a ¡match' between instructional procedures and the learning
style of the pupil (Archer o L97S¡ Becker et, al , L979;
Caldwell and HaIl, Lg70i EnEe1mann, 1969; Katz and. Dennyu L977¡
Priddle and Rubin, L9771.
Method,ology

The pupils who part.icipated

in this study were one
hundred and twenty kindergart,en children from five classes in
two elementary schools in the same school division in winnipeg,
.þlanitoba. Horning and af ternoon kindergarten pupils were used.
The children from each cLassroom q¡ere assigned rand.omly to one
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of five conditions" These five condítions were described in
deÈail in the section ent,itred procedures in chapt,er 3. The
type of measure each child received on the eight ident.ified
spatial concepts was dependent upon the condition (one to
five) into which Èhe child was placed, (See Fi_gure 3.5). The
pupils in condition one and condition Three participated in
a spatial concept instructional program" This instructional
program consisted of seven teaching sessions of approximately
t'wenty to twenty-five minuÈes in length" The concepts
stressed in this program were: aft,er, beginning, behind,
below, forward, next, to, and top"
The analyses of the findings in this stuoy have led
t,o several main conclusions as well as some impricat,ions for

further research and for classroom practice"
Findings and Conclusions

rn this section the findings wilr be presented
together with the conclusions in relat,ion to the four main
questions originally stated"
Quest,ion 1" l,rhat was Èhe relationship between the
Boehm Test of Basic conceptso Forms A and Bo and the

experimental test,ing inst,rument d,esigned to measure
kindergarten pupils' performance on spatíal. concept tasks?
The extent of the relationship between the Boehm TesÈ

of Basic concepts, Forms .A and B, and the experimental testing
instrument with a paper-and-pencir, a manipulat.ive, and an
oral expressive language component was significant at the

.05
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level. The sígnificance of the relat,ionship between the
assessment instrument,s was observed when both the pre-tesË

and post,-test kindergarten pupirsu performance scores were
analyzed.

"

Analysis of the data confirms the fact that the Boehm
Test of Basic concepts, Forms A and B, and t,he experimental
Èesting instrument with a paper-and-pencir, a manipulative,
and an oral expressive language component. measure d.ifferent
aspects of kindergarten pupils¡ spatial concept development"
when Èhe paper-and-penciL component of the experimental

testing instrument (fíve it,ems per concepÈ) and the Boehm
Test of Basic Concepts, Forms A and. B, (one paper-and-pencil
item per concept) were examined the degree of the relationship
which existed between the two measurement, instruments was not
significant (r = 0"02) at the .05 1eve1"

Further the paper-and-pencil component of the
experimental testing instrument was found to be significantly
similar to the manipulatíve and orar expressive ranguage
component,s of the experimental t,esting instrument when
kindergarten pupilsu performance scores on the three components

(r -- 0,88; r s 0"62, respectively) " Howevero the
Boehm Test, of Basic concepts, Form A, was not found to be
significantl-y related to the manípulative and the oral
expressive language components of the experímental testing
instrument (r = 0"22i r = -0"3L, respectively),
Thereforeo it can be concluded that the Boehm Test. of
Basíc concepts, Forms A and B, and the experimental tesÈing
were analyzed
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inst,rument are assessment, instruments whích provide the
examiner with different types of informat,ion pertaining to

kindergarten pupilss spat,ial concept, development. Even when
only the paper-and-pencíI tests hrere admínistered Èhe data
provided lacked significant símilarity (r * 0"06)
This 1ack

of similarity is not, surprising

"

when

the items of the

two

t'est,ing instrurnents are considered,. The Boehm Test of Basic
Concepts screens primary childrents understandÍng of fifty basic
concepts; whereas, the experimental testing instrument.
assesses kindergarten pupilsr mastery of eight identified

spatial concepLs. However when only the eíght id.entified
spatial concepts on the Boehm Test, of Basic concepts \Arere
analyzed with the paper-and.-pencil component of Èhe
experimentaL testíng ínstrument, Èhe rack of simirarity was
still apparent (r = O.OZ). The experimental Èesting ínsÈrumenÈ
(five paper-and-pencil items per concept) provided, the
exanniner with different data than the Boehm TesË of Basic
Concept,s, Form Au {one paper-and-pencil ítem per concept).

on the basis of the data gathered the experimental
test,íng ínstrument, the paper-and-pencíl component,, provídes
t'he teacher with information more simílar ín nature to the
manipulative and oral- expressive language component,s" For this
reason educators should be encouraged Èo use the experimental
test,ing instrument" Although the experimental t,esting

instrument is more time-consuming to administer than the Boehm
Test of Basic concepts, the informat,ion gained is such thaÈ
the teacher has greater insighÈ into various facets of
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kindergart,en pupils' concept development"
Question 2 " whaÈ r,rere the ef fects of a spatial
concept instrucÈionat program designed to improve kind.ergarten
pupils t performance on spatial concept t.asks as measured by

the

Boehm

Test of Basic concepts and an experimental testing

instrument?

Analyses of the data pertaining to t.his quesÈion $/ere
conducted by using sÈat,istics on Line program sr 13, two
sampre È-tesÈs. To determine the effects of the spatial

concept instructional program the investigator compared the
performance of kindergarten pupils in condition one (pupils
parÈicipat.ed in the spatial concept instructional program)

with the performance of kindergarten pupils in condit.ion Five
(pupils did not' participate in the spatial concept. instructional
program) " A.nalysis of the data collected on the eight

identified spatial concepts as measured by the Boehm Test of
Basic concepts, Form B, ind,icated. that, the presence of the
spatial concept instrucÈional program made a significant
difference aÈ the "05 level, t = 6"57g.
The performance of kindergart,en pupirs in condition

one (pupíls part.icipated in the instrucÈional program) was
compared with the performance of kindergarten pupils in
Condit'ion Five (pupils d,id not participate in the inst.ruct,ional
program) " Performance rras assessed using the scores on the
Boehm Test of Basic concepts, Form A, for the totar fifty
concepts. The results indicated that the presence of the

spatial concepÈ instruct,ional program was not a significant
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factor, t = 1.709" The lack of significance, when one
analyzed, Ëhe performance of the two groups of kindergarten
pupilsr âs measured by the total score on the Boehm Test of
Basic Concept.s, Form A, might be explained by the fact the
Boehm Test, of Basic Concepts screens fifty concepts in total;
whereas the spatial concept instruct,ional- program was
designed to improve kindergarten pupils o performance on seven
spatial concepts. This is an indicat,ion that teaching
activities geared t,o identified specific concept,s improves
kindergarten pupils0 performance only on those identified
concepts

"

the difference between pre- and post-test, performance
of kindergart,en pupils in Condition Five (pupils did not
participate in the instructional program)was not significant
at the .05 level, t = 0.787" This finding also demonstrates
the effectiveness of the spatial concept, instructional
program.

A significant difference was noted between the
performance of the kindergarten pupils in Condition One
(pupils participated in the instructional program) before
they had participated in the spatial concepi instructional
program and their performance after they had participated in
the spatial concept instructional program, t, E -Z "4L3 "
The investigator compared t,he total scores on the
experiment,al testing instrument for the kind.ergart,en pupils
in condit,ion Three (pupils participated. in the instructional
program) with the total scotres on the experimental test,ing

tsl
instrumenË for the kindergarten pupils in condition Four

(pupils did noÈ participate in the instructional program)
"
The data was analyzed using Two-sample t-Èests (soI, sr 13).
The findings indicated that there was a significant
difference at the .05 revel, t = 4.Lzgt between t,he performance
of kindergarten pupils who had participated in an
instructional program designed to improve performance on
spatial concept tasks, and the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had not, part.icipated in the instructional program,
as measured by the totar test scores of an experimental
test,ing instrument"
There was a significant difference at the .05 levelo
t = 4"163r between the performance of kindergarten pupils who
had part.icipated in an instruct,ional program designed to

improve performance on spat,ial concept tasks and the
performance of kindergarten pupils who had. not participat,ed

in the instructional programr âs measured by the paper-andpencil component of the experimental t,esting instrumenË.
The scores on the manipulative component of the
experimental testing instrument for ëhe kindergarËen pupils
in condition Three (pupils particÍpated in the instruct,ional
program) were compared with Èhe scores on the manipulative
component of the experiment,al testing instrument for the

kindergarten pupils in Condit,ion pour (pupils had not
partícipated j-n the instructional program) . Ã signifj.cant.
difference at, the .05 level, L = 3.155 was found"
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Findings showed a significant difference aÈ the .05
levero t @ 3.183, between the performance of kindergarten
pupils who had participated in the instructional program
designed to improve performance on spat,ial concept, Èasks,
and the performance of kindergarÈen pupils who had not

participated in the instructional program¡ âs measured by the
oral expressive language component, of the experimental
test.ing instrument "
To furÈher determine the effectiveness of the spatial
concept instructional programu the Ínvestigator compared the
performance scores of the kindergarten pupils in condition

rwo (pre-instruction testing; pupils did not participate in
the instructional program) with the performance scores of
the kindergarten pupils ín condition Four (post-instruction
testing; pupils did not participate in the instructional
program) "

The main purpose of this comparison e¡as to deÈermine

whether the difference described between kindergarten pupíIs!

spatial concept task performance in Condit,ion Three (postinstruct,ion testing; pupils participated in the instructional
program) and kindergarten pupils¡ spatial concept task
performance in condition Four (post,-inst.rucÈion Èesting;
pupils did not participat,e in t,he instrucÈional program)
might be aÈtribut,ed to the spatial concept, insÈructional
program or some other factor such as mat,uraÈional growth.
There was no significant difference between the
kindergarten pupii.s' performance in condition Two (pre-

}s3

instruct,ion testíngr pupils did not, participate in the
inst,ructional program) and the kindergarten pupíls
performance in Condition Four (post-instruction testing;
pupils did not participate in the instruct,ionaL program)
s¡hen ej.ther the total or any of the three component, scores
on the experiment.aL test,ing instrument were analyzed "
Ïn conclusion, the significant differences that urere
observed betr¡¡een the kindergarten pupils r performance in
condition Three (pupils did partícipate in the instructional
program) and the pupÍls ! performance in condition Four (pupils
did not, parÈicipate in the inst,ructíonal program) on the total_
scores and the Èhree cornponent scores of Èhe experimental
testing instrument were not apparent when one analyzed. the
u

o

kindergarten pupils' performance in Condit,ion Two (preinstruction testirg) and, the kÍndergarten pupils ! performanee
in condit,ion Four (posÈ-instruction) on t,he experimental

testing instrument with it.s three components. The difference
in performance that was observed after the instructional
program had occurred might be attributed.

to

some

factor other

than maturation " The spat.iaJ- concept insËruet,ional program
d,escribed in this study does appear to have a significanc

effect upon kindergarten pupils performance on tasks related
to the eight. ident,if ied spat,ial concepts "
one of the concLusions that might be drawn from the
resurt,s of this st.udy is that teachers should recognize the
value of teaching concept,s to kindergarten pupils" The
result,s indicate that spatial concepts can be iaught, and that
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inst'ruction does make a significant d,ífference to kindergarten
pupilsu performance on spatial concept tasks"

rn this study the spatíal concept, instrucÈionar
lessons r¡¡ere t,aught to smarl groups of childreno i"e., four or
five pupils at a time" some aspects of the spat,ial concept
ínstructional Program would be more feasible wíth class size
groupings than others. The oraL expressive language
activities shouLd be conducted in small groups when possible
in order that the young pupil be given ample opportunity to
develop and utilize his oral communication skills (Meissner,
1975)

"

realíze that some facets of a
spatial concept require more varied teaching met,hodology than
other facets of Ëhe same concept. For example, in this
study approximately ninety percent of the kindergart,en pupirs
in conditions oneo Two, and Five (pre-test situation) were
abre to recognize the spat,ial concept 'nearest, on a paperand-pencil task" However, many of these same children li¡ere
unable to Cemonstrate mastery of the spatial concept, Inearestl
on the oral expressive language component. Because the
pupils were given credit for mastery onry when they oralJ_y
provided the exact concept. label it is dífficult, Èo say
whether the pupÍls lacked understanding of t,he concept
rnearest¡ or merely were unable to provide the accurate label.
The synonyms kíndergarten pupils produced for the spatial
concept. tnearestr lead.s one to suspect that the pupíls
possessed knowledge of the concept. but they did not possess
Teachers should
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superlative endings (See Appendix C) " Teachers should take
this facet of kindergarten pupils' concept development into
account when developing spatial concept instructional
programs " The findings in this study support Boehm's
conclusion (1966) that, concept, at,t,ainment is developmental
in nature"
In addition, teachers should consider that some
concepts are represented more effect.ívely through the paperand-pencil response mod.e than others" The concept, ¡forward¡
was difficult
to represent on paper as it primarily dears
with movement. The paper-and-pencil Èasks for assessing
pupils! mastery of the concept rforward'often had to have a
qualifying prepositional phrase attached¡ €.g.¿,,looking
forward at you", This made it difficult, to determine
whether the pupils understood the concept 'forward.¡ or were
assisted by the presence of the prepositional phrase.
However' the same kindergarten pupils were able to demonstrate
mastery of the spatial concept Iforwardû through the

manipulation of small objects or the movement of their
bod,ies" Again, the findings reported here are in agreement
with Boehrn (r966) " often three dimension concepÈs such as
obehindn are difficult
medium

to represent through a two dimensionaL

"

Question 3 " what, percent,age of sub jecÈs performed to
criterion on the paper-and-pencil, the manipulative, and. the

oral expressive language components of the experimental test,ing
instrument,?
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The average percentage of subject,s in condit,ion Two,
Three and Four who performed to criterion (four of five items

correct,) on the paper-and-pencir tasks r+as 73.96 percent.
The average percentage of subjects in conditions Twoo Three,
and Four who performed to criterion (two of three iÈems
correct) on the manipurative spatial concept, tasks was 83"19
percent. The average percent,age of subjects in condit,ions
Twoo Three and Four who performed

to criterion

(two of three

items correct) on the oral expressive language component of
the experimental testing instrument was 63"ls percent,.

rt was noted that more pupils performed t,o criterion
on the manipulative spatial concept t,asks than on the paperand-penciJ- spatial concept tasks and the oral expressive
languagre spatial concept tasks
" The difference between

kindergarten pupilsu performance on the orar expressive
language component, of the experimental tesÈing instrument and.
the manipulative and paper-and.-pencir components may have been
due to the marking criterion

used for the oral expressive

language component. For this st,udy kindergarten pupils were
required to verbally produce the exact label for the spatial

concept under investigaÈion if they were to be accredited r^¡it,h
mastery of the orar expressive language spaÈiar concept.
However, many of the kindergarten pupils were abre to supply a
synonlrm for

the spatial concepÈ required (See .Appendix C) .
Pupils were not given credit for synonyms. If the marking
system had been such that synonyms were taken into account,,
the percentage of pupils v¡ho performed. to criterion on oral
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expressive language components might, have been higher.
Teachers shouLd realize thaÈ pupils often may possess an

of the spatial concept but, they do not have the
exact, verbal laber in their language. Teachers should. make
allowances for this fact, in Èheir instructional procedures
"
Because a greater percentage of kindergarten pupils
performed to criteríon on the manipulaÈive tasks (two of
three items correct,), íÈ wourd be adviseable for teachers Èo
use that component of the experimental test,ing instrument if
they were forced to choose only one because of time consÈraints.
rn addiËíono the manipura€ive componenÈ of the experimental
testíng instrument is sígnificantly si¡nilar to the paper-and.pencil componen€ of the experimentar Èesting insËru¡nent (r o"g5)
=
Question 4" To what degree were the paper-and-pencil,
the manipulativeu and the oral expressive language tasks related
as measures of kindergarten pupilsr performance on spatial
underst,anding

concept, t,asks.
By means of

Multíple CorrelaÈions (SOL ST 3Zt Èhe
investigator determined the extent of the relationships that
existed among the totaL score percentage of Èhe experimental
testing Ínst'rument and each of the component score percentages.
The component,s of Ëhe experimental testing instrumentu
ioe. r paper-and-pencil, manípulat,ive, and orar eNpressive
language, were rel-ated to a significant, extent (.05 level_) as
measures of kindergarten pupils¡ performance on spatial concept
tasks. However, kindergarÈen pupils' performance on the
manipulative comPonent of the experimenÈal testing instrument
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was more

similar (r

0"gS) to kind.ergarten pupiJ.s, performanee
on the paper-and-pencil component of the experimentar testing
@¡

instrumenÈ; than was kindergarËen pupils' performance on the
oral expressive J.anguage componenÈ of the experimental testing
instrument (r = 0"66). Again this difference in degree of
similarity might be exprained by the fact, that Èhe
kíndergarËen pupils had to produce the exact verbal label of
t'he spatial concept required. rf the investigator had

for the reguested concept the extent of Èhe
reraÈionships among the three measurement components, i.e.o
paper-and-pencilo manípu]-ativeo and oral expressive languageo
accepted synonYms

might have been greater"

rn conclusion the experirnentaL testing ínstrumenÈ
assesses kindergarten pupils 0 mastery of eight identified
concepts through three response modes , i"e. u the paper-and_
pencil, the manipuJ.ative, and the oral expressive ranguage.
The data presented in this investigation confÍrms that there
are significant relationships among the three componenÈs.
on the other hand, Èhe Boehm Test of Basic concepts is not
significantly rerated Èo the components of the experimental
testing instrumenÈ" Beeause the experimental_ testing
ínstrument provides Èhe teacher with more than one measure of
kindergarten pupÍls n eoncept, development and because each of

is significantly similar to t,he other two, it. is
feLt that the experimental testing inst,rument is superior"

Èhe measures
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Implications for Further

Research

A study of this type lends itself to further research"

In this secÈion inplicat,ions for further research shall be
dealt, with under the headings ! assessment, and instruct,ional
Programs

"

Assessment.

Further research in the area of assessment, procedures
and effectiveness in determiníng kindergarten pupils,
performance on concept tasks might be as follor^¡s:
1" Because there was only one form of the
experímental testing instrumento the design of the study was
structured in such a manner that, two randomly selected groups
of pupils $rere compared to measure performance growth. If
another form of the experimental testing instrument r¿ere
available the instrument might, be used in a pre-test and
post-Èest situation with Èhe same group of children in the
sample" This type of testing might supply additional
information concerning individual pupils.
2 " Additional spatial concepts might, be included in
an experimental testing instrument" fn this particular study
only eight concepts were investigated" The selection was
made on the basis of a teacher surveyo which listed those
spatial concepts that nurserl¡, kindergarten, and grade one
teachers considered necessary for success in learning "
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Add.itional information

mi-ghÈ

be obtained if the examiner

incorporated more or d,ifferent spatial concepts into the
measurement instrument"

" For the purpose of this study onJ-y spaÈial concepts
were investigated. The spatial concepts were selected on the
basis of teacher-select.ion and. also by the fact that they had
3

been recognized by Boehm (197L) as being found frequentJ-y in

primary school curricula. An investigation into the temporal
and/or quantitative concepts that kindergarten pupils possess
might provide information comparative in nature regarding
concept development in the kíndergarten pupil" This would
be especially true if the investigation was carried out. in

a

similar manner to the one described here"
4" Another means of evaluat,ing a kindergarten pupilus
performance on oral expressive J-anguage spatial- concept, tasks
might provide additional information. This study revealed
that at times kindergarten pupils appear to understand the
concept under investigat,ion but when asked to verbalize they

supply a Iabel which is a synonym for the requested concept,.
If another measurement device, which incorporated synonyms

for concept,s, urere developed then it, would be possible
compere the two measures of oral expressive language

t,o

performance and determine which would be the most effective
môâ e11rê

Instructiona I

P

rog{ams-

I " The findings in this study support the h1¡pothesis
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that the spatial concepÈ instructional program made a
significant, difference to kindergarten pupils' performance
on spatial concept, tasks" This conclusion was based upon the
analysis of pre- and post-test, d.ata. The post-t,est !,ras
administered approximately one or two weeks after the
completion of the spatiar concept instruct,ional program. rf
another post,-test had been ad.ministered. six or eight weeks

after the insÈructionar program had been completed it nright
have been possible to determine whether the spatiar concept
instructional program described in this study, v/as retentive
in nature" rf this was not so, this factor might be given
consideration when new facets of the program are developed..
2. Findings illustrate the fact that kinderqarten
pupils find some concepts more difficult than others.
However this study demonstrates that kindergarten pupils find
of a concept more difficult"
The concept
"nearest" ln¡as easy for the pupils when they had to demonstrate
an understanding through the paper-and-pencil response mode.
However, it became much more difficurÈ when the kinderg.arten
pupils were requested to demonstrate an understandinq throuqh
some aspect.s

the oral expressive response mode" consequently the
inst.ructionar program was developed to meet this need. rf
additionar concepts \,ùere incorporated into the instruct,ional
program not necessarily at the same time, further information
night. be provided"

" The instructional program might consist of temporal
and/ot quantiÈative concepts. rf this were accomplished these
3
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concepts could be taught using many of Ëhe same instruct.ional

techniques carried out in Èhis sÈudy" Initially

the

invest,igator would utilize concrete learning situations.
Finally he would advance to developing kindergart,en pupils

u

understanding of the concept through abstract i-earning

situations.

This would provide Èhe opport,unity to determine
whether temporal and quant,iÈaÈive basic concepts can be
taught in a sirnilar manner.
4 " Further study might provide an opportunity to
isolate various instructíonal techniques to assess their
effectiveness " rn this study Lhe success of Èhe spatial
concept instructional prograrn was measured on the basis of
the t,ot,aI program, not isolated ingredient,s of the program"
rt night be that one particular aspect of the program is more
effective than others "
5. The number of pupils in a learning group rnight be
altered to determine if the size of the group affects
kindergarten pupils¡ success in tearning spatial concepts.
In this study the size of the group rt¡as four or five"
6 " The instructíonal techniques used in this study
might be applied, to pupils of different ages" Comparative
information might, be forthcoming if Èhe instructional
procedures rvere utilized with nursery and grade one pupirs "
Implications for Classroom practice
The findings outlined in this studlz support

Boehmt s

hypothesis that kindergarten pupíls do noÈ enter school
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necessarily with an understanding of al-l the concepts that
teachers consider necessary for success in learning"
Kindergarten pupils appear to understand some concepts better
than others" For example, they understood 'next to¡ better
than they understood ubeginning¡ (See nppendix E).
Again the kindergarten pupils !{ere able to demonstrate

their understanding of a concepÈ more accurately through the
manipulat.ive response mode than through the paper-and-pencilo
and the oral expressive response modes. The findings
out,lined in this stud.y demonstrate the need of Èhe teacher to
determine if a pupil understands the specified concepts
through the three response modes, i.e., paper-and-pencil,
manipulativeo and oral expressive languageo and on the basis
of the information gathered plan an appropriaÈe progiram.
However, if the t,eacher may choose only one component of the

experimental testing instrument, because of tirne commitments,
she,/he would be wise to choose the manipulat,ive component.

A greater percent.age of the pupils in this study were able to
demonstrate mastery of a concept through the manipulative
response mode, In addition the manipulative component has

significant similarity to the other two components"
Teachers should be aware that even though the child
does not possess the necessary label for a concepto an
understanding of the concept might be present in the child"
This investigation supports the notion that often kindergarten
pupils will express an understanding of a concept, by means of
a verbal synonym (See Appendix C). For example, in this study,
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at times the children responded with the synonl¡m lbeside' for
the reguired concept. ¡next to'. Teachers should be ready to
evaluat,e concept development by considering verbal

synon)¡ms

as an indication that a pupil understand.s a concept.
Teachers should be ready to use labels interchangeable in the
descript.ion and explanation of concepts.
one of the implications for educators that came out
of this study was the varue of in-service training for

teachers of young children.

An in-service program could be

initiaÈed that, would address itself to concept deveroprnent.
First, the ingredients and the effects of g,ood assessment.
procedures could be discussed. second.o teachers could
examine effect.ive t,eaching method.ology regard.ingr concept
instructional programs. Lastlyr ân in-service program could
be development that exprored young children's participation
in an inst,ructional program and the imprications of voung

children's reactions to an instructional

progrram.
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Appendix

A

Survey Sent, to Nursery, Kindergartenu and Grade One
Teachers to Determine Which Spatial Concept,s They
Considered. Important, for Success in Learning
TEACHERS:

Please indicate which of the following concepts you
consid,er most, important, for the pupils you teach to possess"
Please number the concepts from one to fifteen, with number 1
being the concept you consid,er uffifor
lealn-IãilThank you"
PLEASE CTRCLE THE LE\ÆL YOU TEACH "

Nursery

Kinderqarten

Grade

One

CONCEPTS

Top

Middle

Nearest.

Side

Through

Farthest

Corner

Belor¿

Away From_ Around

Behind

Right

Next

Over

Row

Forward

Inside

Between

Centre

Above

Separated

Left

In

After

Second

Begínning

Third

To

Order
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Not first or last

Append.ix B Part I
E}PERIMENTAL CONEEPT TEST
PA,PER-AND-PENCTL

PART

I

DTRECTTONS

Demonstration Items

I am going to give each of you a booklet with pietures
in it, a cral¡on and a marker" Please do not make any marks
on the bookLet, until I ÈelL you what to do.
Now, each of you has a booklet," Listen carefully to
what, you have to do"
You are going to look at the pictures in the bookl-eÈ
and mark an X on the picture that f tel-l you about" (Examiner
makes an X on the bl-ackboard") Remember, you must listen ver]t
carefuLly to what, I say"
Put your marker under the firsÈ row of pictures"
(Examíner demonstrates €o the pupils ho\il t,o place the marker.)
Here is a dogo a flower and a square" (Examiner point,s to
each of the iÈems") Mark an X on the FLOWER. tlark an X on
the FLOWER" (Examiner does this example wíth the pr¡pils " )
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
(Bxamíner does this with the pupils,)

in the MIDDLE of the row.
Mark an X on the snowman in the MIDDLE of the row"
Mark an X on the snowman

L72

L73

your marker under the LasÈ row of pictures"
(Examiner does this wíth the pupils. )
Mark an x on the dog TNSTDE the house. Mark an x
Move

the dog INSIDE the

on

house"

Turn the page in your booklet"
TEST TTEMS

your marker under €he first, row of pictures"
1" see the animals walking down the road" put your finger
on the elephant" Mark Èhe animaL that waLks AFTER the
PuÈ

elephant, as they go down the road. see the animals walking

the road" put your finger on the elephant,. Mark Èhe
animaL that, waLks A,FTER the elephant as they go down the
down

road

"

your marker under Ëhe next row of pictures"
2" Mark the spoon that is BEHTND the glass. Mark the spoon
Èhat ís BEHIN? Èhe glass.
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
Move

3, Mark the leaf that is
that is BELOI{ the tree "
Move
4

BELow

the eree. Mark the l_eaf

your marker under the last row of pictures.

" Mark the one that is walkingr FORWARD towards you.

Hark the one that, ís s¡alking

FORWÃ,RD

tov¡ards }¡ou.

Turn the pageo please.

Put your marker under the first row of pictures.
5" Ffark €he bird that is NEAREST the grapes" Mark the bird
that is NEAREST the grapes.

I74
Hove your marker under the nex€, rors of pictures.

6"

someone placed

a house, a dog and another house on a
line just like this. (Examiner demonstrates to the pupils the
order in which the houses and the d.og brere placed on the line.)
Mark the house thaÈ was praced AFTER the dog on the line.
Mark the house Èhat. was placed Â,FTEE the dogr on the line.
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
the ehiLd that is looking FORWABD at, you.
Mark the child that is looking FORWARD at you"
Move your marker und.er the last row of pietures.
8" Mark an X BELOW the pig. Mark an X BELOW the pí9,
'7

"

Mark

Turn the page please"
Put, your marker under the first

row of pictures.

" see the animals going for a war-k d.own the road. in this
direction" (¡Namíner demonstrates the direction in which the
9

animars are walking to the pupils.)

Mark Èhe animal that is

at the BEGTNNTNG of the line as the animal_s wark down the
road. Mark the animal that is at, the BEGTNNTNG of the line
as the animals walk down the road.
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
10. Hark Èhe car that is BEHIND the gas pump, Mark the car
that. is BEHIND the gas pump"
Move your marker under

the next row of pictures.
t,he cheese " Mark the mouse

11. Mark the mouse NEAREST
NEAREST the cheese"
Move your marker under the last row of pietures"
!2" Mark the jack o¡lantern that is NEXT TO the wit,ch.

17s

jack o¡lantern that is NEXT TO the wit,ch"
Turn the pageu please.
Put your marker under the first row of pictures"
l-3" Mark t,he duck that is swimming BELOW the other duck"
Mark the duck that is swinuning BELOW the other duck.

Mark the

l'{ove your marker under

the next row of píctures.
L4. See the line of animals wal-king down t,he road in thís
direction. (Examíner demonst,rates to the pupils the direction
in whieh the animals are wal-king. ) Mark the animal that is at
the BEGTNNTNG of the Line as they walk down the road" Mark the
animal that is at the BEGTNNTNG of the Line as they wark down
the road"
Move your marker under the next row of pict.ures "
15" Mark t,he TOP of the jar. Mark the TOP of the jar.
Move your marker under the l-asÈ ror.¡ of pictures,
16" Mark the
rooster.

TOP

of the rooster.

Mark the TOP of the

Turn the page, please"

Put your marker under Èhe first row of pictures"
17" See the animaLs" Put, your finqer on the bear" Mark Èhe
one that, waLks AFTER the bear as they qo down the road in

this direction" (Examiner dernonstrates to the pupils the
direction in which the animals are moving") See the animals.
Put your finger on Èhe bear" Mark the one that walks AFTER
the bear as they go down the road. in this directi-on"
llove your marker under the next row of pictures.
18.

Mark the butterfly NEXT TO the flower.

Mark the

L76

butterfly

NEXT TO

F{ove

the flower.

your marker under the next row of pictures.

" Mark the d.uck that is looking FORWARD. Mark the d,uck
that is looking FORWä,RD"
Move your marker under the Last row of picÈures.
20, Mark the ball with the strípe at the Top" Mark the ball
with the stripe at the TOp"
19

Close your bookletso please"

177
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178
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EXPERIMENTAL CONEEPT TEST
P.A,PER-ÀND-PENCTL

PA,RT 2
ÐIRECTTONS

Denonstration ltems

r am going to give each of you a booklet wiËh picÈures
in ít, a erayon and a marker. Please d.o not make any marks on
Èhe booklet untiL l tell you what, to do"
Nor* each

of you has a booklet" Listen careful-l-y to

v¡hat you have to do.
You are going Ëo look at. t,he pictures in the booklet.
and mark an x on the picture that r tell

you about. (Examiner

x on the blackboard.) Remember, you must listen very
carefully to what I say"
Put your marker under the first row of pictures.
(Examiner demonst,rates to the pupils how to place the marker.)
ilere ís a poÈo a safety pin and a kite. (Examiner points to
each of the items.) Mark an X on the SAFETY pIN, Mark an X
on the S.A.FETY PrN" (Examiner does Èhís example v¿ith t,he pupils")
Move your marker under t,he next row of pictures
"
makes an

thís with t,he pupils " )
Mark an X on the f lowers INSIDE t,he vase " Mark an X on Èhe
(Examiner does

flowers INSIDE the vase,

184

þîove

your marker under the Last row of pictures"

with t,he pupils")
llark an x on the jack otLantern in the
(Examiner does Èhís

MTDDLE. t4ark an x

on the jaek o0lantern in the ÌÍIDDLE.
Turn the page in your booklet..
TEST

TTEÞTS

Put your marker under the first row of pictures.
2L" See the trucks moving d.or+rn the road in this d.irection.
(Examiner demonstrates to the pupils the direct.ion in r,¡hich
the t,rucks are moving. ) Mark the t,ruck that, is at, the
BEGTNNTNG

of the f-ine as they go down Ëhe road" see the

ín this dírection. Mark the
truck that is at Ëhe BEGTNNTNG of the line as they go down
the road.
Èrucks moving down t,he road

your marker under the next ror+ of pictures.
22. Mark t,he ball- that, is BELow the elephant. Mark the
Move

ball that is

the elephant"
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
23' Mark the turt,le that is eravrling FORWARD tor¡¡ards you"
Mark the turtle that, is crawling FORWäRD Èowards you"
Move your marker under t.he Last row of pictures.
24" Mark an E BELow the lqindow of Ëhe house" Mark an x
BELOW the window of the house.
Turn the page please"
BELO!{

Put your marker under the first ros¡ of p!.ctures.
25 " Marlc the peanut Èhat is NEAREST the squirreJ.
" Mark t,he
peanut that is NEAREST t,he ssuirrel.

185

your marker under the next rorv of pictures "
26" See the animals" Put your finger on the goat," Flark t,he
animal that walks AFTER the qoat, as they qo for a walk down the
Þ{ove

(Examiner demonstrates Èo the pupils

road in this direct,ion.

the direction in ç¡hich the animals are moving") See the
animals. PuÈ your finger on the goat. Flark the animal that,
walks AFTER t,he goat as they go for a walk down the road in
Èhis direct,íon "
Move your marker under the next row of pictures.

" Mark the cat that, is
that is NEXT TO the fish.
27

NEXT TO

the fish"

Þfark

the

cat,

the l-ast row of pietures.
28" Mark the rock that is BEHIND the tree. Mark Èhe rock
that is BEHIND the tree"
Move your marker under

Turn the page pJ-ease.
Put. your marker under the first, row of pictures,

" Mark the fish that is NEAREST the seal" Mark Èhe fish
that is NEAREST the seal.
Move your marker under the next row of pictures"
30. t4ark the one that moves AFTER the ear as they go down the
road in this d.irectíon. (Examiner demonstrates to the pupils
29

direction in which the vehicles are moving.) Mark the one
that moves AFTER t,he car as thev qo down the road in this

Ëhe

d.irection,
Move

your marker under the next row of pictures"

31, lfark the bear that is
that is Lookinq

FORfiiARD

"

Looking

FORWARD

" Mark t,he bear

186

þlove Itour marker under the

32.

Mark the bird that is NE)(T

bird that is

NEXT TO

TO

Last row of pictures.

the scarecrow. Llark the

the scarecrow"

Turn the pageo please.

Put your marker under the firsË row of pictures "
33. Mark the fork that, is NEXT TO the plate" Mark the
fork that is NEXT TO the pLate"
your márker under the next. row of píetures"
34. Mark the BEGÏNNING of Èhe IrAiN. MArK IhE BEGINNTNG
of the train.
Move

your marker under Èhe next, row of pictures.
35. Þlark the spoon that is BEHIND the vase. Mark the spoon
&fove

that is

BEHIND t,he vase"

your marker under the last row of pictures"
Mark Èhe car t,hat is jusÈ BEGTNNTNG to go up the hiLl"
the car that is just BEGINNING to go up the hill.
Turn the page, please.
Move

36.
Mark

Put your marker under the first row of pictures.
37 . Mark the sguare with È,he marble at the TOp.
Mark the sguare with the marble at the TOp.
PuÈ your marker under the next, row of pictures.

38, Mark Lhe TOp of the bird. Mark t,he Top of the bird.
&love your marker under the next row of pictures"
39" Mark the one that. swims BEHIND the duek.
Þlark the one that swims BEHIND t.he duck.
Move your marker under the last row of pictures"
40"

Mark the apple thaÈ

is

NEÃ,REST

the t,ree.

187

Mark Èhe appl-e

NEAREST

the t,ree.

Close your booklets, please.

188

3.{

189
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8$t

hwfu
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EXPERTMENT.AI, CONCEPT TEST

FÍANTPULATI\TE T.ASKS

Manipulative t,asks are defined as those tasks in which the
Èeacher present,s the oraL directions and the pupil
manipul.at,es the object or objects to demonstrat,e an
und.erstand.ing of the eight, identif ied spatial concept,s,
EX.A.ÞIPLE

Teacher says, f'Put t,he penny INSIDE the box""
PupiJ. puts the penny INSIDE the box"
EXÃ.MPLE

Teacher says o "Put the coç.¡ in the

of Èhe eircle',
The pupÍl puÈs the cow in the MTDDLE of the eircle.
TEST

MTDDLE

TTEMS

I'

Put the pencir BELow the crayon in the bookcase.
2" Pick up the penny NEAREST the truck"
3. Place the car .AFTER the t,ruck in the line of vehicles
on the road,

o
5"
6"
'1.
4

Place the block
Put, the

Put the
Put the

I " Pr¡t the
9

" Put, the

the penny on the Line "
pig BEHfNp the book"
cow BEHIND the bloek.
duck at the BEGTNNTNG of the line of animals.
block BEI:O!{ the book in the bookcase.
sheep NEI|T TO the penciJ. "
Ã,FTER

"

194

10. Pick up the duck that is NEXT TO the t,ruck,
Ll" Put the cup BELow t,he peneil in the bookcase "
Lz

" Pick up the animaL that, is at t,he

of

BEGTNNTNG

of the line

animaLs"

13" Put, the cow NEXT TO Èhe horse"
L4. Pick up the cow NEAREST the cup,
15" Make the pig move FORWA,RD.
16" PLace the pig AFTER the block on the line.
17. Put the horse on TOp of the paper.
18" Take one st,ep FORWARD.
19. Put the cow on TOp of the truck
20

"

2L"

I¡lake

Put,

the cow move FORWARD "

the sheep at the ÞEcrNNrNG of the line of

22. Put, the penny on TOp of the book,
23. Put the block BEHIND Èhe cup"
24 " Point, to t.he horse NEAREST the block.

animal_s.
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E}PERTMENTAÍ, EONCEPT TEST

ORAL EXPRESSTVE LANGUAGE TASKS

oral- expressive language tasks are defined as those t,asks in
which Èhe teacher manipulates the object or objects and the

pupíl describes orally what is occurring.
EXA}IPLE

The t,eacher saysu "Do you know what the word

MÏÐDLE

Try and use the word MIDDLE in a story about something
I will show you. n (Teacher puts a cow ín the MIDDLE of the
circle of animals,)

means?

EXAF{PLE

teacher sayso "Do you know whaË the word INSTDE
means? Try and use the word INSIDE in a story about something
I wilL show you" (Teacher puts the crayon INSIDE the box")
The

TEST ÏTEMS

l-.

Do you know what the word

word

NEå,REST

NEÂ,REST

in a story about something r will

(Teacher Èakes away the penny

2"

means? Try and use

Èhe

show you.

the t,ruck " )
Do you knoç¡ what Èhe word BELOW means? Try and use the
word BELO!{ in a story about something I wiLl shoç¡ you.
(Teacher puës the pencil ÞEI{QW the book in the bookcase.
NEAREST

)

3.

Do you knoç¡ what

196

the

word. Top means?

Try and use the

word

in a story about something I wil1 show you.
(Teacher puts her hand on TOp
of her head.)
4 " Do you know what the
word Ã,FTER means? Try and use the
word AFTER in a story about someÈhing
ï will show you"
(Teaeher puts the truck AFTER
the tractor in the line of
vehicles going down the road.)
TOP

5.

Do you know what,

the word FORWARD means? Try and use the
word FORÍÂ7ARD in a story about someËhinq
f will shorv you"
(Teacher moves

6.

Do you know what t.he word NEAREST means?

word

7"

Try and use Ëhe

Ín a story about something ï wil_L shor.¡ you.
(Teacher picks up the sheep NEAREST
the pig. )
Do you know what the word AFTER means?
Try and use the
word AnfER in a story about something
I will show you"
(leacher places the sheep ÃFTER
the cow in t,he line of
NEAREST

animals
8.

FORWARD.)

")

Do you know whaÈ

the words NEXT TO means? Try and use the
words NEXT TO in a story about something
f will show you.
(Teacher puts t.he horse NEXT TO
the truck. )
9. Do you know whaË the word Top means? Try
and use the word
TOp in a story about something I will
show you"
(Teaeher puts the sheep on Top of
the block. )
10' Do you know what the r¿ord, BEG'¡¡N'NG means?
Try and use
the word BEGTNNTNG Ín a story about something
r will show you"
(Teacher puts the bl0ck at the BEGTNNTNG
of the line of
objects, )

L97

lL"

Do you know what the word

word

FORWA,RD

FORWARD means?

in a story about something r will

(Teacher makes the duck move

12.

Do you know what

word BELow

Try and use the
shou, you.

FORWARD.)

the word BELow means? Try and use Èhe

ín a story about

r will show you.
(Teacher puts the horse BELow the book in the bookcase")

13"

Do you know rphat

word

FORWARD

somet,hing

the word FORWARD means? Try and use the

ín a story about, something r vrill

show you"

(Teaeher makes

the horse move FORWARD.)
t4 " Do you know whaÈ the word BEGTNNTNG means? Trv and use the
word BEGTNNTNG in a story about something r will show you"
(Teacher puts the horse at the BEGTNNTNG of the line of
animals

")

" Do you know what, t,he word BEHTND means? Try and use t,he
word BEHTND in a story about, something r will show vou.
(Teacher puts the horse BEHIND the haystack")
16. Do you know what the word BEHTND means? Try and use the
word BEHTND in a story about something r will show you.
(Teacher put,s the penny BEHIND the block. )
17 " Do you know what the word NEAREST means? Try and use t,he
word NE.A,REST in a sÈory abouÈ something r wíll show you.
(Teacher picks up the cow NEAREST the sheep")
18. Do you knovr what the v¡ord BEGTNNTNG_ means? Try and use
t,he word BEGTNNTNG in a story about someÈhing r will_ shors
you" (Teacher puts the penny at the BEGTNNTNG of the
line of objects")
15
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19.

Do you know what €he words NEXT TO mean?

words NEXT TO in a story about, somethíng

Try and use the

I will-

show you"

(Teacher puts Èhe cow NEXT TO the horse.)
20" Do you know what, the word AFTER means? Try and, use the word

in a story about something r wirl show you"
(Teacher put,s the penny å,FTER the animal in the Line. )

A,FTER

21. Do you knoçr whaË t,he word BELow means? Try and use the
word BELow in a story about something r will shor.tr you"
(Teacher puÈs the pig BELOtv the sheep.)
22" Do you know what the word Top means? Try and use the
in a story about something I will show you.
(Teacher put,s the penny on TOp of the book. )
23" Do you know what the words NEXT To means? Try and, use
the ¡pords NE)(T To in a story about something r wiLl show
you. (Teacher puts the crayon NEXT TO the paper")
word. TOP

24

'

Do you know what Èhe word. BEHTND rneans? Try and use

in a story abouÈ somethinE r wiLl
you, (Teacher puts the block BEHIND the book.)
t,he word

ÞEHTND

show
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Kindergarten pupLLe to Demonstrate Underatandlng
of the Elght ldenÈtfted SpatlaL Concepte
NU¡nDer or
Nuru)er of
Pupfls who
Puplla who
used thle
Synon!¡m Used uged thle
Slmonym Ueed
Synonyn
Concept,

Synonlnoe Ueed By

Synonym Ueed

For

ConcepÈ
AFÎER

I

ConcepÈ

b"hitrd

st. the
part

29

BEHTND

La8t,

ln back of
at t,he end of

Èho U.ne
next, to
beslde
ln the back

back of
åÈ the lsst
1a8t, one
at tho back

BBLOW

For Concept

I
J

7

5

I

of
rlghÈ sr, th6
very end

tl

down

7

bot,tom pert.
under
underneath
et the bot,tom

L
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3
2

NEAREST

2
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Appendix

D

Out,line of Seven Spatiai- Concept Lessons
Lesson

1

Lesson

2

Lesson

3

Lesson

4

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

5

6

7

Introduce

NEXT TO

Review
Introduce

NEXT

Review
Introduce

TOp
BELOW

Review
fntroduce

BEHIND

Review
Introduce

BEcfNNING

TO

TOp

BELOW

BEHIND

Review
ïntroduce

BEGI¡ÏNTNG

Introduce

å,FTER

FORWARD

Review the six previously taught Lessons
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Appendix

Spatial

ConcepÈ

D

Instructional

Program

InÈroduction
The spatial concept instructional program consisted

of seven teaching sessions, During each session, with the
exception of the first and last, a new spatial concept was
introduced and the previously taught one reviewed" The
format of the lessons v¡as basically similar when possible.
Because this spatiaL eoncept, inslructional

program was one

facet of a research study, attent,ion was given to the number
of times the small group of pupils, i"e., four or five in a
group, had visual-, auralo oral, and/ot physical exposure to a
particular identified spatial concept"
Objectives of the Spatial Concept
fnstructional Program
The objectives of the spatial concept instructional
program were as follows:

1" That, pupils be able to d.emonstrate an understanding
of an ident.ified spatial concept through the use of their bodies
(e"g", Teacher sayso "Go and. stand on t,op of the box" . )
2" That pupils be able t,o demonstrat,e an understandinq
of an identified spat,ial concepÈ through the manipulation of
objects at the direction of the teacher (e"9., Teacher says,
"Put the cornflakes next lo the ice-cream".)
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3. That pupils be able to demonstrate an underst,anding
of an iden€ified spatial concept through their oral responses
to questions posed by the teacher (e'g. o Teacher puts the dog
behind the book and asks, "What did I do?" " Pupil responds,
"You put Èhe d,og behind the book" " ) .

4. That pupils be able to demonstrate an understanding
of an identified spat,ial concept through their interpretat,ion of
pictures (e.g., Teacher asks, "Which animal- is at t,he beginning
of the line when they walk in this direction?").
5. That, pupíls be able t,o demonstrate an understand.ing
of an identified spatial eoncept by performing paPer-and-pencil
tasks (e.g.o Teacher Says, o'Draw a circle around the thing that
is next, to the boat." . )

o

Spat,ial- Concept Lesson PIan

Outlined in detail below is one of the spatial concept
lessons which was part of the spatial concept instructional
Program.
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Lesson L

lntroduction of spatial concept next to

A" Pupils demonstrated. an underst,anding of the
concept. nnexL to" by means of t,heir bodies "
Stand 4e¡t te my shopping bag
Stand next to the chair
Stand next to Èhe oÈher chair
St,and next, to the door
Stand next to the door

next
next
Stand next
Stand next
Stand next
St,and
Stand.

Stand next
Stand next,
Stand next
Stand next

to the bookease
to the shopping
to the desk

to
to

bag

mv purse
the box

to me
to (a pupiLus
to (a pupilus
to (a pupil's
St,and next to (a pupil's

name)
name)
name)
name)

spatS-al
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Lesson
B

I

Introduct,ion of spat,ial concept, next to

" Pupíls demonstrated an underst,anding of the spatialconcept, "next to" Èhrough manipulat,ion of toy objeets.
Teacher gave the following d.irections:
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put the
Put t,he
Put the
Put Èhe

cornflakes next to Èhe ice cream
coffee next to the orange
ean next to the cornflakes
bananas next to the coffee
carrot next, to the cornflakes
plum next Èo the orange
pumpkin next t,o the ice cream
milk next to the can
coffee next to the coffee
onion next. to the coffee
carrot next to the milk
ice cream next to the money
bananas next, to the corn
carrot next, to the milk
plum next to the orangre
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Lesson

I

Introduction of spatial concept next to

e" Pupils demonstrated an understanding of the spatial
concept 'onext ton through an oraÌ description of what
the teacher did with the toy objects"
Teacher asked the folLowing questions and the pupil
respond,ed verbally "
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
did T put

I
I
I
f
I
I
f
I
I
I
I
f
f
Where d.id I

did
Where did
Where dÍd
Where did
Where did
Where did
Where did
l.lhere did
Where did
V{here did
Where did
Where díd
Where did
Where

lnlhere

the orange?
the coffee?
t,he onion?

the
the
the
the
the
the

jar of fruit?
carrot?
orange?
bananas?

nilk bott,le?
corn?

t.he coffee?

the ice

cream?

t,he cornflakes?

the bananas?
the coffee?
the orange?
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Lesson

I - Introduct,ion of spatial concept neEt

Èo

D. Pupils demonst,rated an underst,anding of the spat,ial
concept onext to'u by following the teachers¡ directions
and verbaLly describing whae was d.one.
Pick up something that is
Pick up something that is
Pick up something that is
Pick up somet,hing that is
Pick up something that, is
Pick up something that is
Pick up something that. is
Píck up something that is
Pick up something that is
Piek up somethingr tha€ ís
Pick up something that ís
Píck up something that is
Pick up something that is
Pick up something that is
Píck up something that, is

next to the cornflakes
next to Èhe orange
next t,o the ice cream
next to the can
next Èo the bananas
not next to the bananas
not. next to the can
not next to the bananas
not next to the orange
not next to the coffee
not next to the cornflakes
not, next to the coffee
not next to the can
not next to an orançre
not next to the orange
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Introduction of spatíal concept' next Èo
E " Pupils orally ansctered quest,ions af ter they have viewed
a picture.

Lesson l-

What, as

What

is
is
is
is

iùhat

ts

htrhat

is

Î{hat
What
What,

Vfhat
What

J.¡'

is

WhaÈ Ls

What is
What is
What as

F.

What,

is

What

AS

next, to alligaÈor?

next to the zebra?
next to the elePhant,?
next to the elePhant?
next, to the bird?
next to the bird?
next, to the lion?
next, to the monkey?
next to the giraffe?
next, to the zebra?
nexL to the goríIla?
next to t,he zebra?
next, to the bird?
next to the reíndeer?
next to zebra?

PupiJ.s demonstrated an understanding

of the

concept

"next to' by means of t'he paper-and-pencil response
mode

"

Put, your finger on the Plant.
Draw a circle around something that is next to

the plant"
Put, lzour finger on Èhe drum.
Draw a circle around something next to the drum"

Put your finger on the babY.
Dra\d a circle around somethinq
Èhe baby"

that is next to

Put. yor-lr f inger on t'he bone.
Draw a circle around something next to the bone,
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Put your finger on the plate'
Draw an X on something that is next, to the plate"
Put, your finger on the blouse.
Put an X on something that is next

to the blouse"

Put your fingrer on the dress.
Draw an X on something next to the dress"
Put your finger on the can.
Draw an X on something next to the can"
Put, your finger on the glass'
Draw a line under something nexÈ to the glass.
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Appendix

E

of Kindergarten Pupils in Conditions
One, lwo and Five Who Demonstrated MasÈery of the Eight
Identified Spatial Concepts when Measured by the Boehrn
Test of Basic Concepts, Form A' or the Paper-and-Pencil
Component of the Experimental Test,ing Instrument in a

Number and Percentage

Pre-test Situation

tion
Nu¡nber
ilq

Nearest
Àftor

8?.5

I4
1I

50.
45.83

2L

45.ðJ
5 t ")

14

13

Below

Next to
Beginning
Behind
Forwarc

L2

11
1't
q

54"1?

22
16

1tr

9

88

56
44
64
84
60
56
36

(Ne25)

ot
24
19
LJ

96
76
52

19
18

72

t3

,b

a¿

18

t¿

IO

40

Total NuÍiber and Percentage of Kindergarten Pupils in
Conditions One, 1\so, and Five Who DemonstraÈed lifastery
of the Eig'ht ldentified SpaÈial Concepts when Measured
by Èhe Boehm Test of Basic Concepts and the Paper-andPéncil Conponent of the Experimental Testing Inscrument
in a Pre-test SÍtuation
90.548
(21+22+241@
67
67 " 57S
(17+14+19)=
50
51 " 35C
(14+11+13)6
38
(13 + 16 + l-9) =
64.86C
48
68 .92r
(12+21+18)Ê
5l
52 "70s
(11 + 15 +,13) =
39
4J
58.11r
(11+14+18) =
37 .84å
(9+ 9+10)=
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ive

Percentage

of Pupils

70 "83
58 "33

L4

Nearest
ÀfÈer

of

it,ion

CondiÈion lwo (N.25)
Percentage

L7

ToP

Beginning
Behind
Fo¡r¡ard

N=24

2t

Below

Next to

One

Àppendix

F

of Kindergarten Pupils in Conditions
One, Three, Four anã Five Who Demonstrated !4astery of the
Eight, Identified Spatial concePts when Measured by the
SoehÍr Test of Basic Concep¿E' For:n B or the Paper-andPencil Component of Èhe Experimental Testing InsÈrument in

Nu¡nber and Percentage

a Post-test Situation

(N'24

Nearest,

After
Belon
TOP

Next to

Beginning
Behind
Forward

Condition

Condítion Three

Condition

(N=2

(N=23)

)

3)

Condition Five
(N.25)

82 .61
65 "22
56 .52

r00
87"5
95.83
95"83

78.26

91"67

82 "61
60 .87

87 "5

q? l7

95 "83

43.48

95.83

Tot,a1 Number and Percentage of Kindergarten Pupils in
Conditions One, Three' Four and Five t{ho Demonstrated
Mastery of the Eight Identified Spatlal Concepts t{hen
Dteasurèd by the Boehm Test of Basic Concepgs and the
Paper-and-Þencl1 Component of the Experimental Testing

Inètru¡¡enÈ in e Post-test Situation
(N=95)

Nearest

After
BeIow
TOP

Next to
Beginning
Behind
Forward

(24+ 23+19+25)
(21+22+L5 +17)
(23+1?+13+11)
(23+22+18+24\
(23+23+19+21)
(22+23+L4 +11)
(21+23+10+19)
(23+23+L2 +12)

91

95.79S

75

78 .9sS

64

67 .3?S

87

73

9r.58C
90.53r
73.68t
7 6 .84È

70

/J.bðõ

86
70
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